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SUMMARY
Due to the information explosion on the Internet, effective information search
techniques are required to retrieve the desired information from the Web. With much
analysis on users’ search intention and the variant forms of Web content, we find
that both the query and the indexed web content are often associated with various
context information, which can provide much essential information to indicate the
ranking relevance in Web search. Although there have been many existing studies
on extracting the context information of both the query and the Web content, little
research has addressed exploring these context information to improve Web search.
This dissertation seeks to develop new search algorithms and techniques by taking
advantage of rich context information to improve search quality.
This dissertation consists of two major parts. In the first one, we study how to ex-
plore the context information of the query to improve search performance. Since Web
queries are usually very short, it is difficult to extract precise information need from
the query itself. We propose to take advantage of the context information, such as
the search intention of the query, to improve the ranking relevance. According to the
query difference in terms of search intention, we first introduce the query-dependent
loss function, by optimizing which we can obtain better ranking model. However,
in practical search engine, it is uneasy to precisely define the query-dependent loss
function. And, inspired by the requirement of deep dive and incremental update on
dedicated ranking models, we investigate a divide-and-conquer framework for rank-
ing specialization. Experimental results on a large scale data set from a commercial
search engine demonstrate significant improvement on search performance over cur-
rently applied ranking models without considering query context.
xiv
The second part of this dissertation investigates how to extract the context of
specific Web content and explore them to build more effective search system. This
study focuses on searching over social media, the new emerging form of Web content.
As the fastest growing segment of the Web, social media services establish new forums
for content creation Daily, huge amount of social media content are collaboratively
generated by millions of Web users, driven by various of social activities. Due to
the valuable information contained in the resulting archives of both the content and
the context of the interactions, computational methods for knowledge acquisition has
become an important topic in social media analysis. Unlike traditional Web con-
tent, social media content is inherently associated with much new types of context
information, including content quality, user reputation, and user interactions, all of
which provide useful information for acquiring knowledge from social media. In this
dissertation, we seek to develop algorithms and techniques for effective knowledge
acquisition from collaborative social media environments by using the dynamic con-
text information. In particular, this study first proposes a new general framework
for searching social media content, which integrates both the content features and
the user interactions. Then, a semi-supervised framework is proposed to explicitly
compute content quality and user reputation in social media. These new context in-
formation are incorporated into the general search framework to improve the search
quality. Experimental results of large scale evaluation on real world social media
content demonstrate that this research achieves significant improvements over previ-
ous approaches for information search in social media. Furthermore, this dissertation
also investigates techniques for extracting the structured semantics of social media
content. Experimental results demonstrate that this kind of context information is





The task of Web search can be briefly described as follows. When Web user intends to
find some information from a collection of indexed Web content, she first generate a
query to represent her information need. Then, given the query, the deployed ranking
model measures the relevance of each indexed Web content to the query, and sorts
them based on the relevance scores, and finally presents a list of top-ranked Web
content to the user. Based on this big picture of Web search, we find that ranking
model plays an essential role in an effective search system. Thus, this study focuses
on building the ranking model which can precisely indicate the relevance between the
query and the indexed Web content.
However, there are many challenges for obtaining the effective ranking model.
First, since queries are usually very short, whose average length is less than three
according to the recent study on several popular commercial search engines, it is un-
easy to understand the user’s information need from two or three words. In addition,
it is challenging to analyze the Web content. As many new emerging types of Web
content, such as social media content, become more popular on the Web, it is not
able to use the single method to analyze various types of Web content. Furthermore,
we can not analyze the content quality only based on the text of Web content.
With much analysis on users’ search intention and the variant forms of Web con-
tent, we find that both the query and the indexed web content are often associated
with much context information. For example, beyond the text itself, queries can be
associated with the context of search intention, which indicates the query is naviga-
tional, informational or transactional; queries can also be associated with the context
1
of semantics, which specifies whether the user looks for products, travel advice or
any other information; moreover, queries have other context information, including
length, popularity, etc. These various types of context information can be used to
better understand the users’ information need so as to improve the search perfor-
mance.
Furthermore, the indexed Web content is also associated with context information
such as hyperlinks between Web pages which can be used to compute the importance
of each Web page. Additionally, the author’s reputation and the evaluation or ratings
from other Web users are other valuable context information for indicating the quality
of Web content. Based on these observation, we find that the context of queries and
Web content can provide much essential information to indicate the ranking relevance
in Web search.
Despite many existing studies on extracting the context information of both the
query and the Web content, little research has addressed exploring these context in-
formation to improve Web search. Motivated by these consideration, this dissertation
seeks to develop new search algorithms and techniques by leveraging rich context in-
formation to improve search quality. In particular, this dissertation consists of two
major parts. The first one studies the context of the query in terms of various ranking
objectives of different queries, and proposes to incorporate such query context infor-
mation into the ranking model to improve the ranking relevance. The second part
investigates how to extract the context of specific Web content and explore them to
build more effective search system. This study is based on the new emerging form
of Web content, social media content, which is inherently associated with much new
context information, including content quality, user reputation, and user interactions.
In this dissertation, we seek to develop algorithms and techniques required for effec-
tive knowledge acquisition from collaborative social media environments by using the
dynamic context information. In the following, we will give a brief introduction of
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each part, respectively.
1.1 Query-Dependent Ranking for Web Search
Queries describe the users’ information need and therefore they play an essential role
in the context of ranking for information retrieval and Web search. However, most
of existing approaches for ranking do not explicitly take into consideration the fact
that queries vary significantly along several dimensions and entail different treatments
regarding the ranking models. To this end, this study considers the query difference
in terms of search intention as new context information, and proposes to incorporate
such context information into ranking. In this dissertation, we explore two general
approaches, query-dependent loss approach and rank specialization approach.
In the context of Web search, according to search intention, queries are usually
classified according to search intent such as navigational, informational and trans-
actional queries. Based on the observation that such kind of query categorization
has high correlation with the user’s different expectation on the result accuracy on
different rank positions, this study first explores the approach of developing position-
sensitive query-dependent loss functions exploring such kind of query categorization.
Beyond the simple learning method that builds ranking functions with pre-defined
query categorization, this study further proposes a new method that learns both
ranking functions and query categorization simultaneously. This query-dependent
loss approach is applied to several existing ranking algorithms. And, experimental
results demonstrate that query-dependent loss functions can be exploited to signif-
icantly improve the accuracy of learned ranking functions. It is also shown that
the ranking function jointly learned with query categorization can achieve better
performance than that learned with pre-defined query categorization. Finally, this
study also provides analysis and conduct additional experiments to gain deeper un-
derstanding on the advantages of ranking with query-dependent loss functions over
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other query-dependent and query-independent approaches.
For the ranking approach with query-dependent loss function, however, we only
consider very few number of query categories. In practical search engine, queries can
be grouped into more finer topics, and it is very difficult to precisely describe the
query difference into the loss function. Moreover, the commercial search engines usu-
ally require deep dive and incremental update on dedicated ranking model. Motivated
by these considerations, this dissertation proposes a divide-and-conquer framework
for ranking specialization, i.e. learning multiple ranking models by addressing query
difference. Specifically, this approach first generates query representation by aggre-
gating ranking features through pseudo feedbacks, and employ unsupervised clus-
tering methods to identify a set of ranking-sensitive query topics based on training
queries. To learn multiple ranking models for respective ranking-sensitive query top-
ics, a global loss function is defined by combining the ranking risks of all query topics,
and a unified learning process is introduced to minimize the global loss. Moreover, an
ensemble approach is employed to generate the ranking result for each test query by
applying a set of ranking models of the most appropriate query topics. Experiments
are conducted on a benchmark dataset for learning ranking functions as well as a
dataset from a commercial search engine. Experimental results show that this ap-
proach can significantly improve the ranking performance over existing single-model
approaches as well as straightforward local ranking approaches, and the automatically
identified ranking-sensitive topics are more useful for enhancing ranking performance
than pre-defined query categorization.
1.2 Context-Aware Social Media Search
The second part of this dissertation investigates how to extract the context of specific
Web content and explore them to build more effective search system. This work will
majorly focus on searching over the new emerging online social media service.
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Online social media services comprise one of the fastest growing segments on the
Web. They establish new forums for content creation, allow Web users to connect
to each other and share information, and permit novel social applications at the
intersection of people and information. Such content includes community question
answering (Yahoo! Answers 1), social bookmarking (Delicious 2), social encyclope-
dia (Wikipedia 3) social photo sharing (Flickr 4), social video sharing (Youtube 5),
microblogging (Twitter 6), and many other form of user-generated content. During
the last few years, this new kind of content has started dominating the Web: in-
creasingly, Web users participate in content creation, rather than just consumption.
Published and professional Web content together is estimated to be generated at
about 5 Gigabyte per day, whereas user-generated content is created at the rate of
about 10 Gigabytes a day, and growing [63]. As social media services grow in size
and popularity, the resulting archives of both the content and the context of the so-
cial interactions contain valuable information, which can enable new knowledge-rich
approaches to information access.
Unlike traditional Web content, social media content is inherently associated with
much new context information, including content quality, user reputation, and user
interactions, all of which provide useful information for acquiring knowledge from so-
cial media. In this dissertation, we seek to develop algorithms and techniques required
for effective knowledge acquisition from collaborative social media environments by
using the dynamic context information.
Despite many existing information retrieval approaches applied to traditional Web








a challenge task. First, unlike traditional Web content, social media content is in-
herently dynamic: the perceived popularity, the availability of interactions, the or-
ganization of content, or even interpretation of the content may change significantly
over time. Furthermore, the quality of social media content varies even more than
the quality of traditional Web content. For example, a large fraction of social me-
dia content often reflects unsubstantiated opinions of users, which are not useful for
mining knowledge. However, social media content is inherently associated with much
new context information, including content quality, user reputation, and user inter-
actions, all of which provide useful information for acquiring knowledge from social
media. Motivated by these considerations, this dissertation seeks to develop algo-
rithms and techniques required for effective knowledge acquisition from collaborative
social media environments by using the dynamic context information.
To make collaboratively generated content in social media more accessible and
serving a broad spectrum of users, it is important to provide an effective search
interface. As discussed, social media content is different from traditional Web content
in style, quality, and authorship. More importantly, the explicit support for social
interactions between users, such as posting comments, rating content, and responding
to questions and comments makes social media unique and requires new techniques for
search. This work uses searching community questions answering (CQA) archives as
a concrete example to discuss the various issues involved in searching collaboratively
generated content.
Community question answering (CQA) has emerged as a popular and effective
paradigm for a wide range of information needs. For example, to find out an obscure
piece of trivia, it is now possible and even very effective to post a question on a
popular CQA site such as Yahoo! Answers, and to rely on other users to provide an-
swers, often within minutes. The importance of such CQA sites is magnified as they
create archives of millions of questions and hundreds of millions of answers, many of
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which are invaluable for the information needs of other searchers. However, to make
this immense body of knowledge accessible, effective answer retrieval is required. In
particular, as any user can contribute an answer to a question, the majority of the
content reflects personal, often unsubstantiated opinions. A ranking that combines
both relevance and quality is required to make such archives usable for factual infor-
mation retrieval. This task is challenging, as the structure and the contents of CQA
archives differ significantly from the web setting. To address this problem, this study
proposes a general ranking framework for factual information retrieval from social
media. Further result analysis is also provided to gain deeper understanding of which
features are significant for social media search and retrieval.
In addition, as the submitted questions and answers are collaboratively generated
by users, the quality of such content varies widely - increasingly so that a large fraction
of the content is not usable for answering queries. Previous approaches for retrieving
relevant and high quality content have been proposed, but they require large amounts
of manually labeled data – which limits the applicability of the supervised approaches
to new sites and domains. This study address this problem by developing a semi-
supervised coupled mutual reinforcement framework for simultaneously calculating
content quality and user reputation, that requires relatively few labeled examples
to initialize the training process. More importantly, this quality estimation can be
incorporated into the proposed ranking framework to improve the accuracy of search
over CQA archives.
Another issue involved in search CQA archives is related to social interactions. As
online social media draws heavily on active reader participation, such as voting or rat-
ing of news stories, articles, or responses to a question, this user feedback is invaluable
for ranking, filtering, and retrieving high quality social media content. Unfortunately,
as social media moves into the mainstream and gains in popularity, the quality of the
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user feedback degrades. Some of this is due to noise, but, increasingly, a small frac-
tion of malicious users are trying to “game the system” by selectively promoting or
demoting content for profit, or fun. Hence, the proposed ranking framework must be
robust to noise in the user interactions, and in particular to vote spam. Therefore,
this study considers several vote spam attacks, and introduce a method of training
the proposed ranker to increase its robustness to some common forms of vote spam
attacks.
Results of a large scale evaluation demonstrate that the proposed ranking frame-
work in this dissertation is highly effective at retrieving well-formed, factual answers to
questions, as evaluated on a standard factoid question answering benchmark, and that
the proposed quality estimation method are more effective than previous approaches
for finding high-quality answers, questions, and users such that it improves the accu-
racy of search over CQA archives over the state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, the
experimental results show that the proposed ranking framework is significantly more
robust to vote spam compared to a state-of-the-art baseline as well as the ranker not
explicitly trained to handle malicious interactions.
Furthermore, this work investigates techniques for extracting the structured se-
mantics of social media content, especially on task questions in CQA. Recently, task
questions, as a specific type of information need, have been widely used by Web users
in the context of Web search. Fortunately, CQA provides an alternative channel for
solving task questions, since the large number of task questions posted in CQA sites
have comprised a valuable knowledge repository which could be a gold mine for auto-
matic task solving. This work proposes to use a generative topic modeling approach
for comparative text mining to extract structured semantics of task questions in a
principled way. We further propose to incorporate prior expert knowledge into the
learning process. Empirical experiments are carried out on integrating questions into
task knowledge for two different general task topics from a CQA portal. The results
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show that the proposed method is effective for both extracting structured semantics
of questions and generating integrated task summaries for each task topic. Additional
experimental results also demonstrate that this kind of context information is essen-
tial for improving the performance of content organization and retrieval over social
media service.
1.3 Contributions
In summary, this dissertation explores using the context information of both the
query and the Web content to improve the search performance. It first investigates
the query context in terms of different search intention, and studies how to incorporate
such query context information into the ranking model. The contributions on this
objective can be summarized as:
• Proposing to incorporate query difference into ranking by introducing query-
dependent loss functions, and developing a new methods for learning the ranking
function jointly with learning query difference in terms of query categorization
(Chapter 3).
• Applying a divide-and-conquer framework for ranking specialization, which
learns multiple ranking models by addressing the difference between multi-type
content with multi-type queries (Chapter 4 in progress).
Secondly, this dissertation studies how to extract the context of the specific Web
content and use the obtained context information to improve search performance. In
particular, this study focuses on searching over the social media contents, especially
the Community Question Answering. The contributions on this direction can be
concluded as:
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• Introducing an effective framework or learning ranking functions for question an-
swering that incorporates community based features and user preference (Chap-
ter 5).
• Proposing a semi-supervised mutual reinforcement framework to calculate the
quality and reputation scores of multiple sets of entities in network relationship,
simultaneously (Chapter 6).
• Designing a parameterized vote spam model to describe and analyze common
forms of vote spam in social media and proposing a method for increasing the
robustness of ranking over social media content by injecting noise at training
(Chapter 7).
• Defining a new problem of extracting structured semantics of task questions
and generating integrated task summaries, and employing a probabilistic cross-
collection mixture modeling approach for addressing the problem (Chapter 8).
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The remaining parts of this study are organized as follows: First, Chapter 2 intro-
duces the related work. As introduced in Chapter 1, this dissertation consists of two
major parts. (1) In Part 1 of query-dependent ranking for Web search: Chapter 3
initiates focus on incorporating query difference into the loss function and proposes a
new method for learning ranking functions jointly with query difference. Chapter 4
extends the research by applying a divide-and-conquer framework for ranking spe-
cialization. (2) In Part 2 of context-aware social media search: Chapter 5 presents
new general framework for information retrieval over social media, especially on com-
munity question answering. Chapter 6 proposes a semi-supervised coupled mutual
reinforcement framework for simultaneously recognizing reliable users and content
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in social media. Chapter 7 designs a parameterized vote spam model in social me-
dia, and introduces a new training method for increasing the robustness of ranking
over social media against common forms of vote spam. Chapter 8 addresses the new
problem of extracting structured semantics for task questions in CQA and generating




This dissertation has three main categories of related work, the first category cor-
responding to previous research on learning to rank and query-dependent ranking
approaches while the second and the third category corresponding to previous stud-
ies on community question answering services, especially on the issues of information
retrieval and identification of reliable content and users over the social media environ-
ment as well as information extraction and integration in the context of social media
services.
2.1 Ranking for Web Search
Ranking has become an essential research issue for informational retrieval and Web
search, since the quality of a search system is mainly evaluated by the relevance of
its ranking results. The task of ranking in the search process can be briefly described
as follows. Given a query, the deployed ranking model measures the relevance of
each document to the query, sorts all documents based on their relevance scores,
and presents a list of top-ranked ones to the user. Thus, the key problem of search
technology is to develop a ranking model that can best represent relevance.
2.1.1 Learning to Rank
Many models have been proposed for ranking, including the Boolean model [4], vector
space model [67], probabilistic model [64] and language model [42, 60]. Recently, there
are renewed interests in exploring machine learning methodologies for building rank-
ing models. Many learning-based approaches have been introduced, some popular ex-
amples of which include MCRank [45], RankNet [16], RankSVM [35], RankBoost [22],
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GBRank [82], ListNet [19], ListMLE [77], and IsoRank [83]. These approaches lever-
age training data, which consists of queries with their associated documents and rele-
vance labels, and machine learning techniques to make the tuning of ranking models
theoretically sound and practically effective.
2.1.2 Incorporate Query Difference in Ranking
Some of recent works have realized the importance and necessity of incorporating
query difference into learning the ranking function. Zha et al. [79] propose an aTVT
algorithm which implicitly incorporates query difference using monotonic transfor-
mations of the learned ranking functions. This approach focuses on the boundary
of each query without considering broader query grouping. Kang et al. [38] classify
queries into two categories (navigational and informational) and build two corre-
sponding ranking models separately. However, it requires the availability and high
accuracy of query classification. In a most recent work, Geng et al. [24] propose a
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method to employ different ranking models for different
queries. Specifically, each training query holds a ranking model which is learned using
the query itself and its neighboring queries. Given a test query, they find the most
similar training query and use the corresponding model for ranking. Training time
of this method is quite large, since many models need to be trained separately. And
each model is trained using only a part of whole training set, which may cause the
declining accuracy due to the lack of adequate training examples. In order to avoid
such problems, this study explores two approaches for incorporating query difference
into ranking. The first one is to introduce query-dependent loss functions and learn
the ranking functions jointly with query categorization [7]. Due to some restriction
in practical search engine, we propose another approach that employs a divide-and-
conquer approach for ranking specialization to improve the ranking relevance [6].
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2.2 Search in Social Media
Recently, many emerging types of services and their associated content have become
more popular on the Web, one of which is the online social media service that provides
many popular web applications such as photo sharing (Flickr), social bookmarking
(Delicious), and video sharing (Youtube), and, more recenlty, popular Community
Question Answering (CQA). Question answering over CQA archives is different from
traditional TREC QA [58], and applying QA techniques over the web [14]. The most
significant difference is that traditional QA operates over a large collection of docu-
ments (and/or web pages) whereas this study is attempting to retrieve answers from
a social media archive with a large amount of associated user-generated metadata [3].
This metadata (such as explicit user feedback on answer quality) is crucial due to
the large disparity of the answer quality, as any user is free to contribute his or her
answer for any question.
2.2.1 Information Retrieval over Community Question Answering
Due to the explosive rise in popularity of Yahoo! Answers and Naver and other sites,
CQA has recently become an active area of research. This area of QA can be traced to
the research on answering questions using Usenet Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
archives [17, 71, 44, 72]. Usenet FAQs could be viewed as precursors to today’s
CQA archives that fulfilled a similar role but lacked intuitive support for explicit
user feedback and other user interactions. More recently, Jeon et al. [33] presented
a machine translation model to find similar questions from a CQA service, but did
not take quality of answers into consideration. Su et al. [74] analyzed the quality
of answers in CQA portals. Jeon et al. [34] built a model for answer quality based
on features derived from the specific answer being analyzed. Agichtein et al. [3]
presented a supervised approach to mining user interaction and content-based lexical
features to identify high-quality content in CQA. Recently, Bian et al. [9] developed
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a ranking system to retrieve relevant and high-quality answers. While these models
have shown to be quite effective for finding high quality [3] and relevant [9] content,
they do not explicitly model user reputation, and require substantial amounts of
manual supervision.
2.2.2 Modeling User Authority
At the same time, there has been a long-standing interest in modeling authority,
reputation and expertise in social networks and communities. Link-based ranking
algorithms have been shown to be successful in the context of evaluating quality of
Web pages. Two of the most prominent link-analysis algorithms are PageRank [59]
and HITS [40]. Variations of PageRank and HITS have already been applied in many
contexts, especially for propagating reputation and finding experts in the mutual
reinforcement process. Guha et al. [25] and Ziegler [87] study the problem of prop-
agating trust and distrust among users in social media, while considering trust as
a transitive property in network relationships. Expert finding is also an active area
of research, where researchers also take advantage of mutual reinforcement principle.
Zhang et al. [81] analyze data from an on-line forum, seeking to identify users with
high expertise. They apply both ExpertiseRank and HITS to identify users with high
expertise. Jurczyk and Agichtein [37] show an application of the HITS algorithm to
a CQA portal, especially the user interactions graph, and show a positive correlation
between authority calculated with the HITS algorithm and answer quality. Campbell
et al. [18] compute the score of HITS over the user-user graph in a network of e-mail
exchanges, showing that it is more correlated to quality than other metrics. Zhou et
al. [86] propose a method for co-ranking authors and their publications using their
networks. Dom et al. [21] also study the performance of several link-based algorithms
to rank people by expertise on a network of e-mail exchanges.
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Although link-based and probabilistic approaches have been shown to be success-
ful in ranking entities on the graph, most of them focus on ranking only one type of
entity, and few of them utilize other properties of the entities except with link struc-
ture. Building on the previous work, this study proposes a new framework which
is based on the model of network relationships in social media [69] and exploits the
mutual reinforcement principle [78]. Particularly, this study proposes a mutual rein-
forcement framework for ranking sets of entities [10], specifically applied to the CQA
network that connects users, questions, and answers. This approach take advantage
of mutually reinforcing relationship to rank various sets of entities simultaneously,
and in this approach, many other features are used besides link structure.
2.2.3 User Interactions and Related Spam in Web Search
This work is partly similar in spirit to integrating user interactions and feedback into
web search [35, 36, 39, 2]. For example, implicit feedback in the form of result click-
through was shown to be helpful for web search ranking. The main difference of this
work is that it focuses on question answering, which is a more precise form of search
compared to general-purpose web search explored in the past. As another departure
from previous work, this work does not assume the existence of large amounts of
expertly labeled relevance judgments, but instead automatically generate relevance
labels. These differences in setting provide an interesting challenge for learning rank-
ing functions over CQA.
However, one of the serious problems when integrating user interactions to web
search is click spam [30]. Many studies have analyzed robustness of web search rank-
ing to click spam. Radlinski et al. [62] presented how click noise/spam bias the
ranking results. Jansen [30] revealed the influence of malicious clicks on online ad-
vertising search and Metwally et al. [57] explored how to identify fraudulent clicks on
advertisements. After a deep analysis on click fraud in online advertising, Immorlica
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et al. [29] demonstrated that a particular class of learning algorithms are resistant
to click fraud in some sense. Radlinski et al. [61] analyzed click spam from a util-
ity standpoint and investigated whether personalizing web search results can reduce
spam. Several previous studies explored interactions spam in social systems. Hey-
mann et al. [27] surveyed the approaches and challenges for fighting spam on social
web sites. Mehta et al. [53] provided an algorithm for detecting spam in collaborative
filtering. This study focuses on a different setting of ranking in social media, and
considers general methods of vote spam which exhibit distinct attack methods and
characteristics from click fraud [8]. This study also explicitly validates the robustness
of the proposed ranking method in a community question answering setting.
2.2.4 Information Extraction and Integration over Social Media
Beyond the content quality and user reputation, there are still much useful context
information which can be extracted from social media based on information extraction
and integration techniques. This section reviews several lines of work which are closely
related to the approaches for information extraction and integration in social media.
Related work on document content characterization [12, 66, 28, 52, 73, 85] intro-
duce a set of probabilistic models to simulate the generation of a document. Several
factors in producing a document, either observable (e.g. author [66, 73]) or latent
(e.g. topic [12, 28, 52]), are modeled as variables in the generative Bayesian network
and have been shown to work well for document content characterization.
Two popular topic analysis approaches, the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Anal-
ysis (PLSA) [28] and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [12], are based
upon the idea that the probability distribution over words is a document can be ex-
pressed as a mixture of topics, where each topic is a probability distribution over
words. Along the line of LDA, the Author-Word model proposed in [52] considers the
interests of single authors as the origin of a word. Influential following work named
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Author-Topic model combines the Topic-Word and Author-Word models, such that
it regards the generation of a document as affected by both factors in a hierarchical
manner [66, 73]. A recent work on social network analysis [85] extends the previous
model with an additional layer that captures the community influence in the set-
ting of information society. The model proposed in this work [84] is different from
the Author-Topic model, where the users or sources of the tags and documents are
observed instead of being latent.
The line of PLSA has been widely and successfully applied to blog articles and
other user-generated text collections to mine topic patterns [46]. In particular, Mei
et al. [55] employed the probabilistic topic model to extract the subtopics in weblog
collections, and track their distribution over time and locations; lately, they also pro-
posed a mixture topic model to model both facets and opinions at the same time [54].
Recently, Lu et al. [49] presented a semi-supervised topic model to solve the problem
of integrating opinions expressed in a well-written expert review with those scattering
in blog spaces and forums. A more recent work [50] studied the problem of generating
rated aspect summary by using the topic model to model the dependency structure
of phrases in user-generated short comments. All of these studies applies the topic
model for clustering on the single text collection.
One of directions in this work focuses on discovering latent aspects across all task
instances under the same task topic [11], which is like a comparative text mining
problem. Some previous works have address this problem by using couple clustering
method [51] or using cross-training for learning classifier from multiple document
sets [68]. This study models the structured semantics of CQA questions using a
cross-collection mixture model [80], and extends this model by incorporating prior
knowledge on question semantics from experts.
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CHAPTER III
QUERY-DEPENDENT RANKING FOR SEARCH
3.1 Query Difference in Ranking
As discussed in the above chapters, ranking has become an essential research issue for
Web search, and query plays an important role in the task of ranking. But, queries
vary largely in the context of Web search. Previous studies have introduced many
query taxonomies, such as that in terms of semantics [5, 70] and that in terms of
search intentions [43, 65]. In particular, for query taxonomy of semantics, queries
can be classified into product queries, travel queries, and other semantic groups;
while for query taxonomy of search intention, queries can be coarsely categorized as
navigational, informational and transactional [15].
In most of previous works, the significant difference in queries are not adequately
addressed in the context of ranking, which is clearly not appropriate. In this chap-
ter, we propose a new query-dependent ranking approach that improve the search
performance by introducing the query different into the ranking algorithms.
Although query difference is multi-faceted, we observe that query difference usu-
ally has tight correlation with the user’s different expectation on the result accuracy
on different rank positions. Let us elaborate this issue using Broder’s “Taxonomy of
Web search” [15], which describes query difference based on the search intent of users
and classifies queries into three categories: navigational, informational and trans-
actional. In particular, navigational queries are those which are intended to find a
specific Web site that the user has in mind; informational searches are intended to
find information about a topic; transactional ones are intended to complete some
Web-mediated activities. Therefore, for the navigational and transactional query, the
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user expects high accuracy on the top one retrieved result; while for the informational
query the user looks for more relevant documents among top-K rank positions.
This kind of position-sensitive query difference requires respective objectives for
the ranking model. Specifically, for the navigational and transactional query, the
ranking model should aim to rank the exact Web page that the user is looking for on
the top position of the result list; while for the informational query, the ranking model
should target at presenting a set of Web pages relevant to the topic of the query on
the top-K positions of returned results. The above only illustrates one aspect of the
issue, we can similarly consider the issue in the context of subtopic retrieval and topic
distillation. In particular, for the subtopic retrieval query, the objective of ranking
model should be presenting a set of Web pages covering as many subtopics as possible
on the top-K positions of result list; while for topic distillation query, the ranking
model should focus on ranking a set of Web pages best representing one single topic
among top-K rank positions. Motivated by these observation, it is essential to take
into account of query difference for defining different ranking objectives in the process
of learning to rank.
In this chapter, we propose to incorporate query difference into ranking by intro-
ducing query-dependent loss functions in the learning process. Inspired by the diverse
ranking objectives implied by various queries, we apply different loss functions to dif-
ferent queries in learning the ranking function. Since it is difficult and expensive in
practice to extract individual objective for each query, we make use of query cat-
egorization to represent query difference such that each query category stands for
one kind of ranking objective. In this study, we focus on Broder’s taxonomy of Web
search [15] and develop position-sensitive query dependent loss functions according
to this popular query categorization
Unfortunately, query categorization may or may not be available at learning time.
Accordingly, beyond learning the ranking functions with pre-defined query categories,
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we develop a new method for learning ranking functions jointly with query catego-
rization without prior knowledge on query categorization. In this new method, the
ranking function and query categorization use totally disjointed feature sets.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we derive the position-
sensitive query-dependent loss function based on Broder’s taxonomy, and apply it
to two popular ranking algorithms, RankNet and ListMLE. Experimental analysis
is employed to verify that query-dependent loss function can be exploited to boost
the accuracy of ranking for Web search. We also make a comparison on the ranking
accuracy between the learning method that trains the ranking function with pre-
defined query categorization and that learns the ranking function jointly with query
categorization. Moreover, we provide analysis and conduct additional experiments to
gain deeper understanding on the advantages of ranking with query-dependent loss
functions over other query-dependent or query-independent ranking approaches.
3.2 Incorporating Query Difference into Ranking
In this section, we propose to incorporate query difference into ranking by introducing
query-dependent loss function, and we also outline learning methods for ranking with
the query-dependent loss functions.
3.2.1 Query-Dependent Loss Functions
We formalize the problem of building a ranking model as finding a function f ∈ F ,
where F is a given function class, such that f minimizes the risk of ranking in the
form of a given loss function Lf . For a general learning to rank approach, the loss





where Q denotes the set of queries in the training data; L(f) denotes a query-level
loss function, which is defined on ranking function f and has the same form among
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all queries.
Inspired by the diverse ranking objectives implied by the queries, we incorporate
query difference into the loss function by applying different loss functions to different




L(f ; q), (2)
where L(f ; q) is the query-level loss function defined on both query q and ranking
function f , and each query has its own form of loss function.
However, it is difficult and expensive in practice to define individual objective
for each query. Thus, we take advantage of query categorization to represent query
difference, which means each query category stands for one kind of ranking objective.
In general, we assume there is a query category space, denoted as C = {C1, · · · , Cm},
where Ci(i = 1, · · · ,m) represents one query category. We also assume a soft query
categorization, which means each query can be described as a distribution over this
space. We use P (Ci|q) to denote the probability that query q belongs to the class
Ci with
∑m
i=1 P (Ci|q) = 1. Thus, the query-dependent loss function of the ranking











P (Ci|q)L(f ; q, Ci)
)
, (4)
where L(f ; q, C) denotes a category-level loss function defined on query q, ranking
function f and q’s category C.
3.2.2 Learning Methods
After constructing the query-dependent loss function by incorporating the informa-
tion of query categories, we can learn the ranking function by minimize the loss
function. The straightforward method is to first obtain the soft categorization for
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each query, i.e. P (Ci|q), i = 1, · · · ,m, then to learn the ranking function by minimiz-
ing the query-dependent loss function (Eq. 4) with known query categorization. In
this simple method, the query categorization is obtained independently with learning
the ranking function. However, query categorization may not be precise enough and
even not be available at the learning time. Thus, we propose a new learning method
which considers query categorization as hidden information and optimizes the ranking
function jointly with query categorization. Compared to the straightforward method,
this method aims to categorize queries for the purpose of minimizing the loss function
for ranking. We denote this method as the unified method. We will discuss how to
specify the learning method with respect to particular query-dependent functions in
the following section.
3.3 Applying Query-Dependent Loss To A Specific Query
Categorization
In terms of search intentions, queries are usually classified into three major categories
according to Broder’s taxonomy [15]: navigational, informational, and transactional.
Under this taxonomy, a navigational query is intended to locate a specific Web page,
which is often the official homepage or subpage of a site; an informational query
seeks information on the query topic; and a transactional query seeks to complete a
transaction on the Web.
For this taxonomy of Web search, we observe that the rank objectives usually
have tight correlation with the user’s different expectation on the result accuracy on
different rank positions. Specifically, for the navigational and transactional query,
the ranking model should aim to retrieve the exact relevant Web page on the top
one position in the result sets; while for the informational query, the ranking model
should target to rank more relevant Web pages on a set of top positions in the result
sets. To incorporate this kind of query difference into ranking, we can define the
position-sensitive query-dependent loss function by targeting the ranking objectives
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to respective sets of ranking positions for different query categories. In particular,
for the navigational and transactional query, the loss function should focus on that
exact relevant page; while for the informational query, the loss should consider those
relevant pages which should be ranked in the range of top-K positions.
In this section, we first define the query-dependent loss functions which represent
these position-sensitive objectives. Then, we introduce the learning methods to mini-
mize this position-sensitive query-dependent loss function. Moreover, we present two
examples of applying the proposed position-sensitive query-dependent loss function
to two concrete ranking algorithms, respectively.
3.3.1 Query-Dependent Loss Functions Based on Query Taxonomy of
Web Search
According to Broder’s taxonomy and corresponding ranking objectives discussed
above, we classify queries into two categories, i.e., C = {CI , CN}, where CI denotes
informational queries and CN denotes navigational and transactional queries. Note
that we combine navigational and transactional queries into CN since both of them
describe the similar search intention which focuses on the accuracy of top-one ranked
result.
According to Eq. 4, the query-dependent loss function is now defined as:
L(f ; q) = α(q)L(f ; q, CI) + β(q)L(f ; q, CN), (5)
where α(q) = P (CI |q) represents the probability that q is an informational query,
β(q) = P (CN |q) indicates the probability that q is a navigational or transactional
query, and α(q) + β(q) = 1.
In general, we can define a position-sensitive loss function L(f ; q, C) in the form
of:
L(f ; q, C) =
∑
x∈Xq
l(f(x), g(x), p(x); Φ(q, C)) (6)
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where Xq is the set of training examples under query q; and x is one of the training
examples; the example-level loss l is defined based on ranking function f , ground
truth of the example g(x), the true ranking positions of the example p(x) 1, and
a set of ranking positions Φ(q, C) on which users expect high result accuracy. The
general principle is that the example-level loss l will contribute to the whole loss if
the true rank position p(x) of the example x is included in Φ(q, C), and the actual
value of example-level loss is defined by f(x) and g(x). Specifically, we assume that,
the ranking risk of informational query, L(f ; q, CI), focuses on documents that should
be ranked on top-kI positions, i.e., Φ(q, CI) = {1, · · · , kI}; while the ranking risk of
navigational or transactional query targets on documents that should be ranked on
top-kN positions, i.e., Φ(q, CN) = {1, · · · , kN}.
3.3.1.1 Estimating Rank Positions from Relevance
Judgments
As discussed above, in order to build the query-dependent loss function, we need to
obtain the true rank position of each training example. The relevance judgments
in the training set provide the possibility to obtain the true rank position of each
training example. Multi-level relevance judgments are often used in the training
set. For example, if all the training examples are labeled using a k-level relevance
judgment, the label set contains k distinct relevance levels, such as {0, 1, · · · , k − 1},
where larger value usually indicates higher relevance.
However, there is an apparent gap between the true rank positions and multi-level
relevance judgments. In particular, for some queries, more than one documents may
have the same label. In such case, any document x, sharing the same label with
some other documents, can be ranked at multiple positions without changing ranking
accuracy, i.e. x can have multiple true rank positions p(x). Therefore, it is necessary
1True rank position p(x) is the position of example x if we rank all examples under the
same query by their ground truth.
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to find a precise method to map the relevance labels into rank positions. A general
method is to utilize labels to estimate the probability that one document is ranked
at each position under the given query, such that all the documents with the same
label have equal probability to be ranked at the same position, and those with better
relevance labels have higher probability to be ranked at higher positions.
There are many specific ways for implementing this general method. In this paper,
we introduce one based on the equivalent correct permutation set. Given a query q,
assume all the documents under q are labeled using a k-level relevance judgment; and
for each label level t, (t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k − 1}), assume there are nt documents under
q whose labels are t. For the document list under q, we define an equivalent correct
permutation set S:
S = {τ |g(xi) > g(xj)⇒ τ(xi) < τ(xj)}, (7)
which means, for each permutation τ ∈ S, if the relevance label of one document xi
is better than another document xj, i.e. g(xi) > g(xj), then the position of xi in τ is
higher than that of xj, i.e., τ(xi) < τ(xj). Then, the probability that a document x
with label t is ranked at certain position ρ can be defined as:





1{p(x)=ρ in τ}, (8)
where 1{p(d)=ρ in τ} is an indicator function which equals 1 if document x is at position
ρ in permutation τ and otherwise 0. Then, the probability can be calculated as:










For example, assume under a query q, there are five documents {a, b, c, d, e}. A
three-level labeling is used. Assume the label set is {0, 1, 2} where 2 means highest
relevance. Assume the labels of five documents are {2, 2, 1, 1, 0} respectively. Based
on the above method, both a and b have probability 50% to be ranked at position 1
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and 2, and 0 at other positions; both c and b have probability 50% to be ranked at
position 3 and 4, and 0 at other positions; e has probability 100% to be ranked at
position 5.
3.3.2 Learning Methods
To learn the ranking function, we need to minimize the query-dependent loss function
with respect to the ranking parameters, denoted as ω. We use fω to represent the
ranking function defined by the parameter vector ω. To this end, the query dependent




α(q)L(fω; q, CI) + β(q)L(fω; q, CN) (9)
The straightforward method is to first obtain pre-defined categorization for each
query and then learn the parameters of ranking function with pre-defined query cat-
egorization. In particular, for pre-defined informational queries, α(q) = 1, β(q) = 0;
while for pre-defined navigational or transactional queries, α(q) = 0, β(q) = 1. If
there exists soft query categorization, i.e. α(q)+ β(q) = 1 and α(q), β(q) > 0, we can
also use them directly in the loss function.
According to Eq. 6, the position-sensitive query-dependent loss function can be
represented as the sum of example-level loss. We assume the original loss function
are convex. Since there is no new parameters for pre-defined categorization, and all
the example-level loss are part of original loss function, the proposed query-dependent
loss function are convex as well. Therefore, we can apply the gradient descent method
with respect to parameters of the ranking function to minimize the query-dependent
loss function.
•Unified Method:
Due to the fact that existing query categorization may not be best for ranking and
that even this kind of knowledge may not be available at learning time, we propose
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Algorithm 1: Unified Learning Method
input : a set of training examples for learning to rank;
queries defined by query features.
output: parameter vector of the ranking function, ω, and parameter vector of
the query categorization, γ, which minimize the loss function Lf .
Algorithm:
Start with an initial guess, e.g. random values, for ω and γ;
begin
while (Lf (ωk, γk)− Lf (ωk+1, γk+1)) > ϵ do
•Step 1: Learning ω
using gradient descent to minimize Lf with respect to ranking function





αγk(q)L(fωk ; q, CI)
+ βγk(q)L(fωk ; q, CN)
•Step 2: Learning γ
using gradient descent to minimize Lf with respect to query






αγk(q)L(fωk+1 ; q, CI)
+ βγk(q)L(fωk+1 ; q, CN)
end
a new method learning the ranking function jointly with query categorization. We
refer to this new method as unified method.
Considering that query categorization, as hidden information in learning, is de-
fined by a set of query features, which are disjointed with features of the ranking
function. We assume zq is the feature vector of query q and γ is the vector of pa-
rameters of query categorization, and we use the logistic function to obtain the query
categorization αγ(q) and βγ(q) from query features:
αγ(q) =
exp(⟨γ, zq⟩)
1 + exp(⟨γ, zq⟩)
, βγ(q) =
1
1 + exp(⟨γ, zq⟩)
, (10)
where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes the usual inner product.
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αγ(q)L(fω; q, CI) + βγ(q)L(fω; q, CN) (11)
which contains both ranking parameters ω and query categorization parameters γ.
We need to minimize with respect to both ω and γ. We introduce a new algorithm,
as shown in Algorithm. 1, to alternates between minimizing the loss with respect to
ω and γ. Similar to the straightforward learning method, we use gradient descent
methods in each iteration.
Remark: Note that, since we do not need information of query categories during
testing, γ will not be used for ranking during testing; but γ can be used to compute
the query categorization of testing queries.
Then, let’s look at an algorithmic property of the unified learning method before
applying it to specific ranking models.
Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 converges in a finite number of steps if the original loss
function, from which the query-dependent loss function is derived, is convex and
bounded below.
Proof 1 As discussed above, the query-dependent loss function is derived from an
original loss function L0(f ; q) of one particular ranking model. We assume the orig-
inal loss function L0(f ; q) is convex and bounded below, i.e., L0(f ; q) ≥ c > −∞.
To prove the convergence of Algorithm 1, it is necessary to show that the algorithm
can decrease the loss in each iteration and that the loss is bounded. First, in the step
of Learning ω, according to Eq. 6, L(fω; q, C) has the same form of example-level loss
with L0 but assigns different pre-defined weights for different examples according to
query categorization. Thus, L(fω; q, C) is convex with respect to ω due to L0 is convex.
To this end, we can use gradient descent to minimize the loss function with respect
to ω based on fixed γ. Similarly, in the step of Learning γ, since αγ(q) and βγ(q)
in Eq. 10 are convex with respect to γ, we can use gradient descent to minimize the
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loss with respect to γ based on fixed ω. Therefore, our algorithm can decrease the loss
function in each iteration.
Then, due to the same form of example-level loss with L0, L(fω; q, C) has the lower
bound since L0 is bounded. And, it is easy to verify that αγ(q) and βγ(q) are bounded
because αγ(q), βγ(q) > 0 and αγ(q)+βγ(q) = 1. Given that αγ(q), βγ(q) and L(f ; q, C)
are all bounded, it can be verified that the query-dependent loss function has the lower
bound.
In a conclusion, given the fact that our algorithm can decrease the query-dependent
loss function in each iteration and that the query-dependent loss function has the
lower bound, we can prove that Algorithm 1 can converge in a finite number of steps.
Suppose that under the initial guess of ω and γ, the loss function has the value of L,
since the decreasing of the loss function is more than ϵ in each iteration except the
last one, the algorithm can converge using no more than L
ϵ
steps.
Currently, for many of existing popular ranking algorithms, such as RankNet [16],
RankSVM [35], RankBoost [22], ListNet [19], and ListMLE [77], their original loss
functions are convex and bounded below. Therefore, we can apply our proposed
query-dependent loss function to these ranking algorithms. In the following of this
section, we will apply the position-sensitive query-dependent loss function to two
particular ranking algorithms, RankNet [16] and ListMLE [77].
3.3.3 Example Query-Dependent Loss Functions
3.3.3.1 Example I: Query-Dependent Loss Functions for RankNet
RankNet [16] uses a loss function that depends on the difference of the outputs of
pairs of training samples xi ≻ xj which indicates xi should be ranked higher than xj.
The loss function is minimized when the document xi with a higher relevance label
receives a higher score, i.e., when f(xi) > f(xj).
Let Pij denote the probability P (xi ≻ xj), and let P̄ij denote the desired target
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values. Define oi ≡ f(xi) and oij ≡ f(xi) − f(xj). RankNet uses the cross entropy
loss function [16]:
L(oij) = −P̄ij logPij − (1− P̄ij) log(1− Pij),
where the map from outputs to probabilities are modeled using a logistic function:
Pij ≡ eoij/(1 + eoij). Then the final cost becomes: L(oij) = −P̄ijoij + log(1 + eoij).
For a pair of documents, ⟨xi, xj⟩, assume p(i) and p(j) are true ranking positions
for xi and xj, respectively; L(oij) will be added into the loss function for navigational
and transactional queries if only p(i) ∈ Φ(q, CN) or p(j) ∈ Φ(q, CN); Similarly, L(oij)
will be added into the total loss for informational queries if only p(i) ∈ Φ(q, CI) or
p(j) ∈ Φ(q, CI). To this end, the position-sensitive query-dependent loss function of
RankNet for each pair can be defined as:
L(oij, q) =
∑nq
p(i)=1 P (p(i)|xi, g(xi))(α(q) · 1{p(i)∈Φ(q,CI)}
+β(q) · 1{p(i)∈Φ(q,CN )}) · L(oij),
where nq is the number of associated documents for query q; P (p(i)|xi, g(xi)) is the
probability that xi with label g(xi) is ranked at position p(i), which is calculated
using the method in Section 3.3.1.1.
3.3.3.2 Example II: Query-Dependent Loss Functions for ListMLE
ListMLE [77] learns a ranking function by taking individual lists as instances and
minimizing a loss function defined on the predicted list and the truth list. In partic-
ular, ListMLE formalizes learning to rank as a problem of minimizing the likelihood
function of a probability model. ListMLE seeks to minimize top-k surrogate likelihood
loss [77], which is defined as:
L(f ; q) = ϕ(Πf (x),y) = − logP ky (Πf (x))
where x = {x1, · · · , xn} is the list of documents, and n is the number of associated
document for query q; y = {y(1), · · · , y(n)} is the true permutation of documents
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under q, and y(i) denotes the index of document which is ranked at position i; ϕ is a
surrogate loss function; Πf (x) = {f(x1), · · · , f(xn)} denotes the permutation ordered
by ranking function f ; and P ky (Πf (x)) is defined as:





where k is the parameter which infers that parameterized negative top-k log-likelihood
with Plackeet-Luce model is used as the surrogate loss [19].
To build the position-sensitive query-dependent loss function, top-kN surrogate
likelihood loss is used for navigational or transactional queries, i.e. Φ(q, CN) =
{1, · · · , kN}; while top-kI surrogate likelihood loss is used for informational queries,
i.e. Φ(q, CI) = {1, · · · , kI}. To this end, the query-dependent loss function of ListMLE
for each query can be defined as:
L(f ; q) = −αq logP kIy (Πf (x))− βq logP kNy (Πf (x)) (12)
Note that ListMLE has integrated rank positions into its loss function, we do not
need to additionally estimate rank positions from relevance labels.
To learn the ranking functions using query-dependent loss functions for RankNet
and ListMLE, we employ both the straightforward method with pre-defined query
categorization and our proposed unified learning methods. In the straightforward
method, we use the gradient descent method, which has been used to learn original
RankNet [16] and ListMLE [77], to minimize the query-dependent loss function. In
our proposed unified learning methods, we apply Algorithm 1 to both RankNet and
ListMLE. The computation details of this method on RankNet and ListMLE, though




In our experimental study, we use the publicly available LETOR 3.0 data set [47]
which is a benchmark data set for research on learning to Rank. We use TREC2003
and TREC2004 in LETOR 3.0 to evaluate the performance of learning to rank using
query-dependent loss functions. Both of these two tracks categorize all the queries
into three search tasks: topic distillation, homepage finding and named page finding.
According to their characteristics, we view topic distillation queries as informational
queries while homepage finding and named page finding queries as navigational or
transactional queries. The statistics of the queries, feature definitions and relevance
judgments for the Letor data set can be found in [47].
To define the features of queries (i.e., the zq vector used in Eq. 10), we simply
follow the heuristic method proposed in [24]. For each query q, we use a reference
model (BM25 in this paper) to find its top-T ranked documents, and take the mean
of the feature values of the T documents as the features of the query. In our work,
we set T = 50.
To evaluate the performance of query-dependent loss functions for learning to
rank, we compare the ranking methods as shown below.
• RankNet: In this method, we apply RankNet [16], which uses original query-
independent loss function for ranking. This method has been showed in [16] to
have good performance in ranking.
• SQD-RankNet: In this method, we apply query-dependent loss function for
RankNet, with pre-defined query categorization. And, we adapt the straight-
forward learning method, as mentioned in section 3.3.2, to learn the ranking
function. We denote this method as a simple query-dependent (SQD) method.
• UQD-RankNet: In this method, we apply query-dependent loss function for
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RankNet, without query categorization. And, we adapt the unified learning
method, as proposed in Alg 1, to learn the ranking function as well as query
categorization simultaneously.
• ListMLE: In this method, we apply ListMLE [77], which uses original query-
independent loss function for ranking. This method has been shown in [77] to
have better performance even than many state-of-the-art ranking methods.
• SQD-ListMLE: In this method, we apply query-de- pendent loss function for
ListMLE, with pre-defined query categorization. And, we adapt the straight-
forward method, as mentioned in section 3.3.2, to learn the ranking function.
We also denote it as a simple query-dependent (SQD) method.
• UQD-ListMLE: In this method, we apply query-dependent loss function for
ListMLE, without query categorization. And, we adapt the unified method, as
proposed in Alg 1, to learn the ranking function as well as query categorization
simultaneously.
In the experiments, we adapt two IR metrics, Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) [31] and Mean Average Precision (MAP), to evaluate the performance
of the learned ranking functions.






r(j) − 1 , j = 1
2r(j)−1
log(j)
, j > 1
(13)
where j is the position in the document list, r(j) is the rating of the j-th document
in the list (we represent the rating of relevant and irrelevant as 1 and 0 respectively
in this paper), and Zn is the normalization factor which is chosen so that the perfect
list gets a NDCG score of 1.
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where Qr is a set of test queries, Rq is the set of relevant document for q, n is the
rank position, N is the number of retrieved documents, rel() is a binary function on
the relevance of a given rank.
3.4.2 Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the ranking methods on TREC2003 and TREC2004
in LETOR. For each of these two data set, we conduct 5-fold cross-validation exper-
iments. To ensure both navigational and informational queries have the same dis-
tribution in the 5 folds, we split navigational and informational queries into 5 folds,
respectively. In SQD-RankNet, UQD-RankNet, SQD-ListMLE, and UQD-ListMLE,
we set kN = 1 and kI = 10, i.e., Φ(q, CN) = {1} and Φ(q, CI) = {1, · · · , 10}.
3.4.2.1 Performance of query-dependent RankNet
Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the NDCG values of both UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet
compared with RankNet on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. From Fig-
ure 1(a) and 2(a), we observe that these two query-dependent RankNet methods
outperform the original RankNet on both data sets, and UQD-RankNet achieves bet-
ter performance than SQD-RankNet. We also conduct t-test on the improvements in
terms of mean NDCG, and the results indicate that for both data sets, the improve-
ments of UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet over RankNet are statistically significant
(p-value< 0.04).
We also test the performance of ranking methods on the respective query types.
From Figure 1(b), 1(c), 2(b), and 2(c), we observe that, on both TREC2003 and
TREC2004 data sets, UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet give higher value on NDCG
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Figure 1: Accuracy in terms of NDCG of query-dependent RankNet compared with
original RankNet on TREC2003




















(a) All query types






































Figure 2: Accuracy in terms of NDCG of query-dependent RankNet compared with
original RankNet on TREC2004
than RankNet for navigational and informational queries. In particular, for nav-
igational queries, UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet perform better especially on
NDCG@1 than that exhibited by RankNet; and for informational queries, NDCG@1 ∼
10 gained by UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet are much higher than those exhibited
by original RankNet. Moreover, UQD-RankNet outperforms SQD-RankNet for both
navigational and informational queries.
In Table 1, we demonstrate the MAP value of UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet
compared with RankNet on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. From these
two tables, we can see that query-dependent RankNet methods perform better than
original RankNet, and UQD-RankNet reaches much better performance than SQD-
RankNet. And, the t-test result shows that the improvement are statistically signifi-
cant (p-value ¡ 0.05).
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Table 1: MAP value of RankNet, SQD-RankNet, and UQD-RankNet
TREC2003
All Queries Navigational Informational
RankNet 0.372 0.501 0.135
SQD-RankNet 0.381 0.518 0.138
UQD-RankNet 0.386 0.525 0.143
TREC2004
All Queries Navigational Informational
RankNet 0.365 0.495 0.139
SQD-RankNet 0.375 0.511 0.142
UQD-RankNet 0.381 0.517 0.149

















(a) All query types




































Figure 3: Accuracy in terms of NDCG of query-dependent ListMLE compared with
original ListMLE on TREC2003
3.4.2.2 Performance of query-dependent ListMLE
Figure 3 and 4 demonstrate the NDCG values for both UQD-ListMLE and SQD-
ListMLE compared with ListMLE on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. From
Figure 3(a) and 4(a), we observe that these two query-dependent ListMLE methods
outperform the original ListMLE on both data sets, furthermore, UQD-ListMLE
gives better performance than SQD-ListMLE. After conducting t-test in terms of
mean NDCG, we find that, for both data sets, the improvements of UQD-ListMLE
and SQD-ListMLE over ListMLE are statistically significant (p-value< 0.04).
We also test the performance of ranking methods on respective query types.
From the Figure 3(b), 3(c), 4(b), and 4(c), we can see that, on both TREC2003
and TREC2004 dataset, UQD-ListMLE and SQD-ListMLE give higher value on
NDCG than ListMLE for navigational and informational queries. In particular,
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Figure 4: Accuracy in terms of NDCG of query-dependent ListMLE compared with
original ListMLE on TREC2004
for navigational queries, UQD-ListMLE and SQD-ListMLE performance better es-
pecially on NDCG@1 than that exhibited by ListMLE; and for informational queries,
NDCG@1 ∼ 10 gained by UQD-ListMLE and SQD-ListMLE are much higher than
those exhibited by original RankNet. Moreover, UQD-ListMLE outperforms SQD-
ListMLE for both navigational and informational queries.
In Table 2, we illustrate the MAP value of UQD-ListMLE and SQD-ListMLE
compared with ListMLE on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. From these
two tables, we can see that query-dependent ListMLE methods perform better than
original ListMLE, and UQD-ListMLE reaches much better performance than SQD-
ListMLE. And, we conduct the t-test whose result prove that the improvement are
statistically significant (p-value ¡ 0.05).
Table 2: MAP value of ListMLE, SQD-ListMLE, and UQD-ListMLE
TREC2003
All Queries Navigational Informational
ListMLE 0.398 0.512 0.182
SQD-ListMLE 0.410 0.528 0.198
UQD-ListMLE 0.418 0.537 0.210
TREC2004
All Queries Navigational Informational
ListMLE 0.388 0.509 0.292
SQD-ListMLE 0.402 0.522 0.318
UQD-ListMLE 0.410 0.530 0.334
From these results, we can also find that ListMLE and query-dependent ListMLE
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Figure 5: Ranking performance (NDCG@1) of UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet
on navigational queries of TREC2004 against varying kN
outperform RankNet and query-dependent RankNet, respectively, which illustrates
that listwise ranking models can achieve better performance than pairwise ranking
models.
3.4.2.3 Effects of Different Parameter Settings
In this experiment, we explore the effects of different settings of parameters kN and
kI for ranking and perform comparison study by varying the value of kN or kI . We
will illustrate the results performed on RankNet, and the experiment on ListMLE
shows the similar results.
Figure 5 illustrates the performance of UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet on nav-
igational queries of TREC2004 against varying the value of kN . From the figure, we
can find that increasing kN can result in the decreasing performance of ranking for
navigational queries.
Figure 6 demonstrates the performance of UQD-RankNet on informational queries
on TREC2004 against varying the value of kI . We can observe that, the accuracy
of top-one position, in terms of NDCG@1, remains stable for varying kI ; too big
or too small kI can both cause the decreasing accuracy of other rank positions for
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Figure 6: Ranking performance (NDCG@1,5,10) of UQD-RankNet on informational
queries of TREC2004 against varying kI
informational queries.
3.4.3 Discussions
3.4.3.1 Availability of Query-Specific Information in Training and Testing
As presented in Section 3.2.2, we use explicit query categories (straightforward learn-
ing method) or query-specific features (unified learning method) to learn the ranking
models with query-dependent loss functions. However, when we employ the learned
ranking model to perform ranking on new queries, we do not use any information of
query classes or query-specific features for the new query. We hypothesize the reason
that ranking models using query-dependent loss functions can outperform the orig-
inal ranking models even without using query-specific information at query time as
follows: Although query-specific classes and features are not available at query time,
they can be viewed as extra tasks for the learner. Therefore, these query-specific in-
formation of training data set are transferred into other common features as training
signals. We can benefit from ranking models with query-dependent loss functions due
to the information in the extra training signals serving as a query-specific inductive
bias for ranking [20].
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3.4.3.2 Query Categorization in Unified Learning Methods
The above experimental results illustrate that it is possible to achieve better ranking
performance by using the unified learning method than the straightforward method.
We give two possible explanations. First, the straightforward method uses hard query
categorization in learning, however, some queries may not be purely navigational or
informational; therefore, the unified method using soft query categorization can define
the more precise loss function for each query. Second, the pre-define query categoriza-
tion may not be best for ranking. The unified method learns query categorization in
tandem with the optimization of the ranking function, such that the obtained query
categorization, even if contradicted with pre-defined categorization, can give more
contribution to building precise ranking models than the straightforward method. In
the following, we will demonstrate two specific examples on these two explanations.
Table 3 and 4 show the top ten results (Doc IDs) of RankNet, SQD-RankNet and
UQD-RankNet for the query with ID 87 and those with ID 52, respectively. The Doc
IDs of the relevant documents for these two queries are bold and red colored.












Query 87 is categorized as informational in TREC2004. Thus, it is 100% of
informational and 0% of navigational in SQD-RankNet. However, learning using
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UQD-RankNet renders this query about 63% informational and about 37% naviga-
tional. From the table 3, we can find that UQD-RankNet outperforms SQD-RankNet
and RankNet for this query. In particular, UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet boost
more relevant results into the top 10 rank positions by using query-dependent loss
functions; Furthermore, UQD-RankNet boost relevant results to higher rank posi-
tions than SQD-RankNet. It illustrates that we can boost the accuracy of ranking
by incorporating soft query categorization in learning to rank. Note that such soft
categorization is learned jointly with learning ranking function.












Query 52 is categorized as navigational in TREC2004. Thus, it is 0% of infor-
mational and 100% of navigational in SQD-RankNet. However, after learning using
UQD-RankNet, this query is about 58% to be informational and about 42% to be nav-
igational, which means UQD-RankNet consider this query more like an informational
query. From the table 4, we can find that UQD-RankNet outperforms SQD-RankNet
and RankNet for this query. Moreover, even RankNet outperforms SQD-RankNet for
this query, which indicates that it may decrease the accuracy of ranking by consider-
ing this query as totally navigational. This example demonstrates that what is good
in terms of query categorization is not necessarily good in terms of ranking, and we
can boost the accuracy of ranking by using query categorization learned jointly with
learning ranking function.
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3.5 Query-Dependent Loss Functions v.s. Query-Dependent
Rank Functions
The importance of query-dependent ranking is now widely recognized. Several previ-
ous studies have exploited another query-dependent method: query-dependent rank-
ing functions. The key idea of those efforts is to employ different ranking functions for
different queries. Kang et al. [38] classified queries into two categories based on search
intentions and built two different ranking models accordingly. Geng et al. [24] pro-
posed a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method to employ different ranking models for
different queries. In addition, Zha et al. [79] tried another query-dependent method,
which implicitly incorporates query differences using monotone transformations of the
learned ranking functions.
In this section, we compare the performance between the ranking function using
query-dependent loss function and query-dependent ranking function. We employ
RankNet to construct individual ranking functions for navigational queries and infor-
mational queries, respectively. We denote this approach as QC-RankNet.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance of UQD-RankNet, SQD-RankNet, QC-RankNet
and RankNet on navigational and informational queries of TREC2004, respectively.
Notice that QC-RankNet for navigational queries is trained using only the navi-
gational queries with associated documents from the training set, and so is QC-
RankNet for the informational queries; While the other three methods are learned
using the whole training set. From these figures, we can find that ranking func-
tions using query-dependent loss function (UQD- and SQD-RankNet) outperform
query-dependent ranking function (QC-RankNet) and query-indep- endent ranking
(RankNet). After conducting t-test on the improvements in terms of mean NDCG, we
find that the improvements of UQD-RankNet and SQD-RankNet over QC-RankNet
are statistically significant (p-value< 0.05).
Why ranking functions learned using query-dependent loss functions can achieve
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Figure 7: Ranking performance (NDCG@K) of UQD-RankNet, SQD-RankNet,
QC-RankNet and RankNet on Navigational/Informational queries of TREC2004
better performance than the corresponding query-dependent ranking functions as
well as query-independent ranking functions? We hypothesize a couple of reasons as
follows.
Firstly, query-dependent loss function contains more useful information for rank-
ing than the loss for query-independent ranking function or query-dependent ranking
function. For query-independent approaches, we use the same loss function for all
the query categories, i.e., we minimize L(QI) + L(QN), where QI and QN repre-
sent the training group of informational and navigational queries, respectively; for
query-dependent ranking functions, we use respective loss functions for each query
category, i.e., we minimize LI(QI) and LN(QN) separately; however, for our pro-
posed approach, we combine both the loss function for informational queries and that
for navigational queries together on each query, but they are weighted according to






Thus, we incorporate more information into query-dependent loss functions than the
other two approaches.
Secondly, due to many queries that can fit into more than one categories, the
ranking function using query-dependent loss functions outperform query-dependent
ranking functions. For example, with the query “united nations”, the user may expect
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to get the homepage of the United Nations (a navigational intention), or the user may
be looking for recent news regarding a United Nations resolution (an informational
intention). For this kind of queries, it is difficult to decide one ranking function
corresponding to a single query category to rank documents for the query. However,
our proposed approach does not rely on explicit query categorization at query time,
and the learned ranking function can be used on a broad spectrum of queries.
For another reason, there exists a number of labeled documents which are not
critical for ranking in the training set, such as those should not be ranked in top
positions. However, if this kind of documents are very difficult to rank, they may
have much influence on the training process and attenuate the effect from important
documents. By using query-dependent loss, we can filter out these hard-to-rank and
unimportant documents from computing the risk of ranking so as to build a more
effective ranking model from a healthier training process.
Furthermore, for query-dependent ranking function, it uses only a part of training
dataset to learn the ranking model for each query category. It may cause the declining
accuracy due to the lack of enough training examples. However, the approach of
query-dependent loss can avoid the reduction in the number of training examples.
In addition, the shorter training and testing time is another advantage of query-
dependent loss approach over query-dependent ranking approach. The training time
of query-dependent ranking approach could be quite large, because many models need
to be trained; while only one model is trained for query-dependent loss approach.
And, at testing time, query-dependent ranking approach need to spend additional
time in online searching the model which is best for each test query; while query-
dependent loss approach use only one model. Therefore, it is more time-consuming
to use query-dependent ranking approach than to use query-dependent loss approach.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed to incorporate query difference into constructing
ranking models by introducing query-dependent loss functions. Based on a popular
query taxonomy of Web search, we exploit the position-sensitive query-dependent
loss function for ranking and apply it on two concrete ranking algorithms. Moreover,
beyond the straightforward method learning ranking model with pre-defined query
categorization, we have devised a new learning method which can conduct learning
of the ranking model jointly with that of query categorization. Experimental results
illustrate that the proposed query-dependent loss functions can significantly improves
the accuracy of the learned ranking functions, and our new learning method achieve
better performance than the straightforward method.
Although this ranking approach based on query-dependent loss functions has been
proved more effective, it requires precise definition of query difference in the loss
function, which is very hard when there are more query categories. Moreover, in
practical search engines, there are new requirement for the ranking model such as
deep dive and incremental update on dedicated models. Motivated by all of these




RANKING SPECIALIZATION FOR WEB SEARCH
The ranking approach based on query-dependent loss functions requires precise defi-
nition of query difference in the loss function, which is very hard when there are more
query categories. Furthermore, in practice, the commercial search engine usually re-
quires deep dive and incremental update on dedicated models, which can improve the
ranking performance on a specific subset of queries without hurting others. Motivated
by these considerations, we propose a new divide-and-conquer framework for ranking
specialization in this chapter.
As discussed in last chapter, various types of query difference make it difficult to
build a single general ranking function for all kinds of queries, because the ranking
function, while indicating good ranking relevance for a certain type of queries, may
not be able to achieve similar performance for other types of queries. For instance,
many current search engines can achieve good ranking performance on general short
queries with 2-3 query terms, but they usually can not achieve high relevance for long
queries with more query terms. And, for popular queries that are often searched by
Web users, search engines can generally return good results, but for those that rarely
occur or are new phrases on the Web, search engines may not be able to give sound
ranking relevance. Before exploring new ranking methods to resolve these difficulties,
we need to first investigate why query difference can result in such ranking problems.
We hypothesize the reason as the diverse feature impacts on ranking relevance
with respect to different queries. For instance, for homepage finding (a kind of nav-
igational) queries, the textual similarity between the query and the document title
may be the best indicator of ranking relevance, whereas for topic distillation [76] (a
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kind of informational) queries, the whole-document TFIDF and BM25 features may
be better for inferring relevance. As another example, for popular queries, document
popularity features, such as PageRank, may be important for ranking, whereas for
rare queries, it is not necessary to use document popularity to measure the ranking
relevance. As a conclusion, a single ranking model cannot reflect different feature
impacts for different queries, such that it would not be adequate to use one single
ranking model for diverse types of queries.
Therefore, it is necessary to find some new approaches which can give better
ranking relevance for all the different types of queries. A straightforward method is
to add query difference in terms of additional features into learning the single ranking
function, however, since this method requires high quality of both the new features
and training data, it usually does not effective in practice (as shown in experiment
in Section 4.6.1.2). In this paper, we propose a divide-and-conquer framework for
improving the ranking relevance for all queries.
In the following, we will introduce the new divide-and-conquer approach for rank-
ing specialization for improving search relevance in details. We will start with intro-
ducing the general divide-and-conquer framework, followed by concrete discussion on
three major parts of the framework in sequence.
4.1 A Divide-and-Conquer Framework
The divide-and-conquer framework consists of three major steps. In the first step, we
target at identifying a set of ranking-sensitive query topics, Cquery = {C1, C2, · · · , Cn},
based on all of training queries, Qtrain = {q1, q2, · · · , qN}. The recognized query topics
are considered ranking-sensitive in the sense that different queries of the same topic
should have similar characteristics in terms of ranking, especially, the similar family
of important features for ranking. After this step, for each training query qi ∈ Qtrain,
we can obtain its distribution over all of extracted ranking-sensitive query topics, i.e.
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Topic(qi) = ⟨P (C1|qi), P (C2|qi), · · · , P (Cn|qi)⟩, where P (Ci|q) is the probability that
q belongs to Ci. This step is like dividing the problem of learning one single ranking
model for all training queries into a set of sub-problems of learning the ranking model
for each ranking-sensitive query topic. The number of query topics can be set either
empirically to constants, or through gap statistic [75].
The second step is to develop a unified learning method for learning multiple
ranking models Mk (k = 1, 2, · · · , n), each exclusively corresponding to one ranking-
sensitive query topic Ck ∈ Cquery. In our work, we propose a global loss function
by combining risks of different ranking-sensitive query topics and introduce Topical
RankSVM to train all the models M1,M2, · · · ,Mn, simultaneously, by minimizing the
global loss function. By applying this unified learning method, we have considered
dependency between different query topics when building their respective ranking
functions, which can be beneficial to further improve ranking. Moreover, though
treated unequally in learning each ranking function, all the training queries contribute
to learn all ranking models of query topics, which avoids the lacking of training
examples for learning the model of any single query topic. This unified method
is quite general as we can use different feature set for different query topics. As
incorporating information of query topics into the ranking algorithm, this step is like
conquering the problem of learning the respective ranking model for each query topic.
The goal of the last step is to conduct ranking for new testing queries, Qtest =
{q1, q2, · · · , qt}. For each testing query qj ∈ Qtest, we apply an ensemble method,
which try to minimize the risk consistent with the loss in training process. We first
select a certain number H of ranking modelsMj1, Mj2,· · · , MjH , whose corresponding
query topics hold H highest correlation with qj, and then aggregating the ranking
results Sj1, Sj2,· · · , SjH obtained by Mj1, Mj2,· · · , MjH into a final ranking results
S. After divide-and-conquer, this step aggregates ranking results from sub-models
together into the improved final ranking results.
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We summarize the general framework in Figure 8. Such ranking specialization
approach allows us to use different feature sets or data sets to learn respective ranking
models for different query topics, so as to boost the relevance for each query groups;
And, the global loss in the second step serves as a unified relevance target when
training different models for different query topics, such that we can optimize the
overall search relevance when we train different ranking models. In the rest of this
section, we will discuss the details of each step of the framework in sequence.
Figure 8: The ranking specialization framework for improving search relevance
4.2 Identifying Ranking-Sensitive Query
Topics
4.2.1 Generating Query Features
To identify ranking-sensitive query topics, we first generate a set of features to repre-
sent queries by taking advantage of the ranking features of top pseudo feedbacks of
the query. For each training query q ∈ Qtrain, we retrieve a set of pseudo feedbacks,
PF (q) = {d1, d2, · · · , dT}, consisting of the top T documents ranked by a reference
model (we use BM25 in this paper). The ranking features of query-document pair
of ⟨q, di⟩ are defined as a feature vector xqdi = ⟨xqdi1 , x
qdi
2 , · · · , x
qdi
D ⟩ (D is the number
of ranking features). To represent q in a feature space, we aggregate the ranking
features of top-T pseudo feedbacks of q into a new feature vector. We take the mean
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and variance of the ranking feature values as two aggregation methods. Thus, the
feature vector of query q can be represented as
⟨µ1(q), µ2(q), · · · , µD(q), σ21(q), σ22(q), · · · , σ2D(q)⟩
where µk(q) denotes the mean value of k-th feature over q’s pseudo feedbacks, and
σ2k(q) denotes the variance value of k-th feature over q’s pseudo feedbacks.
In this paper, we will employ linear SVM model as the ranking algorithm. Thus,
before generating query features, we have applied quantile normalization [13] on rank-
ing features of query-document pairs in both training and testing dataset, such that
the values of all ranking features are in the scale of [0, 1]. As a result, the values of
extracted query features are also in the scale of [0, 1].
4.2.2 Generating Query Topics and Computing Topic Distribution for
Queries
After generating query features, we employ the mixture model as the clustering
method to obtain ranking-sensitive query topics. We can either empirically set the
number of cluster as a constant n, or determine it through gap statistic [75]. After
learning the model, we can obtain a set of query clusters {C1, C2, · · · , Cn}, where each
cluster Ck can be represented as a vector x
Ck = ⟨xk1, xk2, · · · , xkDq⟩, and Dq denotes
the number of query features. We consider each cluster as one query topic.
Furthermore, we incorporate the prior knowledge of feature importance for ranking
into identifying ranking-sensitive query topics. We obtain feature importance scores
by using the ranking weights learned by a general RankSVM on a sample of training
data. In our paper, we integrate the feature importance as weights into aggregated
query features. Assuming the feature importance scores are w = ⟨w1, w2, · · · , wDq⟩,
the weighted feature vector of query qi is computed as
w ⊙ xi ≡ ⟨w1xi1, w2xi2, · · · , wDqxiDq⟩ (14)
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where xi = ⟨xi1, xi2, · · · , xiDq⟩ is the original feature vector of query qi. Based on the
new query features weighted by feature importance, we can employ the mixture model
to obtain the ranking sensitive query topics with integrated feature importance.
Based on this representation of query topics, we are able to calculate the topic
distribution Category(q) = {P (C1|q), P (C2|q), · · · , P (Cn|q)} for query q as
P (Ck|q) =
|xq − xCk |2∑n
i=1 |xq − xCi|2
(15)
Since we take advantage of ranking features of top retrieved pseudo feedbacks
of the query to generate query features as well as we compute topic distribution
for queries by incorporating prior knowledge of feature importance for ranking, we
consider the identified query topics and computed topic distribution for each query
as ranking-sensitive.
4.3 A Unified Approach for Learning Multiple Ranking Mod-
els
4.3.1 Problem Statement
For traditional ranking approach, the task is to find a function f in the form of
y = f(X,ω), f ∈ F
where X denotes an M ×D matrix representing D dimensional feature vectors of M
documents; ω represents the unknown ranking parameters; y is a vector representing
ranking scores of the M documents. The goal of learning is to select a best function





L(f(Xi, ω), yi) (16)
where N is the number of queries in the training set; Xi denotes the set of documents
associated with the i-th query; yi is the vector of corresponding ranking scores; L
denotes a defined query-level loss function. Clearly, traditional ranking approach
learns single ranking function for all queries.
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Inspired by the diverse ranking characteristics implied by different queries, to
improve ranking relevance, we formalize a new problem of learning multiple rank-
ing functions, f1, f2, · · · , fn ∈ F , given the identified ranking-sensitive query topics
C1, C2, · · · , Cn, where each ranking model fi(i = 1, · · · , n) can represent the rank-
ing characteristics of its corresponding query topic Ci. In order to create a unified
relevance target for all topic-specific ranking models and let all training examples
contribute to all ranking models, we propose a new global loss function by combining
ranking risks of all training examples with different weights according to the training
query’s similarity to different query topics. By optimizing this global loss function,
we can learn multiple ranking functions, simultaneously. The intuition is that if the
query of one training example is highly correlated to a certain query topic, this train-
ing example will contribute more to learn the ranking function of this query topic.
Specifically, the global function is defined as







P (Cj|qi)fj(Xi, ωj), yi) (17)
where n is the number of identified ranking-sensitive query topics; P (Cj|qi) represents
the probability that qi belongs to Cj; and ωj denotes unknown parameters of the
ranking function fj corresponding to the query topic Cj. Intuitively, if query qi is
highly correlated to a query topic Cj, i.e. with high value of P (Cj|qi), the loss of
ranking under qi will be much associated with learning ωj.
4.3.2 Topical RankSVM
The learning task in Eq. 17 is specified when the form of the ranking function f
and that of the loss function L are defined, for example, we can use linear func-
tion as ranking function, i.e. f(X,ω) = ωTX, and L2 norm as loss function, i.e.
L(f(X,ω), y) = ∥f(X,ω) − y∥2. The ranking specialization framework is quite gen-
eral and flexible in the sense that it can apply different ranking algorithms. In this
paper, we use RankSVM as an example to demonstrate its advantages. For simplicity,
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we consider the linear function f(X,ω) = ωTX. We refer to our method as Topical
RankSVM. Note that the same idea can also be applied to other ranking algorithms,
such as RankNet and RankBoost, by modifying the respective loss function according
to Eq. 17.
• RankSVM:
We first make a review of RankSVM [26, 35]. Its learning task is defined as the









s.t. ωTXqi ≥ ωTX
q
j + 1− ξq,i,j,
∀Xqi ≻ X
q
j , ξq,i,j ≥ 0
(18)
where Xqi ≻ X
q
j implies that document i is ranked ahead of j with respect to query
q in the training dataset; ξq,i,j denotes slack variable; and ∥ω∥2 represents structural
loss.
• Topical RankSVM:
We then describe Topical RankSVM. Inspired by the fact that the ranking model
of one specific ranking-sensitive query topic depends more on the training query-
document pairs, the query in which has higher correlation to the certain query topic,





















j + 1− ξq,i,j,
∀Xqi ≻ X
q
j , ξq,i,j ≥ 0
(19)
where ωk denotes the parameters of ranking function with respect to query topic Ck.
Note that we can use different feature sets for different query topics by using this
method, but for simplicity, we didn’t try it in this work. The optimization problem
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can be solved by employing existing optimization techniques, the computation details
of which, though tedious, are rather standard and will not be presented here.
Note that, there are several advantages by using Topical RankSVM. Firstly, we are
able to embed ranking-sensitive query topics directly into the ranking algorithm and
learn multiple ranking functions for different query topics, simultaneously. Secondly,
the global loss serves as a unified relevance target for all topic-specific ranking models,
which can boost the relevance than training models separately. And, we employ all
of the training queries to learn ranking models of each query category, avoiding the
reduction of the training examples. Moreover, compared to previous work [24, 38],
our approach is not less efficient on training time, which has been proved in the
experiments on a large scale dataset. The same idea can also be applied on ranking
algorithms other than RankSVM, in the similar way. In the rest of this section, we
will employ a testing method which is consistent with the training method, in the
sense that both of them focus on optimizing the same risk of ranking.
4.4 Ensemble Ranking for New Queries
After obtaining multiple ranking models corresponding to ranking-sensitive query
topics, we employ an un-supervised ensemble method for improving ranking at query
time. The intuition is that: Similar queries in ranking-sensitive feature space are more
likely to hold similar ranking characteristics, therefore, if one query topic has higher
correlation to the testing query, the corresponding ranking models should contribute
more to the final ranking of the testing query.
Assuming that f̂1, f̂2, · · · , f̂n are ranking models learned with the method in 4.3
and correspond to query topics C1, C2, · · · , Cn respectively; q̃ is a testing query, and
{d̃1, d̃2, · · · , d̃Mq̃} is the set of documents to be ranked with respect to q̃; and P (C1|q̃),
P (C2|q̃), · · · , P (Cn|q̃) are the probabilities that the new testing query belongs to
query topics. Then, we compute the ranking score S(q̃, d̃i) for each document d̃i (i =
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P (Ck|q̃)f̂k(xq̃d̃i , ωk) (20)
where xq̃d̃i is the ranking feature vector of the query-document pair of q̃ and d̃i; ωk
denotes parameters of f̂k. Then, we can obtain the final ranking of documents under
q̃ according to the aggregated ranking scores computed by Eq. 20. Note that this
testing approach tries to minimize the ranking risk consistent with that in training
process.
4.5 Experimental Setup
This section presents our evaluation setup. First, we describe the datasets we used
in the experiments (Section 4.5.1). Then, we describe our evaluation metrics (Sec-
tion 4.5.2) and the ranking methods to compare (Section 4.5.3) for the experimental
results reported in Section 4.6.
4.5.1 Data Collection
In the experiment, we used three datasets, including both the publicly benchmark
dataset and that obtained from a commercial search engine.
LETOR 3.0:
LETOR 3.0 [47] is a benchmark dataset for research on ranking 1. We use TREC2003
and TREC2004 in LETOR 3.0 to evaluate the performance of exploring ranking-
sensitive query topics for improving ranking. TREC2003 contains 350 queries and
TREC2004 contains 225 ones. For each query, there are about 1,000 associated docu-
ments. Each query-document pair is given a binary judgment: relevant or irrelevant.
In total, there are 64 features for each query-document pair, which can be referred
to [47] for the details.
1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/beijing/projects/letor
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Both of these two tracks classify all the queries into three pre-defined categories,
including topic distillation (TD), homepage finding (HP) and named page finding
(NP), according to search intent. The statistics of queries for three categories in
LETOR 3.0 can be found in [47]. Note that, this pre-defined hard categorization can
also be used to improve ranking by applying the same method in Section 4.3. In
our experiment, we will compare the effects on improving ranking by using ranking-
sensitive query topics with that by using the pre-defined categorization.
LETOR 4.0:
LETOR4.0 is a new release of benchmark dataset for research on ranking. It uses
the web page collection ( 50M pages) and two query sets from Million Query track
of TREC 2007 and TREC 2008, called MQ2007 and MQ2008 for short. There are
about 1700 queries in MQ2007 with labeled documents and about 800 queries in
MQ2008 with labeled documents. Each query-document pair is represented by a
46-dimensional feature vector. And we used the data with the setting of supervised
ranking to evaluate the performance of our proposed ranking approach.
Commercial search engine dataset (SE-Dataset):
We also conduct experiment on a dataset obtained from a major commercial search
engine. This dataset contains 71,810 training queries and 1,227,094 query-document
pairs for training as well as 7,668 testing queries and 252,086 query-document pairs
for testing. All the training and test queries are randomly sampled from the real
user traffic to the search engine. Each query is associated with its retrieved doc-
uments, along with human judged labels that represent the degrees of relevance of
those documents with respect to the queries. There are five levels of relevance: per-
fect, excellent, good, fair, and bad. Features for each query-document pair used in
building the ranking functions can be roughly grouped into the following categories:
text-matching features, link-based features, user-click features, query and page clas-
sification features. We denote this dataset as SE-Dataset.
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This dataset classifies all the queries into four semantic domains, including autos
domain (Dauto), local domain (Dlocal), product domain (Dproduct), and travel domain
(Dtravel). For each query, SE-Dataset provides the pre-computed similarity score
between the query and each query domain. The value of the similarity score is in the
range of [0, 1], 0 meaning the smallest value of similarity while 1 meaning the largest
value of similarity. There are some queries in SE-Data that have the 0 similarity scores
with all of four pre-defined domains. In our experiment, we define a new soft query
classification, which contains five classes, including Dauto, Dlocal, Dproduct, Dtravel, and
general domain Dgeneral. For each query q, we set the similarity score with respect to
general domain class as 1, and after normalizing similarity scores with respect to all
five classes, we can obtain a soft query classification.
4.5.2 Evaluation Metrics
In the experiments, we adapt two IR metrics, Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (NDCG) [31] and Mean Average Precision (MAP), to evaluate the performance
of the learned ranking functions. The details of these two metrics have been intro-
duced in Section 3.4.1.
4.5.3 Ranking Methods Compared
To evaluate the performance of our approach employing ranking-sensitive query top-
ics in learning the ranking function, we compare the performance of the following
methods:
1. RSVM: As a baseline method, we employ RankSVM (denoted as RSVM) and
conduct training over all the training queries to learn one single ranking model. At
testing time, we use the single model to generate ranking results for all testing queries.
2. CRSVM: In this method, we apply the pre-defined query categorization into our
proposed SVM-based learning method, where each query category is viewed as one
query topic. In LETOR 3.0 dataset, each query can only belong to only one category.
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Thus, this method equals to separating the training queries based on query catego-
rization and training a specialized model for each category of queries. In commercial
search engine dataset, we can employ the pre-defined soft query categorization into our
proposed SVM-based learning method directly. We call this method “Semantic-class
based RankSVM”, denoted as CRSVM. At testing time, for hard query categoriza-
tion, we choose the ranking model according to the category of each testing query; for
soft query categorization, we apply the ensemble approach in Section 4.4 to generate
ranking results.
3. LRSVM: In this method, we simulate the general idea in [24]. After identifying
the ranking-sensitive query categories, we classify each training query into the closest
query category. Based on this hard partition of training queries, we train separate
ranking model for each query category using its own fraction of training queries. This
method is usually called “Local Ranking” in previous work. By using RankSVM, we
denote this method as LRSVM. At testing time, according to the correlation between
the test query and query categories, we select the ranking model of the most correlated
query category and use it to generate the ranking results.
4. TRSVM: In this method, after identifying the ranking-sensitive query topics
(Section 4.2), we employ the proposed “Topical RankSVM” (Section 4.3) with topic
distribution of training queries to learn ranking models for those query topics. At
testing time, we use the proposed ensemble method (Section 4.4) to generate the
ranking results for testing queries.
4.6 Experimental Results
4.6.1 Experiments with LETOR Dataset
We evaluate the performance of the ranking methods on TREC2003 and TREC2004
in LETOR 3.0 as well as MQ2007 and MQ2008 in LETOR 4.0. For each of these
datasets, we conduct 5-fold cross-validation experiments, using the default partitions
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Figure 9: Ranking relevance in terms of NDCG of TRSVM compared with other
methods on LETOR 3.0.











































Figure 10: Ranking relevance in terms of NDCG of TRSVM compared with other
methods on LETOR 4.0.
in LETOR. For TREC2003 and TREC2004, since the data of each class (TD, NP,
HP) is split into 5 folds, we combine respective i-th fold (i = 1, · · · , 5) of each class
together to form up the i-th fold of the whole dataset.
To identify ranking-sensitive query topics, we use BM25 as the reference model to
rank documents and choose the top T = 50 ranked documents (if the total number
of documents under one query is lower than T , all documents will be used) as pseudo
feedback to create ranking-sensitive features.
The topic number n is crucial to the performance of TRSVM and LRSVM. Since
there are three pre-defined classes in TREC2003 and TREC2004, we select the value
as n = 3 to compare the performance of TRSVM with that of LRSVM and CRSVM
for experiments on TREC2003 and TREC2004. Since there is no pre-defined class
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in MQ2007 and MQ2008, we will not test the performance of CRSVM on these two
dataset. And, we set n = 10 to compare the performance of TRSVM with that
of LRSVM for experiments on MQ2007 and MQ2008. In practice, this parameter
is tuned automatically based on a validation set. In order to clearly illustrate the
influence of this parameter on the ranking performance, we will also present the
results with respect to different values of the topic/category number.
For RSVM, we can make use of its results provided in LETOR. For all the SVM
models in the experiment, we employ the linear SVM. This is because the LETOR
data set offers results of linear RankSVM.
4.6.1.1 Relevance Comparisons
The purpose of this experiment is to compare the average relevance of different
ranking algorithms on different benchmark datasets. Figure 9(a) and 9(b) illus-
trate the NDCG values of TRSVM compared with RSVM, CRSVM and LRSVM
on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. From these two figures, we observe that,
by building different ranking models with respect to different query categories/topics,
TRSVM, CRSVM and LRSVM out-perform the single model learned by RSVM on
both dataset. Furthermore, by extracting the ranking-sensitive query topics and ap-
plying the proposed unified learning method, TRSVM give better relevance than
CRSVM and LRSVM. We conduct t-test on the improvements in terms of NDCG@3,
and the results indicate that for both TREC2003 and TREC2004, the improvements
of TRSVM over other ranking methods are statistically significant (p-value< 0.05).
In Table 5, we report the MAP scores of TRSVM compared with RSVM, CRSVM,
LRSVM on TREC2003 and TREC2004, respectively. Table 5 indicates that TRSVM
achieves much better relevance than RSVM, CRSVM and LRSVM. In particular,
TRSVM achieves a gain of about 9% relative to RSVM on TREC2003 as well as 6%
relative to RSVM on TREC2004; and TRSVM obtains more gains than CRSVM and
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Table 5: MAP value of RSVM, CRSVM, LRSVM, and TRSVM on TREC2003 and
TREC2004
Ranking Method TREC2003 Gain TREC2004 Gain
RSVM 0.578 - 0.501 -
CRSVM 0.601 +4% 0.513 +2%
LRSVM 0.605 +5% 0.521 +4%
TRSVM 0.628 +9% 0.532 +6%
LRSVM on both dataset.
Moreover, Figure 10(a) and 10(b) illustrate the NDCG values of TRSVM com-
pared with RSVM, and LRSVM on MQ2007 and MQ2008, respectively. From these
two figures, we also observe that, on both dataset TRSVM and LRSVM out-perform
the single model learned by RSVM by employing different ranking models with re-
spect to different query categories/topics. Furthermore, TRSVM, which extracts the
ranking-sensitive query topics and applying the proposed unified learning method,
can reach better ranking relevance than LRSVM based on local ranking. (Note that
the NDCG@10 of queries in MQ2008 is much lower because a portion of queries have
less than 10 documents to rank in this dataset.) We conduct t-test on the improve-
ments in terms of NDCG@3, and find that the improvements of TRSVM over other
ranking methods are statistically significant (p-value< 0.05).
Table 6: MAP value of RSVM, LRSVM, and TRSVM on MQ2003 and MQ2004
Ranking Method MQ2007 Gain MQ2008 Gain
RSVM 0.464 - 0.470 -
LRSVM 0.474 +2% 0.477 +1%
TRSVM 0.481 +4% 0.489 +4%
Table 6 demonstrates the MAP value of TRSVM compared with RSVM as well
as LRSVM on MQ2007 and MQ2008, respectively. From the table, we can observe
that TRSVM achieves much better relevance than RSVM and LRSVM. In particular,
TRSVM achieves a gain of about 4% relative to RSVM on both MQ2007 and MQ2008;
and TRSVM obtains more gain than LRSVM on both datasets.
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4.6.1.2 Results Analysis
In the following, we will investigate the reason that TRSVM can achieve better rank-
ing relevance than the single model RSVM, the class-based ranking approach CRSVM,
and the local ranking approach, LRSVM.







TF-IDF of whole document
length of URL
topical PageRank
Table 8: Top 8 most important features for CRSVM on TREC2003
CRSVM (TD) CRSVM (NP) CRSVM (HP)
sitemap based score propagation BM25 of whole document number of slash in URL
sitemap based term propagation LMIR.JM of whole document HostRank
DL of title sitemap based score propagation HITS hub
length of URL sitemap based term propagation DL of URL
HostRank LMIR.JM of anchor length of URL
BM25 of title BM25 of anchor LMIR.JM of title
DL of URL LMIR.DIR of whole document sitemap based score propagation
BM25 of anchor LMIR.ABS of whole document sitemap based term propagation
Table 9: Top 8 most important features for TRSVM on TREC2003
TRSVM (topic-1) TRSVM (topic-2) TRSVM (topic-3)
sitemap based term propagation number of slash in URL length of URL
sitemap based score propagation HostRank outlink number
length of URL HITS sub sitemap based term propagation
number of slash in URL sitemap based score propagation sitemap based score propagation
DL or URL sitemap based term propagation number of slash in URL
weighted in-link uniform out-link HITS sub
number of child page Outlink number DL or URL
BM25 of title LMIR.ABS of URL DL or title
I. Multiple ranking models v.s. single model
Table 7, 8 and 9 demonstrates the 8 most important features for single model learned
by RSVM and for separate models corresponding to query topics learned by CRSVM
and TRSVM, respectively. These results are based on the experiment on TREC2003.
The feature importance is measured by the absolute value of learned feature weight.
The detailed description of features can be found in [47].
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From these tables, we can observe that, introducing query difference in terms of
query classification/clustering into ranking can help to build multiple ranking models
with respect to various query classes (CRSVM) or query topics (TRSVM). These
ranking models can represent multiple fine-grained ranking characteristics of vari-
ous query classes/topics, while the single ranking model can only describe a coarse
summarization of ranking characteristics over all various queries.
In particular, if we build one single ranking model using RSVM, the top 5 most
important features of the model are weighted in-link, weighted out-link, TF-IDF of
title, TF of title, and TF of body, as shown in Table 7 and 8. To verify whether
these five features are most important to ranking for most of queries, we conduct an
experiment as follows: we randomly sample 20 queries from the whole dataset and
build respective ranking models for each query based on the documents and labels
associated with the certain query, then we compute the respective feature importance
of each query. We randomly sample 20 queries for 3 times, and there are only in
average 6.3 queries (31.5%) whose top 5 most important features include at least
three of top 5 most important features of the model learned by RSVM.
To gain an understanding of what is the better way to use the information of
ranking-sensitive query topics to improve ranking, we perform a study on the effects
of adding query topics information as features in learning. Specifically, for each query-
document pair in both training and testing set, we use the query’s topic distribution
as additional features and apply RSVM to learn the single ranking model on expanded
feature space. The testing results show that this method does not increase the rank-
ing performance significantly, but even performs worse than the multiple ranking
approach. The similar experiment on SE-Dataset also reports the same observation.
II. Ranking-sensitive query topics v.s. pre-defined semantic classes
After considering query different in terms of query classification(CRSVM)/clustering(TRSVM),
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we can build multiple ranking models to represent different fine-grained ranking char-
acteristics. For example, by using CRSVM, we can learn three ranking models cor-
responding to three query classes: topic distillation (TD), namepage finding (NP),
and homepage finding (HP). Table 8 shows the top 8 most important features of each
learned model. From this table, we can find that each of the three models learned by
CRSVM are quite different with that of RSVM. In particular, some features, such as
TF-IDF of title, weighted out-link etc., are important for RSVM, but are not essential
for ranking of each specific query class. Furthermore, the most important features of
each query class are diverse, for example, sitemap based score/term propagation are
most important to TD queries; NP queries depend mostly on language model based
(LMIR) and probabilistic (BM25) features; and number of slash in URL is the most
important one for HP queries but not included in top 8 for the other two classes. Sim-
ilarly, Table 9 shows that three ranking models learned by TRSVM are different with
not only the single model of RSVM but also multiple models learned by CRSVM.
To verify whether TRSVM can obtain multiple ranking models that better rep-
resent ranking characteristics of respective query topics than other methods, we con-
duct the following experiment: for each identified query topic, we randomly sample 20
queries from those belonging to this query topic, and build respective ranking model
for each of these 20 query based on their own associated documents and labels; then,
we compute the respective feature importance of these queries and validate whether
they include the top important features learned by TRSVM. We conduct this ex-
periment on 5 query topics, and randomly sample 20 queries under each topic for 3
times. There are in average 14.8 queries (74%) whose top 5 most important features
include at least three of those of the model learned by TRSVM. For LRSVM and
CRSVM, the results shows that there are in average 12.7 (63.5%) and 11.3(56.5%)
queries whose top 5 most important features include at least three of those of the
model learned by LRSVM and CRSVM, respectively.
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III. Why TRSVM performs better?
We hypothesize the reasons of why TRSVM can perform better than LRSVM and
CRSVM as follows. Firstly, instead of pre-defined query classification, TRSVM and
LRSVM represent each query by aggregating the ranking features of documents under
such query and conduct un-supervised clustering method to identify ranking-sensitive
query topics, which can be better to distinguish queries based on their various ranking
characteristics.
Secondly, LRSVM and CRSVM employ hard query classification/clustering and
build multiple ranking models corresponding to each query class/cluster, however,
many queries can fit into more than one classes/clusters, therefore, TRSVM can
benefit ranking performance by taking advantage of soft query categorization into
building multiple ranking models.
Another advantage of TRSVM is avoidance of the reduction in the number of
training examples. Specifically, either LRSVM or CRSVM uses only a part of training
dataset to learn the ranking model for each query class/cluster. It may cause the
declining accuracy due to the lack of enough training examples. However, TRSVM
can avoid the reduction of training dataset size since it uses all training examples,
with different weights based on query soft clustering, in learning the ranking model
of each query topic.
4.6.1.3 Effects of Different Parameter Settings
In this experiment, we explore the effects of different settings of the parameter n, i.e.
the number of query topics, on ranking performance by conducting comparison study
with varying the value of n.
Figure 11 show the performance of TRSVM on Letor dataset with varying values of
n in terms of MAP. From the figure, we can find that, as n increases, the performances
first increase, but then as n becomes much larger, there is no significant raising
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Figure 11: Ranking performance (MAP) of TRSVM on the Letor datasets against
varying topic number n
on the performance, and the performance is even deteriorated at some time. More
specifically:
•When setting only a small number of query topics, the performances of TRSVM
are not so good since the identified query topics are a bit broad to reflect the query
difference.
•As setting the higher number of query topics, we can improve the performances
since identified query topics are more fine-grained to reflect query difference in rank-
ing.
•In the ideal case, with increasing number of query topics, the proposed method
can achieve much better ranking performance, since we can build ranking models,
each of which focuses on more fine-grained ranking characteristics. However, the ac-
tual results indicates that the ranking performances do not increase significantly but
even deteriorate at some time. We hypothesize that, the extracted query features
and identified ranking-sensitive query topics, though more effective than other query
categorization method for enhancing ranking, are still not optimal for recognizing the
ranking-sensitive query topics; therefore, when each identified query topic becomes
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more fine-grained, the bias of query categorization will be enlarged so as to deteriorate
the ranking performance.
4.6.2 Experiments with SE-Dataset
We compare the performance of proposed ranking methods (TRSVM) with the base-
lines of the single model approach (RSVM), class-based approach (CRSVM) and the
local ranking based approach (LRSVM) on the commercial search engine dataset
(SE-Dataset). The pre-defined classes in CRSVM include auto, local, product, travel,
general as described in Section 4.5.1.
To identify ranking-sensitive query topics, we use BM25 as the reference model
to rank documents and choose the top T = 20 documents (if the total number of
documents under one query is lower than T , all documents will be used) as pseudo
feedback to create ranking-sensitive features.
We set the query topic/cluster number in TRSVM/LRSVM, i.e. the parameter
n, as n = 20 in the experiment. In practice, this parameter is tuned automatically
based on a validation set. In order to clearly illustrate the influence of this parameter
on the ranking performance, we will also present the results with respect to different
values of the topic/category number.
4.6.2.1 Performance Comparisons
Figure 12 demonstrates the NDCG values of TRSVM compared with RSVM, CRSVM,
and LRSVM on SE-Dataset. From the figures, we observe that, by building different
ranking models with respect to different query categories/topics, TRSVM, LRSVM
and CRSVM out-perform the single model learned by RSVM. Furthermore, by ex-
tracting the ranking-sensitive query topics and applying the proposed unified learning
method, TRSVM give better performance than CRSVM and LRSVM. We conduct
t-tests on the improvements in terms of NDCG@3, the results of which indicate that
the improvements of TRSVM over RSVM, CRSVM and LRSVM are statistically
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significant (p-value< 0.05).
4.6.2.2 Effects of Different Aggregation for Query Features
In this experiment, we test the performance of the proposed TRSVM method with
using different information for aggregating query features. By default, we compute
the mean values of ranking features of top pseudo feedbacks as the feature vector
of the query. In this experiment, we explore the effects of adding extra statistical
quantities beyond means into the query feature vector. We use variance as the extra
statistical quantity in our experiment. The ranking method using the expanded query
features is denoted as TRSVMvar. Moreover, we test the effects of making use of the
knowledge of ranking feature importance into the aggregation for query features.
In particular, we first learn the ranking function by using a sample of the training
dataset. After that, we can obtain the importance of each feature for learning the
ranking function. Then, we incorporate feature importance as weight into computing
query features. We denote the ranking method with incorporated feature importance
as TRSVMimpt. We also test the ranking method which both expands query features
with aggregated variance values and incorporates feature importance in identifying
query topics, which is denoted as TRSVMvar−impt.
Figure 13 shows the performances of the proposed TRSVM method with apply-
ing various information into the aggregation for query features. From this figure, we
observe that, utilizing feature importance into identifying query topics can increase
the ranking performance. After conducting t-test on the improvement in terms of
NDCG@3, we find that TRSVMimpt out-perform TRSVM with p-value less than
0.02. Figure 13 also illustrates that expanding query features with aggregated vari-
ance value (TRSVMvar) does not improve ranking performance but even cause a
decreased accuracy than TRSVM, the reason of which could be variance is not useful
to identify ranking-sensitive query topics. However, it does not indicate that other
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Figure 12: Relevance (ndcg@k) of TRSVM compared with the other methods on
SE-Dataset
statistical quantities are not useful for query topic recognition either. It would be
an interesting future work to explore what kind of statistical quantities are essential
to identify ranking-sensitive query topics. Moreover, Figure 13 demonstrates that
TRSVMvar−impt can achieve better performance than TRSVMvar and TRSVM, but
not TRSVMimpt, which also indicate that using feature importance can boost rank-
ing performance while expanding query features with aggregated variance may not
be useful for improve ranking.
4.6.2.3 Robustness to Noisy Query Topics
In the following, we perform experiments to evaluate the robustness of our divide-and-
conquer ranking approach to noisy ranking-sensitive query topics. We manually add
some noises into the ranking-sensitive query topics and test this effects on the overall
ranking relevance. Specifically, after identifying ranking-sensitive query topics, we
randomly select a portion of training queries and change their topic distribution into
random values. Then, we employ TRSVM with these noisy ranking-sensitive query
topics.
Figure 14 illustrates the NDCG@1,3,5 scores for the testing queries (on MQ2007
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Figure 13: Relevance (ndcg@k) of TRSVM with different aggregation method for
query features on SE-Dataset
and MQ2008) against varying amount of queries with noisy topic distribution in the
training data. The figures show that, although the relevance declines as the amount
of queries with noisy topic distribution increases, TRSVM even outperform single
ranking model approach RSVM and therefore is robust to the noisy ranking-sensitive
query topics. And we can find the similar results when we take the same experiments
on LETOR 3.0 dataset.
The robustness of our divide-and-conquer ranking approach can also be demon-
strated on SE-Dataset, especially from Figure 13. This figure shows that different
aggregation methods give rise to different ranking-sensitive query topics, and hence
different ranking performance; but, in spite of such difference, any of these different
query categorizations can be used to trained the ranking models which outperform the
single model approach (RSVM). Therefore, the proposed divide-and-conquer frame-
work is robust to the noisy ranking-sensitive query topics.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we point out that, due to great variance of queries and different rank-
ing characteristics of Web queries, single ranking model is not appropriate for diverse
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Figure 14: Ranking performance (NDCG@K) of TRSVM against varying amount
of noisy queries
types of queries. We employ a divide-and-conquer approach to learn multiple ranking
functions according to diverse ranking characteristics of queries. We first identify
ranking-sensitive query topics based on query features from pseudo feedbacks and
prior knowledge of feature importance. Then, we propose a unified learning process
to obtain ranking models corresponding to recognized query topics. An ensemble
approach is applied to compute ranking for test queries by making use of multiple
topic-specific ranking models. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed ap-
proach can significantly improve the ranking relevance over the single model approach
and a straightforward local ranking approach, and the identified ranking-sensitive top-
ics are more useful for improving ranking than pre-defined query categorization.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we explore the context information of queries from two specific
aspects and investigate how to incorporate such context information into the task of
learning to rank, respectively. The experimental results on both public benchmarks
and commercial search engine dataset with deeper analysis have demonstrated that
the context information of queries can be essential to improve the ranking relevance
since it can provide much invaluable information for better understanding users’ in-
formation need.
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In the next part of the dissertation, we will take much deeper analysis on the
context information of Web content, and explore whether this context information
can benefit the search performance as well.
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CHAPTER V
RANKING OVER SOCIAL MEDIA
From this chapter, we start investigating how to extract the context information of the
Web content and take advantage of such context to improve the search performance.
We will target at searching over the social media service and study how to explore
the context of social media content to build effective search system over the social
media service. In this chapter, we first propose a new general framework for searching
social media content, which incorporates both the content features and the context
of user interactions. Then, in chapter 6, a semi-supervised framework is proposed
to explicitly compute content quality and user reputation in social media. These
new context information will be incorporated into the general search framework to
improve the search quality. Chapter 7 will discuss the spam of the context information
and introduce a method to train more robust ranking models. Finally, Chapter 8
investigates techniques for integrating and organizing Web content in social media
and studies how to use the extracted structured semantics as context to improve the
performance of information retrieval.
5.1 Community Question Answering
Online social media content and associated services comprise one of the fastest grow-
ing segments on the Web. Such content includes social bookmarking (e.g. Delicious),
social photo sharing (e.g. Flickr), social video sharing (e.g. Youtube), and many
other forms of user-generated content. This content is different from the traditional
content on the web (Web pages) in style, quality, authorship, and explicit support
for social graphs. The explicit support for social interactions between users, such as
posting comments, rating content, and responding to questions and comments makes
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the social media unique and requires new techniques for analyzing and retrieving
relevant content.
Question-Answering (henceforth QA) is a form of information retrieval where the
users’ information need is specified in the form of a natural language question, and
the desired result is self-contained answer (not a list of documents). QA has been
particularly amenable to social media, as it allows a potentially more effective alter-
native to web search by directly connecting users with the information needs to users
willing to share the information directly. Some very successful examples of Commu-
nity Question Answering (CQA) sites are Yahoo! Answers, and Naver1. In these
portals users can express specific information needs by posting questions, and get
direct responses authored by other web users, rather than browsing results of search
engines. Both questions and responses are stored for future use by allowing searchers
to first attempt to locate an answer to their question, if the same or similar question
has been answered in the past. As CQA portals grow in size and popularity, search-
ing for existing answers for a given question becomes increasingly crucial to avoid
duplication, and save time and effort for the users. For example, Yahoo! Answers
now has tens of millions of users, and stores hundreds of millions of answers to pre-
viously asked questions. These databases of questions and respective answers is an
invaluable resource for specific information needs not well served by general-purpose
search engines.
In particular, today’s search engines are not yet generally capable to automatically
generate brief but precise summaries that integrate information from multiple sources,
or to answer queries that require deep semantic understanding of the query or the
document. For example, consider a query “When is the hurricane season in the
Caribbean?”, which we submit to both Yahoo! Answers and Yahoo! Web search
engine. Figure 15 and 16 show the best answer and top 5 search results respectively.
1http://www.naver.com/
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Figure 15: The question “When is hurricane season in Caribbean?” in Yahoo!
Answer and its best answer.
From those two figures, it is easy to see that Yahoo! Answers supply one brief answer
but with high quality while for Yahoo! Search results people still need to click into the
webpage to find needed information. Thus, CQA sites and search services provides
an alternative channel for obtaining information more quickly and more precisely on
the web.
However, finding relevant answers of a new query in CQA archives is a difficult task
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Figure 16: Top 5 results when searching “When is hurricane season in Caribbean?”
on Yahoo! Search.
that is distinct from web search and web question answering. The main differences
are the availability of explicit user feedback and interactions, explicit authorship and
attribution information, and organization of the content around topical categories
and past question threads. Furthermore, the quality of the content varies even more
than the quality of the traditional web content. A large fraction of the content reflects
often unsubstantiated opinions of users, which are not useful for factual information
retrieval and question answering. Hence, retrieving the correct factual answers to a
question requires determining both relevance and quality of answer candidates.
As has been shown in recent work, user interactions, in particular explicit feedback
from users, can provide a strong indication of the content quality [3]. Examples of such
feedback include the selection of the “best” answer by the original question author,
as well as the “thumbs up” and “thumbs down” ratings from other users. What is
not clear from previous work is how to integrate explicit user feedback information
and relevance into a unified ranking framework to retrieve answers that are relevant,
factual, and of high quality.
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This chapter presents a ranking framework to take advantage of user interaction
information to retrieve high quality relevant content in social media. And, this study
focuses on Community Question Answering to explore how to integrate relevance, user
interaction and community feedback information to find the right factual, well-formed
content to answer a user’s query.
In summary, retrieving correct, factual, and well-formed answers from CQA archives
is a crucial and challenging task. This work makes significant progress towards this
goal, allowing the search system to find facts in the crowd with accuracy substantially
higher than the current state-of-the-art.
5.2 Learning Ranking Functions for CQA Retrieval
Ranking functions are at the core of an effective CQA retrieval system. In this section,
we will explore a learning-based approach to the design of the ranking functions.
We will focus on the specific characteristics of Yahoo! Answers and discuss how
to employ user interactions and community-based features in Yahoo! Answers to
rank the answers. We start with a more precise definition of the problem of CQA
retrieval, and then describe the different interactions available in a state-of-the-art
CQA portal. Then we discuss how to represent textual elements and community-
based elements in Yahoo! Answers as a vector of features. We then show how to
extract preference data on answers from user interactions with Yahoo! Answers.
Based on the extracted features and preference data, we apply the regression-based
gradient boosting framework [82] to the problem of learning ranking function for CQA
retrieval.
5.2.1 Problem Definition of QA Retrieval
In CQA systems, there are a very large amount of questions and answers posted by a
diverse community of users. One posted question can solicitate several answers from
a number of different users with varying degree of relevance to the posted question.
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We abstract the social content in CQA system as a set of question-answer pairs:
⟨qsti, ansji ⟩
where qsti is the i−th question in the whole archive of the CQA system and ansji is
the j−th answer to this question.
Given a user query, our goal is to order the set of question-answer pairs according
to their relevance to the query, and the ordering is done by learning a ranking function
for triples of the form,
⟨qrk, qsti, ansji ⟩,
where qrk is the k-query in a set of queries. We will first discuss how to effectively
extract features and preference data for each triple of the above form and then discuss
a regression-based gradient boosting methods for learning a ranking function for CQA
retrieval.
5.2.2 User Interactions in Community QA
Community Question Answering (CQA) is a particularly popular form of social me-
dia, drawing millions of users to ask and answer each others’ questions. Unlike other
social media services, CQA services such as Yahoo! Answers provide distinct types of
interactions among users that are specific to the CQA domain. Users in Yahoo! An-
swers do not only ask and answer questions, but also actively participate in regulating
the system. A user can vote for answers of other users, mark interesting questions
and even report abusive behavior. Therefore, a Yahoo! Answers user has a threefold
role: asker, answerer and evaluator. And there are respectively three types of user
interaction activities: asking, answering and evaluating. We summarize elements and
interactions in Yahoo! Answers in Figure 17. The rest of this paper will focus on how
to utilize this information for CQA retrieval.
In addition to facilitating the community question answering process, a CQA sys-
tem must support effective search of the archives of past questions and answers. In
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Figure 17: Elements and interactions in Yahoo! Answers: Askers post questions on
Yahoo! Answers; Several users-answerers read questions and supply their answers to
them; Users can also read these answers and give evaluations/votes; External users
can submit queries to Yahoo! Answers and receive relevant questions with answers.
fact, one benefit of Yahoo! Answers to users and web searchers is precisely the im-
mense archive of hundreds of millions of answers to past questions, with the associated
community feedback. Searching this archive allows users the benefit of community
feedback and precise and specific answers for many information needs not supported
by general web search. However, because of the disparity in answer quality, and
the difficulty in mapping user information needs to past questions, the problem of
retrieving both relevant and high quality factual answers requires the integration of
both content features (to estimate relevance) as well as user interaction and commu-
nity features (to estimate quality). Having introduced our setting, we now describe
our features for answer retrieval.
5.2.3 Features and Preference Data Extraction
We follow the general practice in information retrieval and represent each query-
question-answer triple (qr, qst, ans) as a combination of textual features (i.e., textual
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similarity between query, question and answers), statistical features (i.e., independent
features for query, question and answers) and social features (i.e., user interaction
activities and community-based elements). In Yahoo! Answers, there is an additional
important type of user feedback — user evaluation in the form of votes (represented
as the “thumbs up” and “thumbs down” metaphors). We can use this information
to infer preference relevance judgments for the set of answers. In the following, we
discuss features and preference data extraction in more details.
Table 10: Features used to represent textual elements and user interactions
Textual Features of Questions, Answers and Queries
Query-Question Overlap Overlapping terms between query and question
Query-Answer Overlap Overlapping terms between query and answer
Question-Answer Overlap Overlapping terms between question and answer
Query-Question length ratio Ratio between number of tokens in query and question
Query-Answer length ratio Ratio between number of tokens in query and answer
Question-Answer length ratio Ratio between number of tokens in question and answer
Statistical Features of Questions, Answers and Queries
Query Length Number of tokens in query
Question Length Number of tokens in question
Answer Length Number of tokens in answer
Question Lifetime How long has this question been posted
Answer Lifetime How long has this answer been posted
Yahoo! Question Rank The rank of question in Yahoo! Answers
Yahoo! Answer Rank The rank of answer in Yahoo! Answers
Question Popularity How many answers are received under the question
Votes Number Number of votes for answer
User Interaction/Social Elements Features
Asker Total Points Points calculated by Yahoo! based on Asker’s activity history
Asker Total Answers How many answers did the asker submit?
Asker Best Answer How many best answers did the asker propose?
Num of Questions Asked by Asker How many questions did the asker post?
Num of Questions Resolved by Asker How many questions were resolved by the asker?
Asker stars received How many stars does the asker receive in Yahoo! Answers
Answerer Total Points Points calculated by Yahoo! based on Answerer’s activity history
Answerer Total Answers How many answers did the Answerer submit?
Answerer Best Answer How many best answers did the Answerer propose?
Num of Questions Asked by Answerer How many questions did the Answerer post?
Num of Questions Resolved by Answerer How many questions were resolved by the Answerer?
Answerer stars received How many stars does the Answerer receive?
5.2.3.1 Representing Textual Elements and User Interactions as Features
Textual Elements Features: As we mentioned before, there are three textual
elements in Yahoo! Answers: questions, answers and queries (showed in Figure 17).
We first design features from each of these three elements independently, such as
“number of tokens for a query” for query, “how long has the question been posted”
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for question, “number of received votes for an answer” for answer etc. (We describe
them as statistical features in Table 10)
Then, we also extract textual features from relationship between questions, an-
swers and queries. For example, the number of overlapping terms and token number
ratio between two of these three elements. We also introduce other features describ-
ing similarity between these three elements. (We describe them as textual features in
Table 10)
User Interaction Features: As discussed before, there are three kinds of roles each
user in CQA system may play, namely Asker, Answerer and Evaluator. Figure 17
shows the interactions between these three roles. Askers post their questions on CQA
system in the hope that other users answer these questions. Answerers submit their
answers to the question in the QA system. Some answers have high quality while the
majority are not useful. Evaluators give positive and negative votes for an answer
after they read an answer and related question in the CQA system. In the community
of CQA system, each user can play all of these three roles at the same time.
For each user in the user community of a CQA system, there are several features
to describe his or her activities, such as the number of questions he or she asked, the
number of answers he or she posted, the number of best answers he or she posted
etc. These features to certain extent can approximate the user’s expertise in the
QA community. And user’s expertise within certain topics can in turn indicate the
quality of his or her answers to the questions about certain topics. For example, in
a query-question-answer triple, if answerer tend to post useful answers or even best
answers in the past, he or she is more likely to give answers of high quality this time.
Similarly reputation of askers and evaluators can also indicate quality of answers.
Therefore, in each query-question-answer triple, we also extract features indicating
user’s activities in the CQA system. As there is no information about evaluators in
Yahoo! Answer, we only consider features for askers and answerers, such as “number
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of questions the asker asked in the community”, “number of best answers the answerer
posted in community”. These features are listed in Table 10.
5.2.3.2 Representing Users Evaluations as Preference Data
One of the user interactions in a CQA community, especially in Yahoo! Answers, is
their evaluations for the existing answers. In Yahoo! Answers, after reading existing
answers for a question, user can give his or her judgment as the evaluation for the
answers. If he or she considers the answer as useful and of high quality, he or she
can add a plus vote to this answer. Otherwise, a minus votes may be added to the
answer.
We examine users evaluation data and extracted a set of preference data which
can be used for ranking the answers as follows. For each query qr, under the same
question qst, we consider two existing answers ans1 and ans2 from Yahoo! Answers.
Assume that in the users evaluation data, ans1 has p1 plus votes and m1 minus votes
out of n1 impressions while ans2 has p2 plus votes and m2 minus votes out of n2
impression. We want to consider answer pairs ans1 and ans2 to see whether ans1 is
preferred over ans2 in terms of their relevance to the question qst. To this end, we





We use the approach in [82] and apply likelihood ratio test to examine whether a pair
of answers is significant or not, i.e., whether there are enough votes to compare the
pair. In particular we compute the following statistic,
λ =
B(p1 + p2;n1 + n2, (p1 + p2)/(n1 + n2))
B(p1;n1, p1/n1)B(p2;n2, p2/n2)
→ −χ2
For a pair of answers ans1 and ans2, when the above value is greater than a threshold,
we say the pair is significant. If ans1 and ans2 form a significant pair, we then extract
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, where s is positive
constant, i.e., if the former value is bigger than the later one, then we say ans1 is
preferred over ans2 which is denoted by ans1 ≻ ans2, and vice versa.
5.2.3.3 Representing Labeled data as Preference Data
Besides users evaluation information, we can also extract preference data from labeled
data. For two query-question-answer items with the same query,
(qr, qst1, ans1) (qr, qst2, ans2),
let their feature vectors be x and y, respectively. If ans1 has a higher labeled grade
than ans2, we include the preference x ≻ y while if ans2 has a higher labeled grade
than ans1, we include the preference y ≻ x. We will discuss how to obtain labeled
data in details in section 5.3.1.
5.2.4 Learning Ranking Function from Preference Data
Once the features and preference data are extracted, the next question is how to use
them for the purpose of learning a ranking function for CQA retrieval. We apply
a framework for solving ranking problems from preference data developed in [82].
This framework proposes a squared hinge loss function for learning ranking functions
from preference data; it also presents an algorithm that adapts functional gradient
descent for minimizing the loss function. We now briefly describe the basic idea of
the algorithm in [82].
Suppose the set of available preferences is
S = {⟨xi, yi⟩ | xi ≻ yi, i = 1, ..., N}.
Here each ⟨x, y⟩ ∈ S, x, y denote the feature vectors for two query-question-answer
triples with the same query. x ≻ y means that x is preferred over y, i.e. x should
be ranked higher than y. In other words, the answer in x is considered more relevant
than that in y with respect to the same query in both triples.
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In [82], the problem of learning ranking functions is cast as the problem of com-
puting a function h, such that h match the given set of preferences, i.e., h(xi) ≥ h(yi),
if xi ≻ yi, i = 1, ..., N , as much as possible. The following objective function (squared





(max {0, h(yi)− h(xi) + τ})2,




where H is a function class, chosen to be linear combinations of regression trees in our
case. The above minimization problem is solved by using functional gradient descent
discussed in [23]. We summarize the algorithm for learning ranking function h using
gradient boosting (GBrank) in Algorithm 2.
Two parameters need to be determined: the shrinkage factor and the number of
iterations, this is usually done by cross-validation [82].
5.3 Experimental Setup
This section presents our evaluation setup. First we describe our dataset including the
queries and the corresponding corpus of questions and answers. Then we describe our
evaluation metrics (Section 5.3.2) and the ranking methods to compare (Section 5.3.3)
for the experimental results reported in Section 5.4.
5.3.1 Datasets
Factoid questions from the TREC QA benchmarks
We use factoid questions from seven years of the TREC QA track evaluations (years
2This loss function can be considered as a smooth surrogate of the total number of contradicting
pairs in the given preference data with respect to the function h. We say x ≻ y is a contradicting
pair with respect to h if h(x) < h(y).
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Algorithm 2: GBrank
input : traing dataset: S = {⟨xi, yi⟩}
output: the ranking function h
Start with an initial guess h0, for k = 1, 2, ...
begin
while h not converge do
•Using hk−1 as the current approximation of h, we separate S into two
disjoint sets,
S+ = {⟨xi, yi⟩ ∈ S|hk−1(xi) ≥ hk−1(yi) + τ}
and
S− = {⟨xi, yi⟩ ∈ S|hk−1(xi) < hk−1(yi) + τ}
•Fit a regression function gk(x) using Gradient Boosting Tree [23] and
the following training data
{(xi, hk−1(yi) + τ), (yi, hk−1(xi)− τ)|⟨xi, yi⟩ ∈ S−}




where η is a shrinkage factor.
end
1999–2006)3 for the experiments reported in Section 6. It is worth noting that TREC
questions from the years 1999 to 2003 are independent of each other: each question
is self-contained and we submit directly as the query. Starting from 2004, however,
the questions are organized in groups with a ‘target’. For those questions, we submit
their ‘target’ as well as the questions themselves. In total, approximately 3,000 factoid
TREC questions were compiled as the initial set of queries.
Since we need some candidate answers from Yahoo! Answers to estimate how well
different ranking functions perform, we select the 1250 TREC factoid questions that




Our dataset was collected in order to simulate a user’s experience with a community
QA site. We submit each TREC query to the Yahoo! Answers web service4 and re-
trieve up to 10 top-ranked related questions according to the Yahoo! Answers ranking.
For each of these Yahoo! questions, we retrieve as many answers as there are available
for each question thread. There are, in total, 89642 ⟨query, question, answer⟩ tuples.
17711 tuples (19.8%) are labeled as “relevant” while 71931 (81.2%) are labeled as
non-relevant.
Relevance Judgments
In our experiment, the data are labeled in two ways: by using the TREC factoid
answer patterns, and, independently, manually in order to validate the pattern-based
automatic labels.
For automatic relevance labels we use the available regular expression answer
patterns for the TREC factoid questions. We check every answer’s text body, and
if the text matches one of the answer patterns, we consider the answer text to be
relevant, and non-relevant otherwise.
In order to validate the accuracy of our automatically-assigned relevance labels,
we independently labeled a number of answers by hand. The manually labeled an-
swers were compared with the automatically generated labels, resulting in over 90%
agreement between the automatic and manual methods. In the cases of disagreements
were due to the excessive strictness of the answer patterns, and to the world changing
(e.g., with a different correct answer for a question “Who is the prime minister of
Japan.”). This is not surprising, as some of the answer patterns were created years
ago around the time of the TREC QA evaluation. In summary, automatically gen-
erated labels, even though with some small degree of noise, nevertheless exhibit high





We adapt the following information retrieval metrics to evaluate the performance of
the ranking function.
• Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR): The MRR of each individual query is the
reciprocal of the rank at which the first relevant answer was returned, or 0 if
none of the top N results contained a relevant answer.The score for a sequence









where Qr is a set of test queries, rq is the rank of the first relevant document
for q.
• Precision at K: for a given query, P (K) reports the fraction of answers ranked
in the top K results that are labeled as relevant. In our setting, we require a
relevant answer to be labeled “matched” for TREC pattern. For this metric,
the position of relevant answers within the top K is irrelevant, while it measures
overall user potential satisfaction with the top K results.
• Mean Average of Precision(MAP): Average precision for each query is
defined as the mean of the precision at K values calculated after each relevant
answers was retrieved. The final MAP value is defined as the mean of average
precisions of all queries in the test set. This metrics is the most commonly used










where Qr is a set of test queries, Rq is the set of relevant document for q, r is
the rank, N is the number retrieved, rel() is a binary function on the relevance
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of a given rank, and P () is precision at a given cut-off rank.
5.3.3 Ranking Methods Compared
To evaluate the Q&A retrieval quality, we compare the quality of following methods:
• Baseline Yahoo(baseline1): In this method, we adapt default ranking in Yahoo!
Answers. Answers to a particular question are ordered by posting date. The
older one is ranked higher except that best answers always come first.
• Baseline Votes(baseline2): In this method, similar to our baseline1, we let best
answers always be on top of the answer list. However, following answers are
ranked in decreasing order by number of (positive votes - negative votes) re-
ceived. If there is no vote for some answers, we order them by Yahoo! default
ranking.
• GBRank: Ranking function with community/social features: this is our method
presented in Section 5.2.4
For Yahoo! Answers, since we first get a list of Yahoo! questions for one TREC
query, and each of these Yahoo! questions has its own answers, there are multiple
alternatives for calculating MRR, Precision and MAP values for Baseline Yahoo and
Baseline Votes. First, we need to introduce some nomenclature: for each TREC
query TQ, we retrieve a list of related questions from Yahoo! Answers Y Qa, Y Qb...
(as shown in Figure 18). After clicking on one of these questions, we get the answers






a , as shown in Figure 15:
• MRR MAX: Calculate MRR value for each Y Qa,
Y Qb... and use the highest value as this TQ’s MRR. This baseline simulates
an ”intelligent” user who always selects the most relevant retrieved Yahoo!
question thread first (as measured by the corresponding MRR for the thread).
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• MRR STRICT: Calculate MRR value for each Y Qa,
Y Qb... and use the their average value as this TQ’s MRR. This baseline sim-
ulates a user who blindly follows the Yahoo! Answer’s ranking and examines
retrieved question threads and corresponding answers in the order they were
originally ranked.
• MRR RR(round robin): Use Y Qa’s first answer as TQ’s first answer, Y Qb’
first answer as TQ’s second answer and so on, then calculate this TQ’s MRR.
This baseline simulates a “jumpy” user who believes that answers that come
first, no matter to which questions, are always better, and jumps between ques-
tion threads looking at the top-ranked answers for each tread in order of the
original ranking.
Figure 18: Top 5 results when searching “When is hurricane season in Caribbean?”
on Yahoo! Answers.
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The variants for the other two metrics, Precision and MAP (namely, PREC MAX,
PREC STRICT, PREC RR, MAP MAX, MAP STRICT, MAP RR), are
calculated similarly.
In summary, MRR MAX (and PREC MAX and MAP MAX) represent the up-
per bound on Yahoo! Answers’ accuracy (with the current retrieval and ranking
algorithms) from the perspective of an intelligent searcher. This is an extremely
strong family of baseline metrics, as it assumes an “oracle” that always makes the
right decision to click on the question threads that contain the correct answer in the
highest ranking position.
5.4 Experimental Results
5.4.1 Learning Ranking Function
To learn the ranking function, we generate the training and testing data as follows:
we randomly select 400 TREC queries from total 1250 TREC queries and collect
all the related QA for these 400 queries. We use ten-fold cross validation to per-
form the training of the proposed ranking function using the algorithm introduced
above. Ten-fold cross validation involves dividing the judged data set randomly into
10 equally-sized partitions, and performing 10 training/testing steps, where each step
uses 9 partitions to train the ranking function and the remaining partition to test its
effectiveness. Note that the following results were done on this smaller set train the
ranking function - the main evaluation will be performed in the next section, over the
remaining 850 TREC questions that were not used in training in any way.
Figure 19 reports the Precision at K for the hold-out validation data against each
iteration of our learning algorithm. It can be clearly seen that Precision increases for
the first 60 iterations, after which the algorithm converges and additional iterations
are not helpful.
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Figure 19: Precision at 1, 3, 5 for testing queries against GBrank iterations




















Testing data with TREC pattern as labels
Testing data with manual labels
Figure 20: Precision atK for testing queries with manual labels and labels generated
by TREC pattern
5.4.2 Robustness to Noisy Labels
As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the relevance judgments was obtained by matching
an answer with TREC answer patterns. We have also found that 90% of items were
given the same labels under both manual labeling and TREC pattern labeling and the
remaining 10% of automatic labels were erroneous. To show that our learning frame-
work is robust, we experiment with training on the noisy automatically generated
labels, and testing on the smaller set of “gold standard” manually assigned relevance
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labels. For this experiment we used 50 queries (testing data) which have been labeled
manually. Then, we randomly select the other 350 TREC queries (training data)
and related questions and answers to train the ranking function. Figure 20 shows
the Precision at K for testing data based on manual labels and TREC pattern labels
respectively. While the accuracy when evaluating against manual labels is slightly
lower than automatic labels, the differences are not substantial, which implies that
our algorithm still generates a nearly-optimal model even when trained on noisy rel-
evance labels. Furthermore, the high correspondence of automatic and manual label
accuracy results validates our decision to use only automatic labels for the remaining
experiments, to enable experiments on the larger scale.
5.4.3 Ablation Study on Feature Set
To gain a better understanding of the important features for this domain we perform
an ablation study on our feature set to explore which features are significant to answers
ranking.























Figure 21: Precision at K for feature ablation study
As shown in Table 10, there are three major categories of our feature set: textual
features, community features and statistical features. Figure 21 reports the Precision
at K when learning ranking function with removing each category respectively. It
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with preference from user evaluations
no preference from user evaluations
Figure 22: Precision at K without incorporating user evaluations as preference data
is easy to see that removing both textual features and community features cause a
significant decreasing on precision. While there is a slight reduction on precision when
removing statistical features, it is clear that these features are not as important as
the textual and community features. Interestingly, textual features are less important
for Precision at 1. We hypothesize that for the top result it is more important for an
answer to be chosen as “best” by the asker (one of the community features), than to
have appropriate textual characteristics.
In addition, we also test the effectiveness of preference data from users evaluations.
In order to test its effectiveness, we learn a ranking function without incorporating
preference data from users evaluations. Figure 22 shows the Precision at K of this
new ranking function. From this figure, we can see that users evaluations play a very
important role in learning ranking function.
5.4.4 QA Retrieval
In this experiment, we train our ranking function on the whole training data (i.e.,
the 400 TREC queries from the previous experiments) and test on the remainder
hold-out data of 850 TREC queries and associated community QA pairs.
Figures 23 and 24 illustrate the Precision at K of GBrank compared with the
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Figure 23: Precision at K for GBrank, baseline1 MAX, baseline1 RR and base-
line1 STRICT for vary K























Figure 24: Precision at K for GBrank, baseline2 MAX, baseline2 RR and base-
line2 STRICT for vary K
two baseline methods. These figures show that the precision of two baseline methods
are nearly the same, while GBrank out-perform both of them. In particular, the
Precision at 1 of GBrank is 76%, compared to 63% precision at 1 exhibited by the
MAX baselines. We can also see that PREC MAX performs better than PREC RR
and PREC STRICT, and GBrank has the similar performance with PREC MAX the
values of K larger than 3.
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In Table 11 and 12, we illustrate the MAP and MRR scores for two baseline
methods as well as GBrank. From these two tables, it is clear that MAX can perform
better than the other two metrics for baseline, but GBrank reaches much better
performance than all the metrics for two baseline methods. In particular, GBrank
achieves a gain of about 18% relative to the MAX metrics.
Table 11: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for
GBrank and other metrics for baseline1
MRR Gain MAP Gain
STRICT 0.213 0.569 0.043 0.422
ROUND ROBIN 0.401 0.381 0.145 0.310
MAX 0.662 0.120 0.441 0.024
GBrank 0.782 - 0.465 -
Table 12: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for
GBrank and other metrics for baseline2
MRR Gain MAP Gain
STRICT 0.214 0.568 0.045 0.420
ROUND ROBIN 0.403 0.379 0.159 0.306
MAX 0.664 0.118 0.443 0.022
GBrank 0.782 - 0.465 -
To understand how GBRank can outperform an “oracle” baseline, consider that
the ordering of answers within a question thread remains fixed (either by date – as
the default, or by decreasing votes). In contrast, GBrank obtains a better ranking of
answers within each question thread, as well as a global ranking of all answers. Then,
improved ranking within each Yahoo questions thread contributes to the higher score
than MRR MAX. Overall, applied on Yahoo! Answers, our proposed framework
achieves a significant improvement on the performance of QA retrieval over the Ya-
hoo! Answers’ default ranking and the supported optional votes-based ranking. In
addition, from the experiment, we can find that our method is able to retrieve relevant
answers at the top of results. In summary, we have shown that GBRank significantly
outperforms extremely strong baselines, achieving precision at 1 of over 76% and
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MRR of over 0.78, which are high values even for traditional factoid QA.
5.5 Summary
Community Question Answering (CQA) is transforming the way people search for
information. We have presented a robust, effective method for retrieving factual
answers from CQA archives, and have demonstrated our method to be significantly
more effective than the best possible accuracy a user can achieve when interacting
with the current state-of-the-art question search on a major CQA site. Furthermore,
our large scale experiments demonstrate that our method is robust to noise in the
automatically generated training preference judgments. We have complemented our
study with an analysis of the results to gain insight into the significant dimensions
of fact retrieval from social media. In particular, we found that textual features and
community features are crucial, and that user feedback, while noisy, provides sufficient
relevance judgment to improve the learning of the ranking functions.
By significantly improving the accuracy of retrieving well-formed, factual answers,
our work has the potential to transform how users interact with CQA sites; to im-
prove the experience by reducing duplicate questions; and to better integrate question
answering and search over CQA archive with the mainstream web search results. In
summary, our work is a crucial component for factual information seeking in the
increasingly important social media environment.
Although we have used community interaction features to estimate the content
quality and user reputation, this chapter does not take deeper study on identifying
these two kinds of context information explicitly. In the next chapter, we will propose
to recognize reliable content and user and take advantage of such explicit context
information to improve search performance.
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CHAPTER VI
LEARNING TO RECOGNIZE RELIABLE USERS AND
CONTENT IN SOCIAL MEDIA
6.1 Content Quality and User Reputation in Social Media
As discussed in the last chapter, social media service, such as CQA portals, have
grown in size and popularity. For example, the popular CQA site, Yahoo! Answers,
already has tens of millions of users, and stores hundreds of millions of answers to
previously asked questions, and serves millions of visits each day. These databases
of past questions and respective answers are proving to be a valuable resource for
specific information needs not well served by general-purpose Web search engines.
Unfortunately, the quality, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of the content in the
CQA archives varies drastically, and a large portion of the content is not useful
for answering user queries. Not surprisingly, the reputation and expertise of the
contributors can provide crucial indicators into the quality and the reliability of the
content. The reputation of the contributor could also be a valuable factor for ranking
search results from CQA repositories, as well as for improving the system interface
and incentive mechanisms.
In a CQA environment, schematically shown in Figure 25, there are three sets
of connected entities: users, answers and questions. In addition to the intuitive
connection between questions and answers, users are also connected with two other
sets of entities by both expressing specific information needs via posting questions,
and by responding to existing question via posting their answers to questions.
Unfortunately, existing methods for estimating content quality in CQA either
require large amounts of supervision (e.g., [3]) or focus on the network properties
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Figure 25: Network of interactions in CQA connecting users, questions and answers
of the CQA without considering the actual content of the information exchanged
(e.g., [81]). We observe that user reputation and the quality of the content they
produce are often tied together in a mutually reinforcing relationship. Building on
this observation, this study proposes a general framework for simultaneously calcu-
lating the answer and question quality and user reputation based on their network
relationships, coupled with the individual quality/reputation-related features. In the
proposed framework, the CQA interactions are viewed as composite bipartite graphs
where each pair of entity types (e.g., users and the answers they generate) can form
one bipartite graph. In this study, we develop a machine learning approach that
starts with a set of known labels for users and answers, and exploits the mutual re-
inforcement between the connected entities in each bipartite graph to compute the
respective quality and reputation scores simultaneously, iteratively refining the labels
for the unlabeled entities.
6.2 Learning Content Quality and User Reputation in CQA
Answer and question quality are crucial to information retrieval in community ques-
tion answering. It has been noted in previous work that user reputation is expected
to correlate with answer and question quality but the relationship between user repu-
tation and content quality is not straightforward. “Authoritative” users may provide
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poor answers, and “poor” users may occasionally provide excellent answers [3, 1].
In this section, we will explore a learning-based approach to calculate answer and
question quality as well as user reputation in CQA, simultaneously. We will focus
on the specific characteristics of Yahoo! Answers and discuss how to employ coupled
mutual reinforcement principle to learn answer and question quality and user rep-
utation. We will start with a more precise definition of the problem of calculating
answer and question quality and user reputation, and then describe the mutual rein-
forcement principle between these three types of entities in CQA. Then we present a
coupled mutual reinforcement framework to model answer and question quality and
user reputation. Based on mutual reinforcement in CQA network, we apply a semi-
supervised regression-based approach to the problem of learning answer and question
quality and user reputation.
6.2.1 Problem Statement
In a CQA system, there are three distinct types of entities: users U , answers A, and
questions Q. Questions and answers are posted by a diverse community of users.
And one question can solicit several answers from a number of different users. We
can further categorize users into two subsets: askers Uq and answerers Ua. Note that
there can be an overlap between askers and answerers - that is, a user may post both
questions and answers. Before proceeding, we define question and answer quality and
user reputation more precisely:
Definition 1 Question Quality: a score between 0 and 1 indicating a question’s
effectiveness at attracting high-quality answers.
Definition 2 Answer Quality: a score between 0 and 1 indicating the responsive-
ness, accuracy, and comprehensiveness of the answer to a question.
In previous work, question and answer quality were defined in terms of content, form,
and style, as manually labeled by paid editors [3]. In contrast, our definitions focus
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on question effectiveness, and the answer accuracy – both quantities that can be
measured automatically and do not necessarily require human judgments.
Definition 3 Answer-reputation: a score between 0 and 1, indicating the expected
quality of the answers posted by a user.
Definition 4 Question-reputation: a score between 0 and 1, indicating the ex-
pected quality of the questions posted by a user.
Clearly, the definitions above are somewhat “circular” in that the reputation of
the user depends on the quality of the questions or answers they post–where quality,
in turn, can be influenced by the user reputation. In fact, we will soon show how to
exploit this relationship in our mutual reinforcement framework. We now state our
problem more formally:
Problem: Predicting Content and Contributor Quality
Given a CQA archive, determine the quality of each question and answer
and the answer-reputation and question-reputation of each user, simulta-
neously, with minimal manual labeling.
In the rest of this section we will first introduce the “coupled mutual reinforcement
principle” for content quality and user reputation in community question answering.
We will then present our novel semi-supervised, regression-based approach, based on
the mutual reinforcement idea.
6.2.2 Coupled Mutual Reinforcement Principle
Recall that our goal is to identify high-quality questions and answers, and high-
reputation users, simultaneously. We now state the mutual reinforcement principle
that underlies our approach to solving this problem with the minimum of manual
labeling:
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An answer is likely to be of high quality if the content is responsive
and well-formed, the question has high quality, and the answerer is of
high answer-reputation. At the same time, a user will have high answer-
reputation if she posts high-quality answers, and high question-reputation
if she tends to post high-quality questions. Finally, a question is likely to
be of high quality if it is well stated, is posted by a user with high question
reputation, and attracts high-quality answers.
Figure 26: |Q| coupled bipartite graphs connecting with user-question bipartite
graph.
Before we can turn this idea into an algorithm, we need to represent our setting
more precisely. Recall that CQA systems are centered around three entities and their
relationships: Users (U), questions (Q), and answers (A). The relationships between
these entities are illustrated in Figure 26. In particular, to represent the relationships
between answers and their authors, we can use a bipartite graph with an edge between
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each user and the answers that they post. Note that it is convenient to partition these
graphs according to the question thread – that is, to consider subgraphs that involve
answers to a particular question. Similarly, we can represent the relationship between
askers and the questions they post by a bipartite graph with an edge connecting an
asker to their posted question(s). We consider the sets of bipartite graphs that share
the same question to be coupled.
We denote the whole graph in Figure 26 as
G(U ,A,Q,MUA,MUQ,MQA)
where MUA = [mij] is the |U|-by-|A| matrix containing all the pairwise edges, i.e.,
mij = 1 if there is an edge between user ui and answer aj. Similarly, MUQ and MQA
are the matrices containing pairwise edges representing the association between users
and questions they post, and question and the posted answers, respectively. Note
that users may appear in both the asker and the answerer sets; however, we purpose-
fully remove this additional coupling by separating the “asker” from the “answerer”
personas of each user and modeling the reputation of each persona separately.
Now we can state the mutual reinforcement principle introduced earlier more
precisely, as the set of four simultaneous equations governing the answer-reputation
yau and question-reputation y
q
u of a user u, and the corresponding answer quality ya


















maqya + (1− γ)yqu(∼q) (24)
where u ∼ a or u ∼ q represents an edge between a user and her answers, or user




the question-reputation of the user who ask question q; the symbol ∝ stands for
“proportional to”; and α and γ are proportionality constants.
To simplify the notation, we collect answer-reputation and question-reputation
scores of all users into vectors yau and y
q
u respectively, and collect all answer and

















u + (1− γ)MQAya (28)
where MT stands for the matrix transpose of M ; M ′UA and M
′
UQ is derived from
MUA and MUQ as for each m
′
ij ∈ M ′UA, m′ij =
mij∑|A|
j=1 mij
(mij ∈ MUA) and for each




We can now turn the mutual reinforcement principle into a semi-supervised algo-
rithm to estimates content quality and user reputation, as we describe next.
6.2.3 CQA-MR: Coupled Semi-Supervised Mutual Reinforcement
Due to the tight correlation and connection between those three sets of entities in
CQA (questions, answers and users), we apply a mutually reinforcing approach to
learn the question-reputation and answer-reputation of users as well as the quality of
questions and answers, simultaneously. In the following, we first describe the features
for learning question and answer quality and user reputation (Section 6.2.3.1). Then,
we present a logistic regression approach for learning question and answer quality and
user reputation (Section 6.2.3.2). However, we are given very few labels on answers
and questions quality and users reputation in CQA. Thus, we apply the discussed
coupled mutual reinforcement relationship for semi-supervised learning on answers
and questions quality and users reputation, and such relationship is also incorporated
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into the log-likelihood function (Section 6.2.3.2). Finally, we summarize a CQA-MR
algorithm which can both fit the model and learn on answer and question quality and
users reputation (Section 6.2.3.3).
6.2.3.1 Features
In a CQA system, there are several complementary feature sets for answers, questions
and users, respectively. Table 13 shows a list of features for answers, questions and
users, which form the feature space of answers, X(A), questions X(Q) and users,
X(U). We denote one answer as xa in answer feature space X(A), one question as
xq in X(Q) and one user as xu in X(U).
Table 13: Features Spaces: X(Q), X(A) and X(U)
Question Feature Space X(Q)
Q: subject length Number of words of question subject
Q: detail length Number of words of question detail
Q: posting time Date and time when the question was posted
Q: question stars Number of stars received earned for this question
Q: number of answers Number of answers received for this question
Answer Feature Space X(A)
A: overlap Words shared between question and answer
A: number of comments Number of comments added by other participants
A: total thumbs up Total number of thumb up votes for the answers
A: total thumbs down Total number of negative votes for the answers
User Feature SPace X(U)
U: total points Total points earned over lifetime community
U: questions asked Number of questions asked
U: questions resolved Number of questions resolved
U: total answers Number of posted answers
U: best answer Number of answers that were selected as “best answer”
U: stars Number of stars the user receive
U: thumbs up ratio The ratio of thumbs up votes the user posted before
U: thumbs down ratio The ratio of thumbs down votes the user posted before
U: indegree number of other users whose questions are answered by the user
U: outdegree number of other users who answer the questions posted by the user
U: hub score the hub score of the user computed by HITS
U: authority score the authority score of the user computed by HITS
6.2.3.2 Learning Answer and Question Quality and User Reputation Using Cou-
pled Mutual Reinforcement
Given an answer a, a question q and a user u described by feature vectors xa, xq and
xu, let the probability of them being a good answer, good question, good asker or
good answerer be P (xa), P (xq), Pqst(xu) and Pans(xu), respectively. In the following,
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we will describe a generic approach to learning all these probabilities following the
same way. We use P to denote any of P (xa), P (xq), Pqst(xu) or Pans(xu) and use x
to represent the corresponding feature vector.






where β are coefficients of the linear models. When given sufficient labeled instances,
one can compute those coefficients by maximizing the corresponding log-likelihoods,




yβTx− log(1 + eβTx) (30)
where y ∈ {0, 1} are the label of instance vector x; X denotes the any of U , Q or A,
which corresponds to the type of instance x.
We can see that the above learning model depends exclusively on the correspond-
ing feature space of the specific type of instances, i.e.,answers, questions or users.
Thus the quality of questions and answers are learned only based on answer-related
or question-related features while the reputation of users is estimated based on user-
related features.
After adapting the coupled mutual reinforcement principle between the answer
and question quality and the user reputation, showed in Equation 25, 26, 27 and
28, we are able to measure the conditional log-likelihood of observing one label set
given some others belonging to different kinds of but associated entities. We use y
to denote the current labels for x and use y′ to denote new expected labels given the
other kinds of old labels are known. We represent Yd as the set of different types of
entity associated with y. For instance, based on Equation 26, the set Yd of answer
entity ya is {yau,yq}, and in Equation 27, the set Yd of users for questions yqu is {yq}.
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− (1− y(i)) log 1− y(i)
1− y′(i)
(31)
And now we can extend the objective function from the original log-likelihood in
Eq 30 to the following:
L(X ) = LL(X ) + σLL(y|Yd) (32)
where σ is a prescribed weight parameter. This equation represents the combined
log-likelihood for learning the probability of each type of entity. Note that the KL-
divergence can be combined with the original log-likelihood naturally because both
are log-likelihood measured on probability distributions so are of the same units.
6.2.3.3 Fitting Models–Algorithm
Next, we show how to fit the above models and how to solve the parameter estimation
problem. The idea is to start with uniform distributions for P (xa), P (xq), Pqst(xu)
and Pans(xu), and then iteratively update them to increase the likelihood based on
their coupled mutually reinforcing relationship. In the following, we will first describe
a generic approach to fitting any of the four logistic regression models for P (xa),
P (xq), Pqst(xu) or Pans(xu) in the mutual reinforcement framework. Then, we will
describe an algorithm to learn answer and question quality and question-reputation
and answer-reputation of user simultaneously.
We now describe how to fit the logistic regression model in more detail. As an
example, consider fitting the model for the answer-reputation of users. From the
current answer quality ya, we use Equation 25 to calculate y
a
u. Note that we will
keep the given labeled scores to the corresponding users. Then, given user-related
features X(U) and yau, we use the Newton-Raphson update to compute the new βau
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Let Xu denote the matrix of xu values, p
a
u the vector of the fitted probabilities of
users and Wau a diagonal matrix with element (i, i) equal to p
a
u(xi)(1− pau(xi)), then










u − pau) (34)
















−1(yau−pau) is the residual. Using the new value of βau, we are
able to calculate the new answer-reputation of users y′au .
Then we can apply the same approach to fit the logistic regression model for the
answer and question quality and the question-reputation of users (denoted as βa, βq
and βqu, respectively).
Based on the proposed method of fitting logistic regression models, we present
the following algorithm CQA-MR (Alg. 3) for simultaneously learning answer and
question quality and user ask and answer reputation, where the Forward phase
carries out the mutual reinforcement from the left to the right while the Backward
phase from the right to the left as shown in Figure 26. Since we generate combined log-
likelihood for learning the probability of each type of entity, the mutually reinforcing
approach of our algorithm should cause the successive estimates of content quality
and user reputation to converge. We will empirically demonstrate convergence in
Section 6.4.
In this section, we have defined the problem of calculating content quality and user
reputation in CQA. Then, We present coupled mutual reinforcement framework and
a semi-supervised regression-based approach to solve the problem. In the following
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Algorithm 3: CQA-MR
input : questions, answers and users and their connection from CQA-network.
output: answer quality ya;
answer-reputation of user yau;
question quality yq;
question-reputation of user yqu
Start with an initial guess, e.g. uniform values, for ya, y
a








u not converge do
Forward fit the logistic regression models and calculate new values for
ya, yq and y
q
u in sequence ;
Backward fit the logistic regression models and calculate new values




sections, we will setup and carry on a large scale evaluation on the framework and
our new method.
6.3 Experimental Setup
This section presents our evaluation setup. First, we describe our dataset including
corpus of questions, answers and the corresponding users. Then, we describe our
evaluation metrics and some methods for computing answer quality and user repu-
tation used for comparison in the experimental results reported in Section 6.4. We
also describe several ranking methods to illustrate the effects of user reputation and
answer and question quality on general QA-retrieval.
6.3.1 Data Collection
In the experiments, we use the same dataset of factoid questions from the TREC QA
benchmarks and collected CQA dataset as described in Section 5.3. And, we use the
same method to obtain the relevance judgment.
Data Labeling for Content Quality and User Reputation
We use a set of labels for good users and good answers from Yahoo! Answers directly.
For some question threads in Yahoo! Answers, there is one “best answer” which is
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selected by the asker. These “best answers” can be viewed as high-quality answers.
In addition, Yahoo! Answers selects some users as “top contributors” based on those
users’ answering history. These “top contributors” can also be viewed as users with
high answer-reputation. In our data, there are 4000 “top contributors” and 18000
“best answers”.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm for calculating answer qual-
ity and answer-reputation of users, we utilize a portion of these labels for users and
answers. The other labels are used for testing by comparing with corresponding re-
sults of CQA-MR. In our experiments, we will keep 3600 top contributors’ labels
and 16000 best answers ’ labels for training our model, and then use the rest 400 top
contributors and 2000 best answers to test the performance of our algorithm for learn-
ing answer quality and user answer-reputation. More importantly, we will evaluate
the improvements to search, as described next.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm for computing question
quality, we manually label a portion of the data. We randomly chose 250 resolved
questions from Yahoo! Answers website which have received at least 5 answers. Two
annotators were given 150 questions with 50 in common, and asked to label the quality
of those 250 questions independently. The instructions for this labeling task were
to consider both question subject and detail when examining question quality, and
to consider answers when there is difficulty to understand the question. Questions
were labeled as “good”, “fair” and “bad”, according to special guidelines share by
annotators.
Table 14 reports the agreement between the two raters on the 50 common ques-
tions. Since sometimes it is very hard to distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘fair’ ques-
tions, we also combined ‘good’ with ‘fair’ to form a binary labeling. Both agreements
are reported in Table 14. As we can see that we can get moderate agreement for both
methods. As we can see, the binary labeling results in higher agreement; hence, we
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will use the binary “Good”/“Bad” labels to evaluate question quality.
Table 14: Inter-annotator agreement and Kappa for question quality
3 categories 2 categories
Agreement 64% 80%
Kappa coefficient 0.41 0.46
6.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
We adapt the same three information retrieval metrics, MRR, Precision at K, and
MAP, to evaluate the performance of the our algorithm for learning answer quality
as well as the performance of general QA retrieval.
6.3.3 Methods Compared
We now describe the methods used to compute user reputation, which we use for
our main task of improving CQA retrieval. Specifically, we compare the following
methods:
• Baseline: users are ranked by “indegree” (number of answers posted), an ef-
fective baseline estimate of user authority in CQA according to reference [81].
• HITS: we calculate the user reputation based on HITS algorithm. Users are
ranked based on their authority scores.
• CQA-Supervised: we classify users into those with ”high” and ”low” reputa-
tion using a supervised classifier, namely SVM (SMO implementation) , trained
over the features in Table 13. Then user are ranked based on their reputation
scores.
• CQA-MR: predict user reputation based on our mutual-reinforcement algo-
rithm (Section 6.2.3).
Unfortunately, a direct experimental comparison with reference [3], which is most
closely related to our work, is impossible as neither the dataset or the truth labels
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used for the experiments in [3] are available. However, CQA-Supervised is a similar
approach and uses similar features to those described in [3], thereby providing a
realistic state-of-the-art content quality classifier comparable to reference [3].
Our main task is to improve CQA retrieval by incorporating content quality and
user reputation. We compare the following ranking methods:
• Baseline: In this method, the answers are ranked by the score computed as
the difference of thumbs-up votes and thumbs-down votes received for each
answer. This ranking closely approximates the ranking obtained when a user
clicks “order by votes” option on the Yahoo! Answers site. The detail of this
method and how to compute MRR and MAP under this setting is discussed
in [9].
• GBrank: In this method, we apply the ranking method proposed in our previ-
ous work [9], which did not include answer and question quality and user reputa-
tion into ranking function. This method has been showed in [82] to have better
performance than many state-of-the-art supervised ranking methods, such as
RankSVM.
• GBrank-HITS: In this method, we optimize GBrank by adding user reputa-
tion calculated by HITS algorithm as extra features for learning the ranking
function.
• GBrank-Supervised: In this method, we first apply a supervised method
(SVM) to learn the answer and question quality and user reputation based
on their individual feature set independently. Then, we optimize GBrank by
adding obtained quality and reputation as extra features for learning the ranking
function.
• GBrank-MR: In this method, we optimize GBrank by adding answer and
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question quality and user reputation calculated by CQA-MR as extra features
for learning the ranking function.
Note that, GBrank-MR and GBrank-Supervised, we use the same set of labels
in learning.
6.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we will present several large-scale experiments. These experiments
are used to demonstrate that (1) the CQA-MR algorithm exhibits good convergence
behavior; (2) CQA-MR is effective for computing the question quality; (3) the per-
formance of general QA retrieval can be improved by incorporating predicted quality
features calculated by CQA-MR; (4) user reputation from CQA-MR tends to be
better than those computed by other state-of-the-art methods; (5) the amount of
supervision in CQA-MR affects the quality of predicted quality features.
6.4.1 Predicting Content Quality and User Reputation
6.4.1.1 Mutual Reinforcement Convergence
We first perform training using Algorithm CQA-MR introduced above. We exam-
ine the convergence behavior of CQA-MR by calculating the log-likelihood function
(Eq. 30) over the iterations. We find that the log-likelihood values increase and con-
verge at around 40 iterations, when computing content quality and user reputation.
We also calculate the log-likelihood for different values of σ. We are able to find
that the log-likelihood has much smaller values when σ is bigger, especially in the
initial few iterations, which means that the conditional log-likelihood (LL(ya|yau,yq)
and LL(yau|ya)) is very small initially. Therefore, the difference in the labels between
successive iterations is big, which implies labels’ inconsistency, in the early stage of
the algorithm. However, we can also find that when we take more than ten iterations,
the log-likelihood is almost the same regardless of the σ values. Thus, at later stage of
our algorithm, the log-likelihood values are more sensitive to the objective function of
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the logistic regression while the labels remain consistent across iterations, stabilizing
at around 30 iterations.
6.4.1.2 Predicting Answer-Reputation
We now compare the effectiveness of CQA-MR with other methods for predicting
answer-reputation of users. For this task, we use the hold-out set of 3600 users,
with 678 of them labeled as “top contributors”. Figure 27 reports the fraction of
“top contributor” users included in the top K users ranked by answer-reputation,
for varying K. As we can see, CQA-MR exhibits significantly higher precision than
CQA-Supervised, which, in turn outperforms HITS and the simple “in-degree”
count baseline.
























Figure 27: Precision at K for the status of top contributors in testing data
6.4.1.3 Predicting Question Quality
We now compare the effectiveness of CQA-MR with other methods for predicting
question quality. For this task, we use the set of 250 questions with manually labeled
quality, which is described in section 6.3.1. We train CQA-MR as described above
(that is, no additional question quality labels provided for training) and randomly
select 100 labeled questions for evaluating the performance of predicting question
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quality. In order to compare with existing methods for predicting question quality,
we also apply a supervised classifier, namely SVM (SMO implementation), trained
over the features in Table 13. And the testing set is the same 100 labeled questions
used above while the other 150 labeled questions are used for training SVM.
The mean average precision (MAP) for CQA-MR is 0.940 while that value is
0.890 for the supervised method (SVM). Figure 28 shows the precision-recall curves
for both methods, it is clear that CQA-MR gives good performance on predicting
question quality and exhibits significantly higher precision than supervised method.
In addition, we also try to add 150 labeled question as seeds in training CQA-MR.
Interestingly, adding the question labels as additional seeds for training CQA-MR
does not significantly improve performance.


















Figure 28: Precision-Recall curves for predicting question quality of CQA-MR and
Supervised method.
6.4.2 Quality-aware CQA Retrieval
The answer and question quality and user reputation computed byCQA-MR,CQA-
Supervised andHITS can be viewed as prior “static” features for QA retrieval since
they are independent of queries. This complements “classical” information retrieval
and QA retrieval, which primarily focused on query-dependent relevance features.
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In this experiment, we seek to enhance the performance of general QA retrieval by
incorporating predicted quality features (answer and question quality and user repu-
tation). We use GBrank [82] as the ranking function and apply the same framework
in our previous work [9]. For the training data we use 800 TREC queries and the
associated community QA pairs, and we use another 450 queries and the associated
community QA pairs for testing data. The set of features used to train the ranking
function is described in detail in [9].
We train four ranking functions,GBrank-MR,GBrank-Supervised,GBrank-
HITS and GBrank, on training data (i.e.,the 850 TREC queries) with predicted
quality features added in the first three methods and training data without these
features in the last one, respectively. Then, we test on the remainder hold-out testing
data of 450 TREC queries and the associated community QA pairs.
























Figure 29: Precision at K for Baseline, GBrank, GBrank-HITS, GBrank-Supervised
and GBrank-MR for various K
Figure 29 illustrates the Precision at K of GBrank-MR, GBrank-Supervised
and GBrank-HITS compared with GBrank and the baseline method. The figure
shows that all of the four ranking functions out-perform the baseline method. Further-
more, after incorporating predicted quality features, i.e.,answer and question quality
and user reputation, GBrank-MR,GBrank-Supervised andGBrank-HITS give
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better precision than GBrank without these features. In particular, the Precision
at 1 of GBrank-MR is about 79% compared to 76% Precision at 1 exhibited by
GBrank.
Table 15: Accuracy of GBRank-MR, GBRank-Supervised, GBRank-HITS,
GBRank, and Baseline (TREC 1999-2006 questions)
MRR Gain MAP Gain
Baseline 0.664 - 0.443 -
GBrank 0.782 - 0.465 -
GBrank-HITS 0.827 +0.045(6%) 0.473 +0.008(2%)
GBrank-Supervised 0.833 +0.051(7%) 0.477 +0.012(3%)
GBrank-MR 0.865 +0.083(11%) 0.483 +0.018(4%)
Table 15 reports the MAP andMRR scores forGBrank-MR,GBrank-Supervised,
GBrank-HITS, GBrank as well as the baseline method. Table 15 indicates that
GBrank-MR, GBrank-Supervised and GBrank-HITS achieve much better per-
formance than GBrank and the baseline method. In particular, for MRR scores,
GBrank-MR achieves a gain of about 11% relative to GBrank; and GBRank-
MR obtains double the gains of GBrank-HITS for both MRR and MAP scores.
The above experiments illustrate the usefulness of the extracted static features in
improving answer relevance.
6.4.3 Effects of the QA quality and User Reputation Features
We now explore the effects of the QA quality and user reputation, which is calculated
by CQA-MR, on learning the ranking function. To this end, we perform a study
on its influence on QA retrieval compared with existing graph-based method and
supervised learning method for computing user reputation, i.e.,HITS and CQA-
Supervised.
Figure 29 demonstrates the Precision at K of GBrank-MR compared with
methods of GBrank-HITS and GBrank-Supervised. The GBrank-Supervised
method replaces QA quality and user reputation calculated by a supervised learning
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method. Note that we use the same set of labels in learning for GBrank-MR and
GBrank-Supervised. In order to compare the two methods GBrank-MR and
GBrank-Supervised, we apply t-test based on their precision and the p-value of
significance test is 0.02. The GBrank-HITS method replaces user reputation by
those calculated by the HITS algorithm.
Figure 29 and Table 15 indicate that GBrank-MR achieves much better perfor-
mance than GBrank-HITS, which implies that the user reputation calculated by
CQA-MR gives more contribution than user’s authority scores computed by HITS.
However, GBrank-HITS outperforms GBrank which does not contain QA quality
and user reputation features. It shows that user’s authority scores from HITS are
still useful to enhance the performance of QA retrieval. Our conjecture is that for
user’s answer-reputation, it is much more important because CQA-MR not only
utilizes network relationship but also individual reputation-related features while the
authority scores in HITS only relies on the graph structure of CQA systems.
From Figure 29 and Table 15, we can also find that GBrank-MR performs sig-
nificantly better than GBrank-Supervised (p < 0.03). After analyzing information
gain of features, we find that GBrank-MR assigns higher weights on QA quality
and user reputation features. All of these imply that the QA quality and user rep-
utation calculated by CQA-MR gives more contribution than those calculated by
supervised method with limited amount of training data. GBrank-Supervised also
outperforms GBrank which shows that QA quality and user reputation obtained by
supervised method are still useful to enhance the performance of QA retrieval.
6.4.4 Effects of the Amount of Supervision
As mentioned before, we utilize a set of training labels for users and answers in the
algorithms CQA-MR and CQA-Supervised to learn predicted quality features. In
this experiment, we show the influence of the amount of training labels (i.e.,degree of
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Figure 30: MRR of GBrank, GRrank-HITS, GBrank-MR, and GBrank-Supervised
for varying fraction of training labels used in CQA-MR
supervision) on the performance of CQA-MR and CQA-Supervised. The labeled
set contains 3600 good users and 16000 good answers. We vary the size of training
labeled set used in the learning process by randomly selecting a certain number of
labels. For example, choosing 40% labels means to use 2400 good users and 10800
good answers in the learning process.
Figures 30 and 31 report the MRR and MAP scores for the hold-out validation
data against varying amount of labeled training data for high quality question and
answer retrieval. We can see that MRR and MAP scores increase when there are more
labels in CQA-MR. CQA-MR can achieve same accuracy as CQA-Supervised
with about half of the required training data. Therefore, CQA-MR can improve QA
retrieval much more with less supervised learning compared to CQA-Supervised.
We also find that GBrank-HITS have higher accuracy than GBrank-MR when
the amount of supervision is less than 1200 examples, suggesting that HITS indeed
identifies high quality content/users, but can be improved on by our method.
In summary, our experimental results show that CQA-MR is an effective method
for identifying high quality content and highly-reputable users in CQA, particularly
when training data is limited. More importantly, we have shown that the predicted
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Figure 31: MAP of GBrank, GRrank-HITS, GBrank-MR, GBrank-Supervised for
varying fraction of training labels used in CQA-MR
quality and reputation features, when modeled explicitly, significantly improve the ac-
curacy of CQA retrieval. Finally, our experiments show the effectiveness of our mutual
reinforcement algorithm, as GBRank-MR significantly outperforms a state-of-the-
art supervised method (GBRank-Supervised, implemented using SVM) operating
on the same features.
6.5 Summary
We presented CQA-MR, a framework for semi-supervised quality and reputation es-
timation of content and users in Community Question Answering. We have demon-
strated the effectiveness of CQA-MR in large-scale experiments of a CQA dataset
comprising over 100,000 users, 27,000 questions, and more than 200,000 answers.
Our experiments demonstrate significant improvements over the supervised method,
both in accuracy and in reducing the required amount of training data. Interestingly,
for the task of predicting question quality, CQA-MR significantly outperforms a su-
pervised method while requiring no question quality training labels. Furthermore,
we demonstrated a significant improvement that CQA-MR provides for the practical
task of searching the CQA archives.
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As discussed in Chapter 5, beyond content quality and user reputation, the user
feedback, such as voting, is another crucial context information for estimating the
ranking relevance. However, not all the user votes are reliable. In the next chapter,
we consider how to modify our ranking approach to make it more resilient to some
common forms of vote spam.
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CHAPTER VII
ROBUST RANKING IN SOCIAL MEDIA
7.1 User Votes in Social Media
Social media sources provide an effective alternative to traditional web search by
directly connecting users with the information needs to users willing to share the
information. For example, users can post questions or news items, and rely on other
users to comment or rank the content (e.g., sites such as Slashdot or Digg). While
the responses could be excellent, the quality could vary greatly. Hence, user feedback,
such as voting, or rating the content, has become a crucial aspect of the effectiveness
of the community. For example, in community question answering (e.g. Yahoo!
Answers), users can give thumbs up or down votes to existing answers; while in social
news and videos sharing services such as Digg 1 and Youtube, votes are used to judge
the quality of the posted news or videos, as well for the quality of the comments.
Figure 32 illustrates social content and user votes in the social media service.
Not surprisingly, user votes can provide crucial indicators into the quality and
reliability of the content. For example, in Yahoo! Answers, more than half of the so
called “best answers” to a question are chosen as the most popular answers according
to the user votes. Our recent work [9] showed that incorporating user vote information
can significantly improve the quality of a ranker over the CQA archives.
Unfortunately, not all user votes are reliable. Many “thumbs up” or “thumbs
down” votes are generated without much thought, and, in some cases, by users in-
tending to game the system – i.e., to promote specific answers or questions for fun or
profit. We refer those bad or fraudulent votes as vote spam. We posit that vote spam
1http://digg.org/
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Figure 32: Illustration of social content and user votes in social media service: Users
can post topic threads on social media sites Topic thread poster; Users can also
submit responses to topic threads Response creator; Many social media services
allow users to vote for existing responses using “thumb up” or “thumb down”.
is an increasingly common phenomenon in social media sites, and deserves explicit
handling for robust ranking of social media content. In the specific case of Yahoo!
Answers, the support team already semi-automatically removes some of the more ob-
vious vote spam after the fact. We believe that this solution may not prove adequate
in the long run: as the amount and the patterns of vote spam evolve, post-factum fil-
tering could significantly degrade user experience until the product team had a chance
to react to a new spam attack. To complicate this problem, vote spam methods can
change significantly due to varying popularity of content, specifics of media and topic
and as spammers adjust their methods. Therefore, we need a robust method to train
a ranking function that remains resilient to evolving vote spam attacks.
In this chapter we consider how to modify a recently presented algorithm for
ranking social media [9] to make it more resilient to some common forms of vote
spam. In order to investigate the robustness of our method, we consider several
common vote spam methods in social media. In particular, we focus on the specific
case of CQA to explore the influence of vote spam on the quality of answer retrieval.
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7.2 Vote Spam in Social Media
As discussed before, user votes are valuable to evaluate the quality of user responses
related to topic threads. In our consideration, there are two main types of vote
spam in social media: incorrect votes and malicious votes. The user who gives the
votes may not be an expert to the topic thread and related responses, therefore it
is likely that its votes are incorrect. In another case, some malicious users intend
to promote some specific responses within the community of social media, and they
attack the social media service by creating a number of thumbs up vote to the specific
responses. For example, in order to do online advertising in social media services,
malicious users post their advertisement into responses to some topic threads and
promote those responses by introducing amount of thumbs up votes. In another way,
they can submit thumbs down votes to decrease the rank of high quality responses.
7.2.1 Vote Spam Attack Models
In this paper, we will focus on the influence of malicious vote attack and analyzing
the robustness of our ranking framework. In the rest of this section, we will introduce
a general vote spam model in the social media service.
We simulate the vote spam attack as following: Given the whole set of topic
threads is TP = {tp1, tp2, · · · , tpm}, we assume that β% of them are attacked by
malicious votes. As the goal of vote spam is to promote advertisement or other
information from malicious users, those attackers tend to post and promote some
the specific responses under popular topic threads. Thus, if a topic thread is more
popular, i.e. followed by much more responses, it is more likely to be attacked. In
this paper, the probability that a topic thread is included in β% attacked thread set
is proportional to the number of its responses.
As the set of topic threads to be attacked has been selected, the number of at-
tackers to each topic thread may be different. In our approach, we assume Gaussian
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distribution to simulate the number of malicious users for each topic thread. We use
Ni to denote the number of attackers to the topic thread tpi, then
Ni ∼ N (µ, σ2)
Note that we can describe various number of attackers by simply changing the value
of µ in Gaussian distribution. Other methods can also be used to simulate the number
of malicious users.
For each topic thread to be attacked, we consider two general attack strategies,
thumbs up votes spam and thumbs
up&down votes spam. For thumbs up votes spam, malicious users aim to promote
single response for one topic thread, so that they will propose thumbs up votes to the
specific responses as many as possible. Using thumbs up&down votes spam, malicious
users will give thumbs down votes to other responses in addition to thumbs up vote
for one specific responses. In this way, attackers can promote specific responses by
decreasing the ranking of others.
The next question is how many thumbs up or down votes malicious users will
“contribute” for a particular topic. Most community portals and social media services
enforce strict budget rules for user votes which constrain the number of votes one user
can give. In our simulated attack approach, we assume an unlimited overall voting
budget for a user, but include a common restriction that any user can vote (thumbs
up or down) at most once for each item.
Figure 33 summarizes our attack models: First, we choose β% topic threads to
attack; Then, the number of attackers for each attacked thread is decided based
on Gaussian distribution; After selecting one response to promote for each attacked
thread, we can choose one attack strategy which is either plus vote spam or plus-minus
vote spam. In the next section, we will study Community Question Answering(CQA)
service. We use the proposed framework for learning ranking function for QA retrieval
as well as evaluate the robustness of learned ranking against vote spam.
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Figure 33: Summary of the stochastic vote spam generation process.
7.3 Robust Ranking in Community Question Answering
7.3.1 Robust Ranking Method
As shown in our previous work [9], our ranking function (GBrank) exhibits promising
performance on QA retrieval. Our experiments demonstrate that user vote infor-
mation provides much contribution to the high accuracy of our GBrank, when there
is no vote spam. However, if user votes in CQA have been polluted by spam from
malicious users and we continue using GBrank trained by clear data without vote
spam, GBrank will still put much reliance on user vote information which however is
supplying inaccurate information due to the spam.
In order to create a robust ranking method, we enhance our GBrank by using
polluted training data during learning process. We apply the general vote spam
model, described in Section 7.2, to generate vote spam into unpolluted QA data.
Then, we train the ranking function based on new polluted data. To distinguish
with GBrank trained by clear data, we denote our new ranking function as GBrank-
robust. GBrank-robust is able to automatically account for the observed noise in
the preference features, transferring more weight to other content and community
features. Therefore, GBrank-robust can outperform the original GBrank method
where simulated vote spam was not introduced at training time.
In the rest of this section, we will present our evaluation setup. First we describe
our dataset including the queries and the corresponding corpus of questions and
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answers. Then we describe the ranking methods to compare for the experimental
results reported in Section 7.4.
7.3.2 Datasets
To evaluate our proposed robust ranking method, we use the same dataset as de-
scribed in Section 5.3.1, which consists of factoid questions from the TREC QA
benchmarks, question-answer collection from Yahoo! Answers, and automatically
generated relevance judgments.
Vote Spam Recall that there may already be some spam in the original data, but
it is limited as we are experimenting with past data that has been cleaned to large
extent by the Yahoo! team. Therefore, we need to inject vote spam by ourselves.
The model of vote spam has been discussed in Section 7.2. We will describe the
parameters of the settings of vote spam in Section 7.3.4.
7.3.3 Ranking Methods Compared
To evaluate the QA retrieval quality, we compare the quality of following methods:
• Baseline: In this method, the answers are ranked by the score computed as the
difference of positive votes and negative votes received for each answer. This
ranking closely approximates the ranking obtained when a user clicks “Order
by votes” option on the Yahoo! Answers site.
• GBrank: Ranking function with textual and community/social features: this
is our method presented in Section 5.2.4.
• GBrank-robust: Similar to GBrank, we utilize textual and community fea-
tures to train ranking function. However, the training data is polluted according
to the chosen spam model. We will discuss how to evaluate vote spam’s influence
on QA retrieval in Section 7.3.4.
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7.3.4 Evaluation on Robustness of Ranking to Vote Spam Attack
To evaluate the robustness of proposed QA ranking algorithm, we compare the per-
formance of the ranking algorithm in the situation with vote spam and without spam.
In detail, we consider the following settings of vote spam and evaluate their influence
on performance of ranking respectively:
• Scope of Vote Spam: The scope of vote spam is measured by the percentage
of attacked question threads (β). We will compare the performance of ranking
under vote spam attack when the number of attacked topic threads (β%) is of
different value.
• Number of Attackers: We will compare the performance of ranking under vote
spam attack when the number of attacker varies. In our paper, the number
of attacker for each question thread obey Gaussian distribution(Section 7.2.1).
In this paper, we fix the variance σ2 in Gaussian distribution and model the
number of attackers by using different mean µ.
• Attack Strategy : We will compare the performance of ranking under two differ-
ent strategies of vote spam attack: thumbs up vote spam and thumbs up&down
vote spam. In this first strategy, malicious users promote one specific answer
only by adding thumbs up votes to it. In the second one, attackers submit not
only thumbs up votes to the specific answer but also thumbs down votes to the
other answers in the same question thread.
7.4 Experimental Results
7.4.1 QA Retrieval
In this experiment, we investigate the performance of QA retrieval under the attack
of vote spam.
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In order to simulate vote spam, we use the method described is Section 7.2.1 to add
vote spam in dataset: we first sample 10% question threads to be attacked, denoted
as {q1, q2, · · · , qs}. Then, we assume the number of attackers obeys the Gaussian
distribution whose mean is 3 and variance is 1 and sample attacker numbers for each
attacked thread, denoted as {N1, N2, · · · , Ns} respectively. In each sampled question
thread qi, we randomly select one answer which will be promoted by malicious users.
And we use thumbs up vote spam strategy for attacking, i.e. adding Ni thumbs up
votes to the specific answer in qi respectively. In the following experiment, we use
this attack model by default.
In our experiment, we train two ranking functions, GBrank-robust and GBrank,
on training data (i.e., the 800 TREC queries) with vote spam and training data
without vote spam respectively. The remainder hold-out testing data (i.e. 450 TREC
queries and associated community QA pairs) is added with vote spam. Then, using
the polluted testing data, we evaluate the performance for two ranking functions and
baseline method.

























Figure 34: Precision at K for Baseline, GBrank and GBrank-robust for various K.
Figure 34 illustrate the Precision at K of GBrank and GBrank-robust compared
with the baseline method. Testing data for all the three metrics are extracted from
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polluted dataset. (Vote spam model: β% = 10%, µ = 3 and σ2 = 1). This figure
shows that, under the situation that test data is polluted with vote spam, GBrank-
robust still performs better than baseline method, but GBrank does not obtain better
performance than baseline.
In Figure 34, we also demonstrate the Precision at K of GBrank and GBrank-
robust when they are evaluated using unpolluted testing data. It is clear to see that
GBrank-robust is “graceful” in that it is not much worse than original GBrank when
there is actually no vote spam.
Table 16: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Mean Average Precision (MAP) for





In Table 16, we illustrate the MAP and MRR scores for the baseline method as
well as GBrank and GBrank-robust. From the table, it is clear that GBrank-robust
reaches much better performance than GBrank and baseline method. In particular,
GBrank-robust still achieves a gain of about 15% relative to the baseline.
To understand how two GBrank functions can outperform an “oracle” baseline,
consider that the ordering of answers within a question thread remains fixed (either
by date – as the default, or by decreasing votes). In contrast, GBrank obtains a
better ranking of answers within each question thread, as well as a global ranking of
all answers. Then, improved ranking within each Yahoo questions thread contributes
to the higher score than baseline. Overall, applied on Yahoo! Answers, our proposed
framework achieves a significant improvement on the performance of QA retrieval over
the Yahoo! Answers’ default ranking and the supported optional votes-based ranking.
In addition, from the experiment, we can find that our method is able to retrieve
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relevant answers at the top of results. In summary, we have shown that GBrank-
robust significantly outperforms extremely strong baselines, achieving precision at 1
of nearly 70% and MRR of over 0.73, which are high values even for traditional QA
retrieval.
7.4.2 Robustness to Vote Spam
In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the robustness of our ranking
function to user vote spam. As discussed in Section 7.2.1, there are three parameters
to decide the model vote spam attack: scope of vote spam, number of attackers and
attack strategy. We will also assess the vote spam influence on our ranking function
under various settings of attack model.
In the following, we illustrate the influence of vote spam on GBrank-robust under
various settings of attack model. Note that GBrank-robust is trained using default
vote spam model (β% = 10%, µ = 3 and σ2 = 1). In particular, we evaluate our
model’s sensitivity to various parameter settings by using the testing data polluted
by different vote spam model.





















Baseline: thumbs up vote spam
Baseline: thumbs up&down vote spam
GBrank: thumbs up vote spam
GBrank: thumbs up&down vote spam
GBrank−robust: thumbs up vote spam
GBrank−robust: thumbs up&down vote spam
Figure 35: MAP scores for GBrank-robust, GBrank and Baseline for various mean
number of attackers. We calculate the scores for thumbs up vote spam and thumbs
up&down vote spam respectively.
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1. Number of attackers
First, we explore whether the number of attackers for each question thread affects
GBrank-robust performance. As discussed above, we model number of attackers for
each thread as Gaussian distribution(N (µ, σ2)). In our experiment, we fix σ2 to 1
and only use thumbs up vote spam for the testing data. The other parameters remain
default values shown above. Figure 35 illustrate the MAP scores of GBrank-robust,
GBrank and baseline method under vote spam with different number of attackers for
the test data, i.e. various value of µ. These figures shows that the performance of
GBrank-robust outperform than both GBrank and baseline when there are vote spam
in testing data. Although it declines as the average number of attackers increases,
GBrank-robust, as we can see, is more robust to the vote spam.




















Baseline: thumbs up vote spam
Baseline: thumbs up&down vote spam
GBrank: thumbs up vote spam
GBrank: thumbs up&down vote spam
GBrank−robust: thumbs up vote spam
GBrank−robust: thumbs up&down vote spam
Figure 36: MAP scores for GBrank-robust and Baseline for various scope of vote
spam. We calculate the scores for thumbs up vote spam and thumbs up&down vote
spam respectively.
2. Scope of vote spam
Second, we investigate whether the scope of vote spam influences GBrank-robust
performance. In our experiment, we use both thumbs up vote spam and thumbs
up&down vote spam strategies and the other parameters remain default values except
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percentage of attacked question threads. Figure 36 illustrate MAP scores of GBrank-
robust on the testing data which are polluted by different scope of vote spam, i.e.
various value of β%. It is showed that the performance of GBrank-robust outperform
than both GBrank and baseline when there are vote spam in testing data. Although
it declines while the scope of vote spam arises, GBrank-robust, as we can see, is more
robust to the vote spam.
3. Attack Strategy
In addition, to gain understanding of how different spam strategies achieve different
decreasing on performance, we perform the same experiment and illustrate the results
in Figure 35 and 36. From these figures, it is obvious to see that thumbs up&down
vote spam can cause more serious loss on ranking performance than thumbs up vote
spam. We consider the reason behind is that thumbs up&down vote spam probably
disorder much more the correct preference as this strategy gives more vote spam than
thumbs up vote spam.
7.4.3 Analyzing Feature Contributions

















GBrank−robust: No textual features
GBrank−robust: No community/social features
GBrank−robust: All features
Baseline
Figure 37: Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR) for GBrank-robust with different size of
training data on feature ablation study. The MRR for baseline using polluted data
is also shown in the figure.
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To gain a better understanding of the important features for this domain, we
carry out an ablation study when training and testing data have been polluted by
vote spam. Figure 37 illustrates the MRR scores when learning ranking function with
all features or removing one of categories, and the learning is based on various size
of polluted training data. The MRR score of baseline method is presented in the
figure as well. From the figure, we can find that removing either textual features
or community features cause a significant degradation of performance, especially for
small amounts of training data. Even in the presence of vote spam, our ranker with
all of the features is able to outperform the baseline after only 300 questions in the
training set. In summary, we have shown that our ranker is both effective and robust
to a variety of vote spam methods.
We evaluate the feature contributions for all the features both when training and
testing data are polluted by spam and when neither is polluted. Table 18 shows the
Information Gain for all features when training and testing data have been polluted by
vote spam; While Table 17 shows the Information Gain for all features when training
and testing data have been polluted by vote spam.
Table 17: Information Gain for all features both when training and testing data are
not polluted
Info Gain Feature Name
0.048 similarity between query and question
0.045 number of resolved question for answerer
0.043 length ratio between query and answer
0.032 number of thumbs down vote
0.030 number of stars for answerer
0.021 number of thumbs up vote
0.014 similarity between query and qst + ans
0.013 number of answer terms
0.013 number of question asked by answerer
0.011 answer’s lifetime
From these two tables, we can find that (1) some textual features and community
features have much influence on the ranking function. (2) When there is no spam
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Table 18: Information Gain for all features both when training and testing data are
polluted
Info Gain Feature Name
0.048 similarity between query and question
0.045 number of resolved question for answerer
0.043 length ratio between query and answer
0.029 number of stars for answerer
0.026 similarity between query and qst + ans
0.018 number of answer terms
0.013 number of question asked by answerer
0.011 answer’s lifetime
0.010 number of question terms
0.009 length ratio between query and question
. . . . . .
0.003 number of thumbs down vote
0.002 number of thumbs up vote
. . . . . .
in training and testing data, user vote information is important to ranking results.
(3) However when incorporating vote spam in training and testing data, both of
them contribute much less than before. Therefore, vote spam can give rise to a little
decreasing on the performance of ranking function; however, due to the contribution
of textual features and community features, our ranking function works in a robust
way.
Based on our experiments reported in this section, we conclude that GBrank-
robust is resilient to vote spam under various settings of the vote spam attack model.
And even when the test data does not have overt vote spam, GBrank-robust degrades
only slightly over our original GBrank method (and still performs significantly better
than a state-of-the-art baseline). We also observe that GBrank-robust is not sensitive
to the specific parameters of the vote spam model. Our feature analysis shows that
GBrank-robust manages to automatically assign more weight to the textual and other
more difficult-to-spam interaction features when properly trained.
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7.5 Summary
Social media is transforming the way people find and evaluate information online.
Users do not only share information on social media sites, but also contribute their
ratings of the content. As such, user feedback has become a crucial mechanism
for content quality control, ranking, and filtering. Unfortunately, as the popularity
of community and social media sites grows, so do the incentives and incidents of
malicious user behavior, such as vote spam.
We have presented a robust, effective method which incorporates social and con-
tent information for retrieving information from social media. In particular, we fo-
cused on the robustness of ranking in the presence of malicious feedback (vote spam),
analyzing general models for common vote spam strategies and developing a training
method that improves the robustness of ranking by injecting simulated spam into
the training data. Our extensive experiments on a particularly important case of so-
cial media –Community Question Answering– demonstrated the effectiveness of our
approach, which is robust in that the accuracy of ranking degrades gracefully with
increased spam, better than unpolluted model. Furthermore, we have shown that our




LEARNING TO ORGANIZE THE KNOWLEDGE IN
SOCIAL MEDIA
Followed by our research on ranking over social media, this chapter investigates tech-
niques for integrating and organizing Web content in social media. Specifically, we
study how to organize the individual task questions in CQA into structured knowl-
edge, which can be considered as new form of context information. Using the ex-
tracted structured semantics of task questions, we are able to improve the perfor-
mance of external applications, such as question semantics identification and similar
question retrieval.
8.1 Task Question and Its Structured Semantics
Task question represents a specific type of information need, in the form of natural
language question, which usually implies that the user intends to accomplish a certain
task and thus is searching instructions related to some aspects of the task. For
example, “how to find the cheapest hotel in New York City?” is a task question
posted by a Web user. The asker apparently is planning a task of “travel to New
York City”, and he needs the information about the aspect of “hotel” for this travel
task.
Recently, task questions have been widely used by normal Web users to describe
their information needs during Web search, especially when they need some instruc-
tions from outside to help them make the decision on the tasks. However, finding
relevant instructions for task questions is a difficult mission that is distinct from re-
trieving relevant Web documents for generic Web search queries. Firstly, compared
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with generic search queries in the form of bag of words, task questions can repre-
sent more accurate semantics of the users’ information needs in the form of natural
language questions, which requires new effective methods to interpret the semantics
of task questions. Secondly, the users asking task questions usually prefer to see-
ing an integrated and well-organized task-oriented knowledge as instructions rather
than browsing a list of Web documents returned by generic search engine. This also
requires effective methods to integrate information relevant to the task questions.
Community Question Answering (CQA), emerging as a popular forum for users
to post questions and answer those questions, provides an alternative channel for
solving task questions. Over the last few years, CQA portals have exploded in size
and popularity. For example, Yahoo! Answers 1 already has stored hundreds of
millions of questions and their associated answers, among which a large fraction of
questions are task questions. There also exists a CQA portal, eHow 2, collecting only
task questions, each containing the phrase “how to”. However, most of questions in
eHow are created by experts and the number of archived questions is much smaller
than that of Yahoo! Answers. To ensure wide coverage, in this paper, we focus on
studying task questions in Yahoo! Answers. Observing that task questions usually
contain the phrase “how to”, we simply consider questions having this phrase as task
questions in CQA portals. As observed, there are about as many as tens of millions
such kind of task questions. In addition, the number is consistently growing as Web
users keep posting more questions to CQA portals.
Such a large number of task questions comprise a valuable knowledge repository,
which could be a gold mine for automatic instruction searching and task solving. How-
ever, as discussed above, to make the immense body of knowledge easy-to-understand,




Figure 38: Structured semantics of task questions in CQA
integrate task questions into a well-organized knowledge structure. In this study, we
address these challenges by extracting structured semantics of task questions.
Currently, CQA portals usually organize all questions into a hierarchical semantic
classification, which can be utilized to identify structured semantics for task questions.
For example, Figure 38 shows a part of the hierarchy, where the first layer classes,
e.g. travel, pet, are considered as general task topics, and each task question under
one task topic, say travel, is related to how to do a task for traveling; the second layer
ones, e.g. NYC and Orlando under travel, are considered as task instances of the
task topic, and each task question under one task instance, say NYC, is related to
how to do a task for traveling to NYC. In CQA portals, the categorization of each
task question is decided by the user who posted the question, and one task question
belongs to only one task topic and one instance.
However, such existing question classification ignores another latent dimension
of semantic structure: each task topic consists of several task aspects. As shown
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in Figure 38, for the task topic travel, there are a set of aspects such as hotel and
shopping. This aspect-based dimension can apparently provide more essential inter-
pretation of the semantics of the task questions. Thus, for the goal of extracting
structured semantics of one task question, it is necessary to recognize the task aspect
that the task question corresponds to, in addition to identifying the task instance
that the question belongs to.
In this paper, we formally define the structured semantics of each task question
as a tuple < T, I, A >, consisting of a task topic T , a task instance I of topic T ,
and an aspect A of topic T . Based on such structured semantics, we are able to
organize all task questions into integrated task summaries. This kind of integration
is quite useful. Firstly, it automatically provides a hierarchical organization of all
task questions which makes it more easily for users to browse the task knowledge
in CQA. Secondly, such hierarchical knowledge can also be employed to effectively
organize new arriving questions. Furthermore, integrated task summaries can benefit
question-answering retrieval in terms of both relevance and diversity. Specifically, it
can not only improve the performance of retrieving relevant questions for the new
question, but also support finding questions which are under the same task topic as
the new question but in different aspects.
As most CQA portals have provided hierarchical semantic classification, which can
be used to extract task topics and instances, the most important problem becomes
identifying the task aspects of task questions. Note that, under each task topic,
there exist a set of task aspects that are common across all task instances, but are
characterized uniquely for each task instance. For example, travel to NYC and travel
to Orlando are two instances of the task topic travel, hotel is one of aspects of travel,
thus both travel to NYC and travel to Orlando have the aspect of hotel, but, according
archived questions in Yahoo! Answers, we observe that users tend to find cheap hotels
when traveling in NYC while they are more interested in hotels near the Disney
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when traveling in Orlando. This problem is considered as a comparative text mining
(CTM) [80] problem and is challenging since (1) we need to identify task aspects
across different task instances of the same task topic; (2) for each discovered aspect,
we also want to identify the unique information specific to each task instance. In
this paper, we address this problem by employing a generative probabilistic mixture
model for CTM [80], which simultaneously performs both cross-instance and within-
instance clustering, and can be applied to an arbitrary task topic including a set of
comparable task instances. This method is quite general, since it can be used to
extract semantics and generate integrated summary for any collection of social media
content with semantic structure of topic-instance-aspect.
Furthermore, we hope to solve the problem with minimum supervision; however,
if there exists expert knowledge on the structured semantics of task questions, we also
want to incorporate this information into the model. For example, eHow has assigned
questions into specific task instances and aspects according to experts’ opinions, which
could be considered as prior expert knowledge in the model. In this paper, we propose
to cast such knowledge as a prior in the probabilistic mixture model and estimate the
model to obtain the structured semantics aligned with expert knowledge as well as
additional semantics not well-aligned with the expert knowledge.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 formally defines
the problem and propose our generative mixture model. After that, we introduce
some applications of using the structured semantics of task questions in Section 8.3.
Experimental setup and results are illustrated in Section 8.4.
8.2 Integrating Task Questions Based on Structured Se-
mantics
8.2.1 Problem Formulation
Let Q = {q1, ..., q|Q|} be a set of task questions archived in the CQA portal, and each
question qi ∈ Q is associated with one best answer aqi . We assume that Q covers
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a number of general task topics; and each general task topic includes a number of
task instances; moreover each task topic consists of a couple of task aspects shared
across all instances under the task topic. Usually, we can map task questions into
a hierarchical semantic classification to form up a task-instance structure, as many
CQA portals have done.
Definition 5 (Task-Instance Structure): A task-instance structure is a two-
level hierarchical semantic classification. The first level consists of a set of general task
topics, T = {T1, T2, · · · , T|T |}, and the second level includes a set of task instances.
Each task instance belongs to only one task topic, and each task topic Ti contains a
number of task instances, I(Ti) = {I i1, I i2, · · · , I i|I(Ti)|}.
Following previous approaches on theme analysis, we represent general task topics
as a set of theme models {θT1 , θT2 , · · · , θT|T |}, each being characterized by a multinomial
distribution over all the words in our vocabulary (also known as unigram language
model).
Definition 6 (Task Topic Model): A task topic model θT in a question collec-
tion Q, is a probabilistic distribution of words {p(w|θT )}w∈V and represents a seman-
tically coherent general task topic. Clearly,
∑
w∈V p(w|θT ) = 1.
The most important thing for extracting structured semantics of task questions
is to identify aspects for each task topic. We assume that, under one task topic T ,
there are k common aspects (themes), {θA1 , · · · , θAk }; and for each instance Ii ∈ I(T ),
there are k instance-specific aspects (themes), {θA1,i, · · · , θAk,i}. Each common aspect
or instance-specific aspect is characterized by a multinomial distribution over all the
words in our vocabulary.
Definition 7 (Common Aspect Model): A common aspect model θAj is a
probabilistic distribution of words {p(w|θAj )}w∈V and represents a common aspect of
a specific task topic. Clearly, we have
∑
w∈V p(w|θAj ) = 1.
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Definition 8 (Instance-specific Aspect Model): An instance-specific aspect
model θAj,i is a probabilistic distribution of words {p(w|θAj,i)}w∈V and denotes an
instance-specific aspect of a task topic, where
∑
w∈V p(w|θAj,i) = 1.
In this paper, we would like to extract structured semantics for each task question
and generate the integrated task summary based on the question collection of each
task topic.
Definition 9 (Structured Semantics): The structured semantics of one task
question q is a tuple (Tq, Iq, Aq) where Tq, Iq and Aq represent the task topic, task
instance, and task aspects that the question q belongs to, respectively.
Definition 10 (Integrated Task Summary): An integrated task summary
of a certain task topic T is a tuple (T, I(T ),A(T )), where I(T ) denotes the set of
instances of the topic T ; A(T ) = {AT1 , · · · , ATk } represents the description of k aspects




j , · · · , A
T,|I(T )|
j } where
AT,Cj is the description of the j-th common aspect of the topic T and A
T,i
j denotes the
description of the j-th aspect of the topic T specified by the instance Ii.
Note that there are two application scenarios: (1) No supervision: If there is no
prior knowledge of the aspects, we just automatically extract purely ad hoc aspects
based on the data; (2) Minimum supervision: If there exists a couple of keywords
or even several example questions specifying either the common aspects or instance-
specified ones from prior expert knowledge, we should align the extracted common or
instance-specified aspects with the prior knowledge.
8.2.2 Aspect Discovery and Clustering on CQA Content
Since the topic-instance structure is usually provided explicitly by CQA portals, we
focus on aspect discovery among the questions under each task topic. A simple solu-
tion to aspect discovery is to ignore the structure of multiple task instances and treat
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all questions from different task instances as a single collection, where the standard
clustering algorithm can be applied, such as k-means. Specifically, we could represent
each question q as a vector of v(q) = ⟨c(w1, q), c(w2, q) · · · ⟩ where c(w, q) denotes
the number of word w occurring in q, and apply k-means to a set of such vectors.
The hope is that the obtained clusters would represent the common aspects across
all instances. However, the word space is usually of very high dimensionality in the
context of social media content. Due to the curse of dimensionally, the sparsity of
the data could affect the clustering performance.
To minimize the affect of data sparsity, we can employ the probabilistic topic
model to perform clustering, such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA)
[28] and its extensions [54, 56], which have been successfully applied to many text
mining problems with promising results. If we consider questions from different task
instances as a single collection, we could apply PLSA to cluster these questions in
order to discover task aspects.
As in most topic models, the general idea is to use a multinomial word distribution
(i.e. unigram language model) to model a theme. Assuming k latent common aspects
in all task instances, each corresponds to a theme model, a task question is regarded as
a sample of a mixture model with these theme models as components. We can fit such
a mixture model to the union of all the task instances, and the estimated component
theme models can be used to analyze the common aspects and differences among the
instances. Usually, we can apply an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to
compute a maximum likelihood estimate for the theme models.
However, this simple model treats aspect discovery under a certain task topic as
a single-collection text mining problem, without considering the difference and simi-
larity between various task instances. Such model is inadequate for comparable text
mining (CTM) for two reasons: (1) The task topic-instance structure is completely
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Figure 39: The cross-collection mixture model
ignored. As a result, we may have aspects that represent only some, not all of the in-
stances; (2) It is uneasy to identify which aspect represents the common information
across different task instances and which represents specific information to a partic-
ular instance. In the following, we will present a more sophisticated mixture model
addressing the two deficiencies that is specifically designed for CTM.
8.2.2.1 CTM-PLSA
The main idea for improving the basic PLSA for CTM is to explicitly distinguish
common aspects shared across all task instances from instance-specific aspects. Thus,
we now consider k latent common aspects as well as a potentially different set of k
instance-specific aspects for each task instance (as illustrated in Figure 39). These
component models directly correspond to both the information of common aspects of
the task topic and that of the instance-specific aspects, both of which we are interested
in discovering. We can make the sampling process of a word in question q dependent
on the specific task instance it belongs to, making use of the task topic-instance
structure available. Specifically, for the word w in task instance Ii, the sampling
of w involves the background model of task topic (θT ), k common aspect models
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(θA1 , · · · , θAk ), and k instance-specific aspect models (θA1,i, · · · , θAk,i), used to capture
the unique information about the k aspects in task instance Ii, i.e.







λCp(w|θAj ) + (1− λC)p(w|θAj,i)
)]
where πq,j is a question-specific mixing weight for the j-th aspect (
∑k
j=1 πq,j = 1); λB
is the mixing weight of the background model θT , which is set between 0 and 1; The
purpose of using a background model is to “force” the clustering to be done based
on more discriminative words, leading to more informative and more discriminative
aspect theme models; λC is the weight on the common aspect model θ
A
j as opposed
to the instance-specific aspect model θAj,i; λB and λC are set between 0 and 1; and the













which is used to “force” the clustering to be done based on more discriminative words,
leading to more informative and more discriminative aspect theme models.
Intuitively, when we generate a word, we first decide whether to use the back-
ground model (θT ) according to λB; a larger value of λB implies that the more likely
we will use θT . If we decide not to use θT , then we need to decide which aspect theme
to use; this is controlled by πq,j, the probability of using j-th aspect theme when
generating words in question q. Finally, once we decide which aspect theme to use,
we further decide whether we use the common aspect model or the instance-specific
aspect model, which is controlled by parameter λC . The weighting parameters λB
and λC are intentionally to be set by the user, and the interpretation is as follows.
λB reflects the belief about how noisy the questions under T are. If we believe the
question text is usually verbose, then λB should be set to a larger value. In our ex-
periments, a value of 0.9− 0.95 often works well. And, λC indicates our emphasis on
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the commonality, as opposed to the specialty in comparative text mining. A larger
value of λC would allow us to learn a richer common aspect model, whereas a smaller
one would learn a weaker common aspect model, but stronger instance-specific as-
pect theme models. The optimal value would depend on the specific task topic we
are interested in.
According to the model discussed above, the log-likelihood of the whole set of
questions under the task topic QT is:














πq,j(λCp(w|θAj ) + (1− λC)p(w|θAj,i))
]}
where λB and λC are set empirically; and the set of parameters to estimate, Λ,
includes: (1) the common aspect models, {θA1 , · · · , θAk }; (2) the instance-specific as-
pect models, {θA1,i, · · · , θAk,i}, for each task instance Ii under the task topic T , i.e.
(Ii ∈ I(T )); and (3) the mixing weights of aspect themes for each question q:
{πq,1, · · · , πq,k}. We can also apply EM algorithm to compute a maximum likeli-
hood estimate. The updating formulas are shown in Figure 40. Each EM iteration
involves scanning all the questions of the certain task topic once, so the algorithm is
quite scalable.
8.2.2.2 Incorporating Aspect Priors
Recently, some CQA portals have explicitly provided expert knowledge about the task
aspects. In particular, eHow, which is an online CQA portal dedicated to providing
web users with the ability to research or share instructional solutions of task-related
questions, has provided expert-defined aspects, for some of task topics and their
task instances. For instance, “hotel”, “shopping”, and “tourist attractions” are three
examples of aspects defined for the task topic “travel”. In addition, eHow has also
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Figure 40: EM updating formulas for the CTM-PLSA model
framework of probabilistic models, we can incorporate such expert knowledge for
guiding the discovering of aspects by adding conjugate priors.
Specifically, we build a unigram language model {p(w|aj)}w∈V for each pre-defined
common aspect aj based on the questions {q1, · · · , qnj} which have been categorized








Then, we could define a conjugate prior (i.e. Dirichlet prior) on each unigram language
model, parameterized as
Dir({σjp(w|aj) + 1}w∈V ), where σj is a confidence parameter for the prior. Since we
use a conjugate prior, σj can be interpreted as the “equivalent sample size” because
the effect of adding the prior would be equivalent to adding σjp(w|aj) pseudo counts
for word w when we estimate the aspect theme model p(w|θj). Basically, the prior
serves as some “training data” to intentionally bias the aspect discovering results.
Similarly, we can also obtain the prior for each instance-specific aspect based on
expert prior knowledge, i.e. Dir({σj,ip(w|aj,i) + 1}w∈V ).
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where σj = 0 or σj,i = 0 if we do not have prior knowledge on some common aspect
θAj or instance-specific aspect θ
A
j,i; and generally we have s1, s2 > 0, since we may want
to find extra common aspects or instance-specific aspects other than the pre-defined
aspects by expert knowledge.
Then, we can use the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator to estimate all the
parameters as follows:
Λ̂ = argmaxΛp(T |Λ)p(Λ)
The MAP estimate can be computed using essentially the same EM algorithm as
presented above with slightly different updating formula for the component language
models:


























8.2.3 Generating Representative Description for Aspects
After the identification and clustering of aspects, we are trying to pull out some
representative description for each common aspect and each instance-specific aspect
in order to generate an integrated task summary for each task topic.
A straightforward method is to use a set of words with the highest probabilities
within the common or instance-specific aspects. However, for better understanding
of each instance-specific aspect, we seek to select a set of questions to form up a
representative description. We observe that different questions under the same as-
pect may have different emphasis. For example, for the aspect “hotel” in task topic
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“travel”, questions of different users may emphasize different kinds of hotels, such
as cheap hotels or hotels near the airport. In order to reveal the diversity of users’
questions in the integrated task summary, we further cluster the questions under one
instance-specific aspect into several groups. In detail, we use basic PLSA to do the
clustering and set the number of groups proportional to the size of the aspect cluster.
After that, one representative question in each group is selected that is closest to the
cluster centroid (i.e. the word distribution) of the group; we use KL-Divergence of
word distributions as the measure of distance.
If we define l groups {G1, · · · , Gl} for the instance-specific aspect A, and extract
the representative question qi for group Gi, we have a representative description of
aspect A as {q1, q2, · · · , ql}. We also present the best answers of the representative
questions as the representative instructions for the group. As a result, we have the
representative instructions of aspect A as {aq1 , · · · , aql}, where aqi is the best answer
of qi.
8.3 Applications
The derived structured semantics of task questions can be utilized in several useful
applications.
8.3.1 Identifying Semantics for New Questions
The extracted word distributions (i.e. the language model) of both common aspects
and instance-specific aspects can be utilized to identify the semantics, i.e. the task
topic, instance and aspect, of any new question. Specifically, given a new question q,
we can recognize its semantics based on the similarity between the question language
model θq and each mixing model which combines one instance-specific aspect model
θj,i and the corresponding common aspect model θj. In this paper, we focus on the
linear interpolation [32] (a.k.a linear smoothing) for combining two language models.
Define an operator ⊕λ for linear smoothing where a⊕λ b ≡ λa + (1− λ)b, assuming
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a, b are both normalized to the same scale. When applied to two models, θ1 and θ2,
we define that θ1 ⊕λ θ2 as
p(w|θ1 ⊕λ θ2) = λp(w|θ1) + (1− λ)p(w|θ2), ∀w ∈ V (47)
We use KL Divergence as the similarity measure, thus we can identify q’s semantics,
i.e. assigning q to a specific task instance I ti and the aspect A
t
j of a given task topic
T according to








8.3.2 Finding Similar Questions
One of the most useful benefits of CQA services is that it provides the portal to au-
tomatically search previously asked questions, which can avoid the lag time involved
with waiting for a personal response. Thus, another important application is about
taking advantage of extracted structured semantics of archived questions to improve
the performance retrieving similar questions for the new question. However, measur-
ing semantic similarity between user-generated questions is not trivial. Since there
are only a few words in each user-generated question and two questions that have the
same meaning may use very different wording, traditional similarity measures devel-
oped for information retrieval may work poorly. In this section, we propose a method
to incorporate the extracted aspects in structured semantics of task questions into
the language modeling-based information retrieval.
8.3.2.1 Language Modeling Information Retrieval
In the language modeling (LM) approach to information retrieval (IR), queries (re-
garding new questions in the context of our paper) and documents (regarding archived
questions in our paper) are modeled respectively by probabilistic LM. Let θq denote
the parameters of a query (i.e. a new question) model and θd denote the parameters of
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a document (i.e. an archived question) model. We apply a risk minimization frame-
work for LM IR proposed earlier [42]. In this framework, the ranking is based on the
measurement of the distance between two LMs: θ̂q and θ̂d, which are obtained using
maximum likelihood estimation observing the words in new question and archived
questions. Here we employ KL Divergence to measure the distance ∆(θ̂q, θ̂d).
8.3.2.2 LM Expansion Using Aspect Theme Models
To improve the LM IR, we propose to incorporate the aspect analysis language models
to improve retrieval quality, by expanding original query and document models, i.e.
θ̂q → θ′q as query expansion, and θ̂d → θ′d as document expansion. We will apply
the linear interpolation for combining two LMs as well. By using this combination
method, one LM can be easily improved by smoothing with another “better” LM.
In the following, we introduce two types of additional LMs we can estimate based
on aspect analysis of archived questions. They expand the query and the document
both with the extracted aspects.
1. Aspect-level query (new question) LMs
Since θ̂q is just the empirical distribution of the query q, the original word-level
query model has shown to under-perform [42, 41], we seek to estimate the LMs at
higher level. In particular, we consider each common or instance-specific aspect of any
task topic as a token in the LM. All of these tokens comprise of a new vocabulary Va =
{va1 , · · · , var} and will later match the aspects discovered for the archived questions to
determine their relevance.
First, we estimate the conditional probability that a word in new question be-
longs to each aspect va, say p(va|w). Overall all aspects, we have a vector vVa|w =
⟨p(va1 |w), · · · , p(var |w)⟩, where r is the total number of aspect, either common or
instance-specific over all task topics. After normalization, vVa|w becomes the proba-
bility distribution over all aspects, or rather, an aspect-level LM.
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Then, we merge the multiple aspect distributions for each word in the new question
into a single aspect distribution for the new question, denoted as γaq . In the unigram
case, γaq is a vector of the same dimension with vVa|w, and each element in γ
a
q denotes
the probability of a particular aspect. Formally, we have γaq =
∑
w∈q δwvVa|w, where
δw is the normalized weight for the word w, and each element in γ
a
q denotes the
probability of the corresponding aspect under this model. To represent a new question
q, we use ⊕λ to combine the original word-level model θq with the aspect-level model
γaq .
2. Aspect-level document (archived question) LMs
Similar to the above approach, we could obtain the aspect distribution for each
archived question, denoted as a vector γad = vVa|d = ⟨p(va1 |d), · · · , p(var |d)⟩. Consider-
ing this vector as a LM where each aspect is a unit, to represent an archived question
d, we can use ⊕λ to combine the original word-level model θd with the aspect-level
model γad .
8.3.3 Other Applications
Beyond the above two applications, there are still many additional ones that are useful
for CQA services. One example is task-oriented diversified question recommendation.
Unlike finding similar questions, the goal of this application is to diversify recom-
mended results by suggesting task questions that belong to the same task instance
but different task aspects with the user’s new question. By recommending questions
from other aspects of the same general task, this application could help the user to
gain comprehensive knowledge of the general task he is taking.
Another useful application is to derive task-oriented user expertise. The goal is to
specify the user expertise into the levels of task topic, task instance and task aspect.
After that, if the asker submits a new task question, the CQA portal is able to suggest
the asker which users have good reputation on the same task topic, instance or aspect,
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Table 19: Examples of Integrated Task Summaries of two instances of The Task
Topic “travel”
(a) Task Instance “travel to New York City”
(b) Task Instance “travel to Orlando”
and to assign the new question to those experts, which could improve both efficiency
and effectiveness of CQA services.
8.4 Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the dataset used in the experiment. Then, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of our generative probabilistic modeling approach by
using both empirical and quantitative evaluation methods. Furthermore, we provide
evaluation on the effectiveness of the aspect analysis on external applications.
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Table 20: Examples of Integrated Task Summaries of two instances of The Task
Topic “pets”
(a) Task Instance “dogs as pets”
(b) Task Instance “birds as pets”
8.4.1 Data Collection
In our experiment, we need two types of data sets for evaluation. One type is a set
of user-generated questions related to certain task topic and task instance from CQA
portals. We collect those questions from Yahoo! Answers.
Yahoo! Answers provides a hierarchical classification of all the question in its
portal. We consider some higher level question categories as general task topics, such
as “travel”, “pets”, “health” etc., while some lower level categories can be viewed
as task instances of the certain task topic. For example, there are “travel to NYC”,
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Table 21: Basic statistics of the collections of task questions from Yahoo! Answers
Task Topic # of instances # of questions # of words
Travel 6 2426 5483
Pets 6 2391 6664
Health 8 2045 7194
Table 22: Basic statistics of the prior knowledge of aspect from eHow
Task Topic # of questions # of words # of aspects
Travel 300 956 15
Pets 200 834 10
Health 200 1118 10
“travel to Orlando”, and “travel to Hawaii” under the task topic “travel”; for another
example, there are “dogs”, “cats”, and “birds” under the task topic “pets”. Based
on this hierarchical classification, we can obtain the task topic-instance structure.
We utilize Yahoo! Answers API to collect task questions of the certain task topic.
Specifically, we submit the phrase “how to” as query to the Yahoo! Answers Web
services, with constraining the question category as one specific instance of the certain
task topic, and retrieve up to 500 top-ranked related questions according to the Yahoo!
Answers ranking. After retrieving questions for a set of instances of the task topic, we
obtain a collection of task questions of the certain task topic. In order to ensure that
retrieved questions are task questions, we also filter out those questions not including
the exact phrase “how to”. We conduct such collecting on three general task topics:
“travel”, “pets” and “health”. Since there are so many instances under each task
topic, we only collect a part of instances for each task topic. The basic information
of these collections is shown in Table 21.
The other type of data is the prior knowledge of task aspects defined by experts.
We construct this data set by leveraging the existing services provided by eHow.
eHow also provides the hierarchical question classification, which is consistent with
that of Yahoo! Answers. Thus, compared to Yahoo! Answers, we can find the same
task topics and instances in eHow. Moreover, eHow supplies a set of task aspects
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for each task topic, and each instance of this topic have the same aspects. Most of
questions under one task instance in eHow are categorized into different task aspects
of the corresponding task topic; while the other questions under this instance will not
be assigned into any aspect.
To build the prior knowledge of each instance-specific aspect, we randomly crawl
20 questions assigned to each specific aspect under the certain task instance. Then,
we collect all questions from each task instance of the certain task aspect together to
form up the prior knowledge of the common aspect of the task topic. The composition
and basic statistics of this dataset is shown in Table 22.
8.4.2 Empirical Results and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the CTM-PLSA on two general task
topics: “travel” and “pets”, empirically.
8.4.2.1 Task Topic I: Travel
In our data collection, the general task topic “travel” consists of six comparable task
instances: “travel to New York City”, “travel to Orlando”, “travel to Hawaii”, “travel
to Las Vegas”, “travel to San Francisco”, and “travel to Chicago”. Each of these task
instances contains about 350 to 520 task questions. There are 15 pre-defined aspects
based on the prior knowledge from experts in eHow. Our goal is to extract both
common and instance-specific aspects of the task topic “travel” , and then generate
the integrated task summary for each task instance. When computing the models,
we empirically set λB = 0.95, λC = 0.3 for CTM-PLSA, and the number of clusters
(i.e. number of aspects) to be 15. Variations of these parameters are discussed later.
Table 19 demonstrates part of integrated task summaries of two specific instances
of the task topic “travel”, which are obtained by using the CTM-PLSA model. Due to
the limitation of the space, we illustrate only three aspects of these two instances. And
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for each aspect, we show the top words of both common aspect models and instance-
specific aspect models, along with the corresponding representative questions. To
generate representative questions for each instance-specific aspect, we further cluster
all questions assigned to the certain instance-specific aspect into 5 groups and show 3
of them with top 3 largest sizes in the table. Moreover, we also show the major part
(sentences) of the representative instructions.
From the table, we find that the results of CTM-PLSA explicitly suggest the
common aspect themes and the corresponding instance-specific aspect themes. In
particular, the top words of the common aspect themes can effectively represent the
semantics of the common aspects, without suggesting any specific task instance. For
example, the words “hotel”, “booking” and “rooms” provide a good description of
the semantics of the common aspect “hotel”, but none of them is related to the
instance either “New York City” or “Orlando”. Furthermore, the top words of the
instance-specific aspect themes include key words better describing the semantics of
the aspects in the context of the task instances. For example, the top words of “hotel”
aspect in the “New York City” instance include “broadway” which is a famous street
there and “nyc” which is the brevity of that city; while in comparison, the top words
in the corresponding “Orlando” instance include “disney” which is the famous theme
park in Orlando and “mco” which is the brevity of Orlando airport. And we can
observe the similar cases on the other common and instance-specific aspects.
Digging into the representative questions and instructions of each aspect, we can
also see that there is indeed some interesting information discovered. In particular,
(1) for the “hotel” aspect, web users are often interested in hotels near the airport, in
the context of either “New York City” or “Orlando”; users tend to find cheap hotels
in New York City due to the high price there, whereas users aim to find those best for
kids since many parents take their children to visit Disney Park in Orlando. (2) for
the “tourist attractions” aspect, people usually hope to look around several famous
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spots in New York City, such as the Statue of Liberty and some museums, while
parents and their kids seek to have happy time in Disney and other theme parks in
Orlando. (3) and for the “shopping” aspect, many users hope to find cheap stores in
both context; but some of users look for shops for fashion in New York City, while
few people search fashion in Orlando.
8.4.2.2 Task Topic II: Pets
The general task topic “pets”, in our data collection, consists of six comparable task
instances: “cats”, “dogs”, “birds”, “horses”, “fishes”, and “reptile”. Each of these
task instances contains about 330 to 480 task questions. There are 10 pre-defined
aspects based on the prior knowledge from experts in eHow. Similar to the last
example, our goal is to extract both common and instance-specific aspects of the task
topic “pets”, and generate the integrated task summary for each task instance. When
computing the models, we empirically set λB = 0.95, λC = 0.45 for CTM-PLSA, and
the number of aspects to be 10.
Table 20 demonstrates a part of integrated task summaries of two instances
(“dogs” and “birds”), which are obtained by using CTM-PLSA. Similar to the last
example, we illustrate only three aspects of these two instances; and for each aspect,
we show the top words of both common and instance-specific aspect models, along
with the corresponding representative questions. We use the method same to last
example to extract the representative questions, and we also show the major part
(sentences) of the representative instructions.
The result on this task topic are generally similar to those on “travel” topic. From
the table, we observe that the results of CTM-PLSA explicitly suggest the common
aspect themes and the corresponding instance-specific aspect themes. In particular,
the words “training”, “command” and “teach” can indicate the semantics of the
common aspect “training” well, but none of them is related to the instance either
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“dogs” or “birds”. However, the top words of “training” aspect in the “dogs” instance
include “jump”, “hunting”, and (not) “barking” which are the apparent evidence for
the semantics of training dogs; in comparison, the top words in the corresponding
“birds” instance include “talk”, “speak” and probably not “biting” which are also
the obvious indication of the semantics of training birds. And we can observe the
similar cases on the other common and instance-specific aspects.
We can similarly discover some interesting information from the representative
questions and instructions of each aspect. In particular, in addition to “training”
aspect as discussed above, (1) for the “health” aspect, fleas and dry skin are two
serious problem to the health of dogs while birds have different concern on health,
such as injury of baby birds. (2) for the “feeding” aspect, users are usually careful with
the ingredients and quality of dog food, while for birds, people are more interested in
how to attract birds to the feeder or how to hand feed them.
8.4.2.3 Parameter Tuning
In the CTM-PLSA model, we can generate different results when varying the values of
parameters λB and λC . Specifically, if we set λB to a smaller value, non-informative
stop words tend to show up in common aspect themes with higher probabilities.
According the empirical experiments, a reasonable value for λB would be generally
higher than 0.9, which can help to automatically eliminate the non-informative words
from the aspect themes and to allow for more discriminative aspects. From Table 19
and 20, we can see that the model is clearly able to filter out most of non-informative
words. Even higher value of λB may help to eliminate non-informative words, but it
may cause the insufficient information for us to learn a common aspect reliably.
The value of parameter λC affects the vocabulary allocation between the common
aspects and instance-specific aspects. In the experiments on “travel” topic, when
we change λC to a value above 0.5, some instance-specific terms would show up in
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common aspect themes; while in the experiments on “pets” topic, when λC is less than
0.3, many keywords of the common aspect themes are shown up in the corresponding
instance-specific aspect themes.
8.4.3 Quantitative Evaluation
In order to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of aspect discovery and clustering,
we ask users to manually group questions into aspect clusters as our gold standard.
In order to reduce the bias, we collect the evaluation results from three users, who
are all graduate students. For each task instance, we first select 100 most popular
questions ranked by the number of associated answers. Then, for each of those 100
questions, the three users are asked to assign one of the aspects defined by eHow to
it. In essence, this is a multi-class classification problem where the number of classes
is the number of aspects of the specific task instance defined by eHow.
Table 23 reports the number of questions whose aspect labels are agreed on among
the three users with respect to different task instances or task topics. It shows that
more than 70% questions are assigned into the same aspect for each task instance or
task topic. In the following test, we use all the questions with agreed aspect labels
from three annotators as the gold standard.
Table 23: Inter-annotator agreement for aspect discovering
travel:NYC travel:Orlando travel:overall
Agreement 72% 76% 73%
pets:dogs pets:birds cats:overall
Agreement 83% 75% 77%
We propose to use Clustering Accuracy to measure the clustering coherence per-
formance for aspect discovery. Given a question q, let H(q) and L(q) be the human
annotated aspect label and the label generated by some algorithm, respectively. The






where |Q| is the total number of questions, δ(x, y) is the delta function that equals
one is x = y and equals zeros otherwise, and map(L(q)) is the permutation map-
ping function that maps each cluster label L(q) to the equivalent label from the
human annotation. The best mapping can be found by using the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithms [48].
For each method for aspect discovery, we compute the Clustering Accuracy of each
task instance and take the average over all task instances as the performance of the
specific method. As shown on Table 24, CTM-PLSA with incorporated aspect priors
achieves the best performance of Clustering Accuracy, meaning that the obtained
aspects are most coherent with respect to human generated aspects. This is consistent
with our analysis in Section 8.2.2.





CTM-PLSA with aspect priors 0.74
8.4.4 Experiments on External Applications
8.4.4.1 Identifying Semantics for New Questions
In this experiment, we seek to evaluate whether the extracted aspect models based
on CTM-PLSA can be effective to identify the semantics for new coming questions.
Specifically, we randomly collect 100 questions for each task topic (“travel” and
“pets”) from eHow. And, eHow has provided the structured semantics in terms
of task instance and aspect for each of these questions, which can be considered as
the gold standard, i.e. true assignment of task instance and aspect, for these new
questions. Note that these 100 questions are different from those used as the expert
prior knowledge for extracting structured semantics. In the experiment, we adapt the
metric of overall accuracy, measuring the fraction of questions which are assigned into
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Figure 41: The overall accuracy of instance and aspect identification for new ques-
tions
the correct instance or aspect, to evaluate the performance of semantic identification
for new questions.
To evaluate the performance of identifying the task instances (or aspects) for new
questions, we compare the following methods:
•LM similarity (LS): For each task instance (aspect), we use all questions (from
those used as priors in CTM-PLSA) which are pre-defined as in this task instance
(aspect) to build the LM θI (θA) for this task instance (aspect). Given a new question
with its LM θq, we identify its task instance (aspect) according to argmaxI KL(θI∥θq)
(argmaxA KL(θA∥θq)), whereKL(·∥·) measures the KL Divergence between two LMs.
•Aspect analysis (AS): Based on the aspect analysis of CTM-PLSA model, we use
Eq. 48 to identify the task instance (aspect) for the new question.
Figure 41 demonstrates the overall accuracy of task instance and aspect identifica-
tion over all of 300 new questions of three task topics. This figure also illustrates the
change of accuracy scores for aspect analysis method against different settings of λ,
which is the mixing weight between the common aspect model and instance-specific
aspect model.
From the figure, we can see that the accuracy of instance and aspect identification
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is sensitive to λ. For instance identification, the accuracy score decreases as the value
of λ increases. Thus, instance-specific model is more crucial to instance identification.
And AS method can achieve better performance than LS method when λ < 0.4.
For aspect identification, λ reaches best performance at about 0.4. AS method can
achieve better performance than LS method when λ < 0.9. Moreover, when λ → 1,
the common aspect model itself indicates the similar accuracy with LS method on
identifying aspect for new questions. Therefore, mixing instance-aspect model with
common aspect model will improve the accuracy of aspect identification.
8.4.4.2 Finding Similar Questions
Now we evaluate the performance of similar question retrieval of various LM ap-
proaches. The methods we compare are:
•Word-level LM (WLM): LMs of archived and new questions are defined by the
original text of respective questions.
•Word-level + basic Aspect-level LM (WALM-basic): For each task topic, we
run the basic PLSA over all instances, obtaining the aspects of all questions under
the specific task topic. Then, the aspect-level LM is combined with the word-level
LM (WLM), using parameter λ.
•Word-level + cross Aspect-level LM (WALM-cross): For each task topic, we
run the CTM-PLSA without any prior (Sec 8.2.2.1) over all instances, obtaining both
common and instance-specific aspects. Then, we use common aspects to generate the
aspect-level LM, and combine it with WLM, using parameter λ.
•Word-level + prior Aspect-level LM (WALM-prior): During trainingWALM-
cross, we incorporate expert prior knowledge on aspects into CTM-PLSA. Then, we
combine aspect-level LM with WLM, using parameter λ. Moreover, we implement
the word translation model proposed in a related work [33], which is defined as:
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•Word translation model (WTM): As proposed in [33], we retrieve similar ques-
tions based on a word translation model implemented using a collection of archived
questions.
For evaluation, we randomly collect 90 new questions under the three task topics
“travel”,“pets”,“health” from Yahoo! Answer, but not included in the training set.
Each topic is associated with 30 new questions. Then, for each new question, we
apply the above four methods for retrieving similar archived questions. The quality
of retrieval is evaluated on the top 5 archived questions using Precision at K (P (K)),
which reports the fraction of questions ranked in the top K results that are labeled
as relevant. Two human judges are invited to provide feedback on the composite set
of questions which occur in any of the top 5 retrieval results. Each judgment is of
two levels, either relevant or irrelevant. And judgments are carried out independently
based on their experience of the relevance quality. In general the judgments made
by two persons results in over 90% agreement. For those they have inconsistent
judgments, we randomly assign relevant or irrelevant labels. To determine the optimal
λ for three WALM based methods, we conduct 5 fold cross-validation against user
judgment.
Figure 42 illustrates the Precision atK of the compared methods. From the figure,
we can see that both the translation model and three WALM based methods out-
perform the basic WLM method, demonstrating that the use of aspect information
can improve the quality of question retrieval. We can also observe that WALM-
cross and WALM-prior can achieve better performance than WALM-basic, which
indicates that it is more beneficial to extract questions’ semantics by applying CTM-
PLSA to obtain both common and instance-specific aspects rather than using basic
PLSA. Furthermore, the figure shows that WALM-prior implies higher quality of
questions retrieval than WALM-cross, which indicates that it is more effective to



























Figure 42: Precision at K for four compared methods: WLM, WALM-basic,
WALM-cross, WALM-prior, WTM
training CTM-PLSA, such that the extracted semantics could be more beneficial
to improve the quality of question retrieval. It is also worthwhile to mention that
WALM-prior can improve the performance of a very recent related work [33] (WTM).
After conducting t-test, we find that the improvements of WALM-prior over other
methods are statistically significant (p-value< 0.05).
8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we formally define the problem of extracting structured semantics of
task questions and generating integrated task summaries based on such structured
semantics. We address this problem by proposing to use a generative topic model
for comparative text mining, and we also incorporate prior expert knowledge into
the learning process. The results of empirical experiments show that the proposed
method is effective for both extracting structured semantics of questions and gener-
ating integrated task summaries for each task topic. We also evaluate our method by
studying the effectiveness of using extracted aspects of questions to improve exter-
nal applications, including identifying semantics and retrieving similar questions for
new questions. The experimental results demonstrate that the context information
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This research consists of a series of new algorithms and techniques for leveraging
rich context information of both the query and the Web content to improve search
performance. In general, the context information of the query can be used to spec-
ify different ranking objectives for various queries, based on which new methods are
proposed to formalize new global objective function so as to improve the ranking rele-
vance; new techniques for extracting various context information of the Web content,
such as content quality, author’s reputation, and user’s interactions, are crucial to
build an effective search system over the specific form of Web content, such as social
media service.
In particular, in terms of exploring the context information of the query, contribu-
tions of this dissertation include: (1) New method for incorporating query difference
into constructing ranking models by introducing query-dependent loss functions [7].
Based on a popular query taxonomy of Web search, the new position-sensitive query-
dependent loss function for ranking is exploited and applied on two concrete ranking
algorithms. Moreover, beyond the straightforward method learning ranking model
with pre-defined query categorization, a new learning method is introduced to con-
duct learning of the ranking model jointly with that of query categorization. (2)
Inspired by the difficulty in defining query difference of more query categories in the
loss function and the requirement of deep dive and incremental update on dedicated
ranking models, we explore a new divide-and-conquer approach to learn multiple
ranking functions according to diverse ranking characteristics of queries [6]. This ap-
proach consists of three major steps: identification of ranking-sensitive query topics,
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a unified learning process to obtain ranking models corresponding to recognized query
topics, and an ensemble method for computing relevance for new queries.
Future research on exploring the context of the query include: (1) Deeper explo-
ration on what kind of features as well as which aggregation method are more essential
to identify ranking-sensitive topics for queries. (2) Investigation on how to recognize
the ranking-sensitive query topics jointly with learning the ranking function.
Furthermore, in terms of exploring the context information of the Web content,
contributions of this dissertation include: (1) New robust and effective framework for
retrieving social media content. The study has been complemented with an analysis
of the results to gain insight into the significant dimensions of fact retrieval from
social media. (2) Exploration of a new framework for semi-supervised quality and
reputation estimation of content and users in social media. It is also demonstrated
that using the obtained quality and reputation information can result in significant
improvement for the practical task of searching the social media content. (3) In-
vestigation on the robustness of ranking in the presence of malicious feedback (vote
spam), analyzation on general models for common vote spam strategies, and devel-
opment on a training method that improves the robustness of ranking by injecting
simulated spam into the training data. (4) Extraction and exploration of a new type
of context information describing the structured semantics of social media content.
The studies on information retrieval applications demonstrate that this new type of
context information can benefit the search performance significantly.
Future work on exploring the context of social media content includes: (1) Explo-
ration on new types of context information, such as time dynamics, location informa-
tion, etc., for new emerging forms of social media service, including microblogging,
social recommendation service, etc. (2) Investigation on how to take advantage of
information from other different social media services as the context information to
enhance the search performance in one specific social media service.
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